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Abstract 

In this thesis, 1 conduct an investigation into two principal issues in the EumdolIar market. 

The fïrst issue examines the stochastic behaviour of the aedit risk spread in the yield of the 

three-month Eurodollar deposits placed in a designated London bank. The second examines 

the volatility of the yield on the same. In both issues examuied, the penod covered extends 

fkom June 1, 1973 through A u p t  19, 1996, and the sampled data analyzed are at the d d y  

fiequency. 

The purpose of the £ksi essay, "The Gedit-Risk Spread in the Eurodollar Market An Em- 

pirical Analysisf' is twofold. The fkst is to investigate the empincal determinants of credit risk 

spread in the Eurodollar market. The second is to assess the adequacy of using the informa- 

tion in the U.S. Treasury yidd curve in modeling and predicting the observed credit risk in 

the market. In the analysis, 1 use the Engle, men, and Robins (1987) GARCH-in-Mean model- 

ing method. The results indicate that the yield cunre does contain information for future credit 

Nk.  In addition to the information in the yidd curve, 1 Gnd that other financial time series &O 

contain siguhcant information for future aedit risk. In order to evaluate the performance of 

the various models examined, 1 use the cut-of-sample forecast encompassing test, the mean 

absolute prediction enor, and the root mean square prediction error. Ali the performance indi- 

cators rank the GARCH- in- Mean model, which uses aiI h a n a a l  market information, as the 

ideal for modeling and predicting credit risk. 

The principal purpose of the second essay "ModeLing the Volatility of Interest Rates in the 

Eurodollar Market." is to investigate the predictive ability of the interest-rate models within 

and acroçs the following family of modelç: the continuous time farnily the (G)ARCH family 

and the factor-ARCH family. W~thin the factor-AFKH family, attention is focused on the mod- 

els that use directly observable hanaa l  market information rather than the latent variable or 

unobservable factor modelç. To evaluate the additional benefit that accrues in using directly 

observable finanaal market factors rather than models that use just the previous levei of in- 

terest rate, the combination of the previous predicted volatiIity and the squared innovations, 

three evaiuation critena are employed. These are the out-of-sample mean square prediction 

error, the out-of-sample forecast encompassing method, and the N-fold cross-validation mean 



square prediction errot The cross-validation method indicates that the factor-ARCH model, 

using diredly observable finanad market information, best predicts the future volatility. The 

factor-ARCH modd is also the ody modd whose out-of-sarnple forecast error cannot be ex- 

plained by the other modelç out-ofsample forecast On this basis, the factor-ARC. model is 

ranked superior to other interest rate models. 
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Chapter 1 

An Overview of the Eurornarket 

1.1 The Background 

The Euromarket is a market for securities denominated in a currency other than that of the 

country where the security is içsued. This market consists of: the Eufocurrency market, the 

Eurobond market, and the Euroequity market The Eurocurrency market deals exdusively 

with short-term lending and borrowing of funds denominated in a different currency Of the 

Eurocurrency market, the Eurodollar market is by far the largest, at about seventy percent of 

the Eurocurrency market.' Following-in ternis of the volume and the value of hansaction-are 

the Eurodeutxhemark, the Euroçwiss franc, the Eurosterling, the Euroyen, and the Eurocana- 

dian dollar market, among others. The Eurobond and the Euroequity markets deals with 

long-term bonds and equity issues respectively. 

The markets each operate from an offshore location such as the Cayman Islands, the Ba- 

hamas, Panama, Singapore, Hong Kong and the Channel Islands. They also operate from Eu- 

ropean finanaal centres such as London, Paris, Frankfut, and Luxembourg, and from North 

'In the rernainderof ttus study, attention is focused on the Eurodollar market as it constitutes the largest part of 

the Eurocurrency market Nonetheless, this is not to say that the other markets are not important- They are equaIIy 

important, and whatever concIusion is amved at for the Eurodollar market is also equally applicable to any of the 

other Euronurency markets as weii. 



American locations sudi as New York, Chkago, San Francisco, and Toronto. As cari be ob- 

served from these locations, the market spans the globe, and is traded around the dock. Fur- 

thermore, the market operates externaily in tandem with the corresponding domestic financial 

market In addition, they may aiso operate onshore alongside their domestic counterparts. 

Although the Euromarket is not spedic to any particular country it nonetheless has a 

sigmhcant impact on the economic and financial lifeblood of many nations. It provides al- 

ternative avenues for corporations, b&, govemments and other organizations in need of a 

cheaper source of funds than is available domestically. Likewise, it affords portfolio and fund 

managers the opportunity of investing in this market in order to take advantage of the higher 

yields offered in this market. 

The market had its beginnings in the 1950s as a result of fears by the USSR that its U.S.- 

dollar-denominated assets in the United States might be frozen by the US. govemment. They 

therefore transferred their assets to the Russian banks operating in London and Paris. The 

second factor leading to the development of the market was the restriction imposed by the 

British govemment on the British banks not to finance overseas hade with the pound sterling. 

The British banks promptly switched to the U.S. dollar as an alternative to the pound sterling. 

The market was M e r  bolstered by the M e s  of restrictive banking regulations in the US.-in 

particular, the interest rate ceiling under regulation Q that became binding towards the late 

1960s and the early 1970s.' 

Even though some of the restrictive trade and hanaal  regulations that Iead to the devel- 

opment of the market have been removed (for example, the interest-rate ceiLing under regu- 

Iation Q in the U.S., and the restriction on overseas trade financing in the United Kingdom), 

the market stiU continues to prosper. The market has grom tremendously in recent periods; 

transactions now arnount to over a trillion doilars a year- This rapid growth and development 

have been attnbuted to a number of factors, among which are: advances in transport and 

telecommunica tion teduiology, growth in international hade, the global expansion of multi- 

'The historicai devdopment of this market is too extensive to be properly covered in this shdy. For a more 

detailed historical account of the deveiopment of the market see, for example, Sarver (1990), Dufey and Giddy 

(1994). 



national corporations, the desire of govemments-espeaaUy of emerging capital markets and 

developing countries-to £inance trade deficits and devdopment projects using short-term to 

medium-term credits, and, most irnportantly, the deregulation of hanaa l  markets in several 

countries, partidarly in the 1980s. 

The last of theçe factors is especiaily important. The wave of simultaneous deregulation 

in the hancial markets in several counties M e r  encourages a keer movement of capital 

across international boundaries. As a result, it expands the investment opportunity set faced 

by all fund managers. It also eliminates, to a certain extent, some of the irnpedirnents to con- 

ducting international arbitrage between the domestic and extemal h a n a a l  assets markets; 

i.e., that fund managers are less constrakied to investing in only domestic securities. Despite 

the opportunities, however, the market also introduces an element of N k  to which the com- 

parative domestic debt instruments may be less prone. Ln the next section, therefore, 1 discuss 

some of the markets' basic characteristics as well as their N k  implications for investors. 

1.2 The Euromarket Features and their Risk Implications 

In cornparison with domestic banking operations, the Eurocurrency market is more competi- 

tive. The Eurodollar (or Euromency) market offers a higher rate on deposits, and the lending 

rates are &O much lower. These differences in the rates between the domestic market and the 

Eurodollar market can be attributed to a number of features intrinsic to this market. These 

features indude the following: hst, most of the banks in the Eurodollar market operate in an 

offshore location, and more often, they operate outside the regdatory frarnework set by the 

hancial authorities of that country? As such, these institutions are less-regulated than the 

domestic banks. For example, during the 1960s and '70s, under regulation Q in the US., they 

were not constrained by the interest-rate ceiling irnposed on domestic deposits. This feature 

enables the Eurobanks to compete more favorably with domestic banks, which must comply 
3 This is equally û-ue of money placed in the international Banking Facilities (IBF) in the US., even though the 

Eurobanking activity is on-shore. 



with the interest-rate ceiling when it becomes binding? In addition, they need not comply 

with the resenre requkements on deposits as established by the central banks, resuifing in the 

opportunity cost of funds being lower for banks operating in the Eurodollar market than it is 

for the domestic b a h .  Moreover. unlike the domestic banks. Eurobanks are not compelled 

to insure wtomer deposits, which ùnplies an additional lower cost of operation. Findy, they 

operate mainly as a wholesale bank, in the sense that the size of the deposits taken by these 

banks is large compared to those of the domestic banks. As such. it confers economies of scale 

that are not available to the domestic banks. Because the Eurobanks are less regulated, they 

have no lender of last resort as do the domestic banks, and as the funds placed in the Eurodol- 

lar market are not insured, the deposits placed therein are, therefore. more at N k  than those 

placed in domestic banks or US. Treasq  securities? 

The banks operating in the Euromarket are of two main types. The first type operates as 

a subsidiary, affiliate, representative, or correspondent of a major bank These subsidiaries or 

affiliates are incorporated in the offshore location for the purpose of conducting Eurobanking 

business. The second type involves those operating simply as foreign branches of domestic 

banks. Even though these banks operating in the ofkhore location rnay have "parents,"or may 

have a very strong tie with the domestic banks, the funds deposited in the offshore location are 

nonetheless neither impkidy nor expliatly guaranteed by the parent or assoaated bank in the 

domestic market In fact, under international banking law, each foreign subsidiary, amate, or 

correspondent bank is regarded as a separate legal entity: a corporate person that cm sue and 

be sued. In law, the parent bank is regarded as a mere shareholder, and its liability is limited 
-- 

" f z Y  in the economies ofcoumies such as Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and many of the ernerging capital 

markets in South East Asia, Abica or Latin h e r i c a ,  the monetary authority stiU exercises tight control on the 

domestic money market. Et sometirnes sets the maximum rate tfiat Ienden may charge on loans denominated in 

domestic currenaes. This pte-setting of rates is similar in most respects to tha t of reguia tion Q. 
5~epositors are oniy guaanteed p a p e n t  up to the maximum of %1ûû,000 in the event of the failure of a bank 

insured b y the Federal Deposi t Insurance Corporation (FûIC). For depositors wi th larger amountç, the maximum 

rnay represent a very smaii hction of the total amount deposited. As a result, funds placed in Eurodollar deposits 

rnay not be riskier than fun& placed in domestic banks. However, given that the same h d  invested in a US. 

government treasury security is backed by the full faith and guarantee of the federal government, the funds placed 

in the Eurodollar banks are obviousiy more risky. 



under the memorandum and artides of assoaation to the extent of the fuily paid up share 

capital in the subsidiary or affiliate bank. Given this state of the law, the depositor's daim on 

the bankrupt bank operathg in the Eurodollar market ranks pari pasu merdy as an unsecureci 

creditor. Furthermore, shodd there exist insuffiCient h d s  to compensate all the creditors, the 

aeditors have no recouse under the law to make daims on the parent bank for the amount 

owed. With this state of affairs, the investor stands not only to lose the interest payments, but 

also the pnriapal amount deposited. 

For most practicai considerations and business expediency, however, ruIings in British and 

American courts have found the parent bank of an offshore bank liable for the liabilities in- 

curred by the subsidiaries and brandi banks operating in the offshore locatiod &O, the 

parent banks may, on occasion, redeem the Iiability of its subsidiary or foreign branches- even 

though it is not legally obliged to do so-espeady where it thinks its reputation rnight be at 

risk While it is possible for a depositor to recover h-om the parent bank the htll or partial 

amount owed by the offshore bank, it would ody be f ier  Iengthy and costly iitigation From 

this stance, one can now see that, in addition to the interest-rate N k ,  an investor rnay ako be 

exposed to the default risk. The reality of default risk in this market, therefore, is important to 

thiç study 

To support the view presented above, there are some examples of intemationally active 

banks that have failed or reported to be in distress over the years. For exarnple, due to con- 

siderable foreign exdiange losses in May-June 1974 the Franklin National Bank (Sindona) of 

New York, the Bankhaus Herstatt of Cologne. Lloyd's Bank-Lugano, Bank of Belgium, and 

Westdeutxhelandes Bank dl failed; and it subsequently lead to an increased perception of 

bank failme in the 197475 ~ e r i o d . ~  Other bankç &O failed due, prinapally to large losses 
-- -- 

bThe international banking law governing the Liability of banks in the event of barikruptcy of an olfshore bank 

is too extensive to be covered here- Notwithstanding, Dufey and Giddy (1984) offer a useful exposition of the 

Eurocurrency deposit risk, and can be consulteci by the interested reader. Also, Goodhiend (1 981) explains how 

the sovereign risk, the jurisdictional risk, and the finanaal viability of the Eurobanks may impact the relative risk 

of the Eurodollar deposits vis-à-vis deposits hdd in the United States. - 
' See the plots of the absolute credit risk spread in Figure 2.1 and the relative credit risk spread in Figure 23 .  

Both plots indicate that during the 1973-75 periods, the level of risk perception was relatively high compared to 



sustained by their foreign subsidianes. Examples indude Banco Ambrossiano Holdings SA 

(Luxembourg) in 1982, Schr-der, Munchey Huego & Co. (Hamburg) operating in Luxem- 

bourg in 1982, Banco mtramar (Venezuela) operating in Panama Ï n  1983, and Barings Bank 

operating in Singapore in 1995. However, in the case of the Bank of Gedit and Commerce 

International (Bo in 1991, its failure was due to outnght fraud on the part of bank officers 

in the offçhore locations- 

The bust in the red estate market in the early 1980s &O c a w d  a nurnber of banks to be 

in distress. In this category are the Penn Square Bank  in 1982, the Continental Illinois Bank in 

1984, and most of the Iargest Japanese banks in the 1990s8 Also in recent distress (1995-1997) 

is the Credit Lyonaise B a n k  of France. The global debt a- of 1982-1983 further increased the 

perception of risk in the Eurodollar market and hence the wider spread that is subsequently 

observed? 

As can be observed hom the foregoing analysiç and examples, it is dear that banks oper- 

ating in international markets do so on a very narrow spread (the difference between the rate 

at which they Iend and borrow) in order to stay cornpetitive. ïhey  are also more susceptible 

to adverse movement in the foreign exchange rate, or interest rates, i f  they are not properly 

hedged against these types of N k s .  In what follows, 1 attempt to explain and predict the 

credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market using information emanating kom the following 

markets: the Eurodollar market itself, the foreign exchange market. the Federal Funds mar- 

kets, the stock market and the U.S. Treasury bond market- This information is considered 

because assets markets are inter-related, and hence, in modeling the retums, the volahliv or 

any other type of risk in any of the markets, one must dways take into account the events and 

other periods examined in the study- 
' ~ e e  the The Financlizl Post of September 12,1997 on how the Japanese banks were affected by the colIapse of 

the real estate market in the late 1980s. The paper reported among 0th- things that Tokyo-.Mtsubishi Ltd., the 

world's largest barik, had to write off $1?8billion (1.12 ûiliion yen) as  bad debts h m  doubtful debt provisions or 

non-performing loans datïng badc to the 1980s. 
'This debt crisis made depositors more aware of the extent of the risk irnposed on ail finanaal institutions due 

to the portfolio arrangement of the banks operating in the Eurodollar and the Eurobond markets. Because of the 

extent of interbank transactions, the coilapse of one major bank within the system can have repercussions on others 

that are not dùectly connected with it; therefore, the global hancial system is vulnerable. 



developments in the other markets as weU. 

1.3 The Research Issues 

The focus of this study is on two issues in the Eurodollar market the credit risk spread and 

the volatility of the short-term interest rate. The credit risk spread, which is a measure of the 

aedit or default risk, derives kom the fact that deposits placed in the Eurodollar market are at 

greater risk than the alternative of placing them in domestic time deposits, commerad paper, 

or even default-free U.S. Treasury securities. 

The &st essay investigates the factors innuencing the uedit N k  spread in the Eurodollar 

market It investigates how the aedit N k  spread can best be modeled and predicted so as 

to be able to take advantage of the oppomuiities afforded by the aedit-risk denvative instm- 

ments. These derivative instruments indude the credit-risk swap, the Treasury-Eurodollar 

(TED) spread, the Eurodollar differentials (Dm), among others. These instruments have 

been developed and traded on exchanges nidi as the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), 

and are used largely to mitigate the credit-Nk expostue to which a portfolio of securities may 

be exposed. 

in the second essay, 1 investigate the volatility of interest rates in the Eurodollar market. 

The objectives of the essay are as follows: to iden* the factors governing the behaviour of 

volatility of interest rates in the Eurodollar market, and to develop a statktical model that best 

fits and predictç the volatility of interest rates in this market. The volatitity model is required 

because, in addition to the creciit rïsk faced by investors operating in the Eurodollar market 

is the interest-rate risk Derivative instruments nich as Eurodollar futures contracts, options 

on Eurodollar futures and forward contracts, swaps and swaptions, among others, exkt to 

mitigate the interest-rate risk. However, in order to appropriately value these derivative con- 

tracts, one needs the "comd"estimate and model of the volaolity of interest rate as an input 

in the valuation procesç. If the appropriate volatility estimate and mode1 is not used, errors in 

the pricing of the securities may occur, and as a consequence, hancial losses. The voiatüity 



model is also instrumental to the appropriate caliôration of the risk to which a portfolio of 

fixed income Çecunties may be exposed: that is, in evaluating the value-at-risk (VaR) of the 

portfolio(see, for example, Jorion 1997, Phelan 1995, J. P. Morgan Bank 1995, among others). 

It is important to understand the set of factors influencing the -dit and interest-rate N k s  

in the Eurodollar market for improving a portfolio's performance. This is the underlying 

theme of my thesis. At this juncture, 1 should mention that the this study adopts a purely 

statistical method to evaluate each of the models examined. I do acknowledge that the ideal 

method wouid have been to compare and contrast the models on the basis of the marginal 

gains and benefits accruhg to eadi model relative to a bendunark modei. Nonetheless, 1 have 

adopted the statistical method because of the following reason: any valuation of default-risky 

debt instrument and ifs derivatives, or the caliiration of the VaR on such default-risky instru- 

ments, using the variables identSed in this study would involve more than three factors, and 

at the moment, this Ïs not computationally feasible. 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Part 1 presents the fkst essay: "The 

Credit Risk Spread in the Eurodollar Market: An Ernpiricd Anaiysis"and Part II presents the 

second essay: "Modeling the Interest-Rate Volatility in the Eurodollar Market." 
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Part 1 

ESSAY #I 



The Credit Risk Spread in the Eurodollar Market: 
An Empirical Analysis 



Abstract 

This essay andyzes the daily sampled data on aedit N k  spread in the Eurodollar market 

between June 1,1973 and August 19,1996. its purpose is twofold. The fist is to investigate 

the empincal detenninants of aedit risk spread in the Eurodollar market. The second is to 

assess the adequacy of U.S. Treasury yidd cunre information for modeling and predicting the 

observed credit risk in the Eurodollar market. Ln the study, 1 use the Engle, Lilien, and Robins 

(1987) GARCH-in-Mean modeling method. The redis  show that the yield curve does contain 

information for future aedit risk h addition to the information contained in the U.S. Treasury 

yield curve, 1 find that other finanaai tirne series also contain significant information for future 

aedit risk The out-of-sample forecast encompassing tests, the mean absolute prediction enor, 

and the mean square prediction =or, evaluation criteria all rank the GARCH-in-Mean model- 

which uses all hancial market information-best for predichg credit risk- 



Chapter 2 

The Credit Risk Spread 

2.1 Introduction 

When two counterparties enter into a contractual relationship, the N k  that one of the parties 

will default in th& contractual obligations is an ever-present posçibility. This risk, sometimes 

referred to as the default N k  or aedit rÎskl (FaboW and Modigliani 1995: 5) is a pervasive 

problem in interbank lending: in domestic banking for borrowing and lending federal funds, 

and in the Eurocurrency market for interbank deposits. The situation is similar when banks 

and other finanaal institutions, such as mortgage corporations, insurance companies, invest- 

ment and mutual funds, enter into a contractual relationship with their non-bank wtomers. 

'Technically speaking, there is a subtk difference between d i t  risk and default risk. Credit risk is associated 

with changes in credit quality (the abdity to pay) of the counterparty, and it may not necessarily precipitate a 

default. However, for a default to occur, there will have to have been a change in the credit quality, it is this 

iikelihood of default that the defadt nsk captures. Thus, while defadt risk impiies credit nsk, the converse is not 

necessarily hue. Despite this, most analyses ignore the subtle differences between the two concepts. This study 

a h  follows suit; Le., that the terms "credit riskmand "default riskWare used interdiangeably. 

Since the true premium for credit risk is neither directly observable nor measurable, I follow the existing lit- 

erature in using the yield spread between the yield on the Eurodollar instrument and the yield on a comparable 

risk-free U.S. Treasury security as a proxy for the -dit risk. For examples, see Fabozzi and Modigliani (1995: Ml),  

and Duffee (1996a). Consequently, fhis measure of credit risk or default risk is aIso at times referreci to as credit 

risk spread. 



Due to the existence and pervaçiveness of this type of N k ,  the contracting parties usuaIly de- 

mand compensation for the risk they m u t  bear if the counterparty defaults in their obligation. 

The arnount of compensation demanded varies over tirne as the perception of risk changes. 

In this essay I investigate the factors influencing the amount of compensation demanded 

for aedit risk in the Eurodollar market, as they are particuiarly relevant for the following rea- 

sons.2 First, the value of default-risky securities dtimately depends on each of the factors 

affecting default Nk; thuç, having identified a particular N k  factor, one can then determine 

how the price of the security will be affected by changes in each of the factors. Second, identi- 

@hg the factors and the effect on security prices aid in rneasuring and managing the default 

riçk to whidi a finanaal institutions portfolio may be exposed. Third, the factors identified in 

this study provide a potentiai set of variables useful for predicting the TED spread? In addi- 

tion, a statistical model for predicting the credit risk is developed. The model is then 

compared with the more commonly used modek. 

There have been several studies on credit (default) risk at both the theoretical and empiri- 

cal levels. The studies at the theoretical level (Merton 1974; Sarig and Warga 1989) are general 

and are equaiiy applicable to ail forms of debt instnrments that are subject to diange in the 

aedit quality of conhacting parties, or an outright default by one of the contracting parties. 

However, on the empuical kont, most of the studies have concentrated on domestic debt in- 

strument, such as cornmerad paper and corporate bond issues (Fama 1984a. 1984b, 1986; Van 

Home 1979; Ma, Rarnesh and Peterson 1989; Clinebell, Kahl, and Stevens 1996; Duffee 1996a, 

1996b; Jbwson and Fridson 1996); on muniupd bonds (Mdnish 1980); US. corporate bond 

and Eurobond issues ( F ï e r t y  and Nunn 1985a, 198%) and on sovereign credit risk (Feder 

and Ross 1982; Cantor and Parker 1996) among others. Empincal studies on credit Wk in the 

'The credit risk spread investigated in this paper is the minimum amount of compensation required on depusits 

or Ioans to counterparties because it is the minimum mark-up o n  the London interbank Offer Rates (LIB0R)-the 

rates that the top tier banks lend to each other. Every other bank not in that tier pays more depending on its specific 

credit rating or country of domicile. For a discussion of tiering in the Eurodollar market see Stigrnum (1990: 890). 
3 ~ h e  TED spread is the difference between the Treasury b i k  futures and the Eurodollar futures with the same 



Eurodollar market are almost non-existent! This esçay attempts to fiil some of the vacuum in 

this area of the literature. 

The studies mentioned above can be broady dassified into three classes. The k t  dass 

indudes those usÏng solely the information in the US- Treasury yield curve (Duffee 1996a. 

1996b; Fama 1984a. 1984b. 1986). The second indudes those  using solely the historical infor- 

mation in the time series of the observed credit N k  spread (Clinebell, Kahl, and Stevens 1996). 

The third indudes those using the other information, such as the specific characteristics of the 

issue and the debt issuer (Ma, Ramesh and Peterson 1989). age of issued bond ( J o n s o n  and 

Fridson 1996). among others. Studies using only the yield m e  information have been the 

most prevalent in the literature, and are examined along with the other two approaches in the 

next section. In the meantune, 1 intend to  establiçh the Link between this shidy and the existing 

litera tue.  

As indicated above, there have been several studies on credit N k .  particularly, on domes- 

tic default-risky debt insimments such as corporate bond issues and commerad papers. As 

in most financial and econornic tirne senes, the variable frequently offered to explain, predict, 

and price the different forms of N k  in these debt instruments is the terni structure of the inter- 

est rate in the U.S. Treasury secufnties market? The argument commonly advanced in support 

of this view is that the US. Treasury yield cunre observed on any given date contains informa- 

'Unlike in the domestic bond market, where actual defaults on bonds issued have been reported, there have 

been no reported cases of bank defaults on deposits pIaced by other banks in the Eurodollar market. Nonetheless, 

defauit is still a possibiiity recognized by al1 participants in the Eurodoliar market when placing deposits in other 

banks. 
'The yield curve, sometimes Rfened to as the term stnicture of interest rate, on any particular date contains 

information usefui for explainhg and predicting observable rnacroeconomic factors. For instance, it has been ob- 

served that the yieId curve contains information for predicting the future movement of the fo11owing series: the 

short-term interest rate (Fama 19841; Campbell and Shiiler 1992), the growth rate of the economy (Estrella and 

HardouveUis f 9%; Harvey 1991,1993; Haubrich and Dumbrosky 1996) or recession (Estrella and Mishkin 1996; 

Dueker 1997), future changes in inflation rates (Fama 1975; Mishkin 1990), the t m  premium in defauit hee Trea- 

s u r y  securities (Aiies 1995; Taylor 1992; Margaritis 1994; Fama 1984a, 1984b, 1986) and the default risk premium 

of hi@-yield corporate debts (JAelwedge and Kleiman 1997; Duffee 1996a, 1996b). In recent times, however. the 

predictive ability of the information in the yield curve has been the the subject of active debate in the literature. 



tion for all assets, real and hancial, Le., that the yield curve has predictive power for ail asset 

prices and retums6 This assertion is even more tenable for interest-rate-dependent securities 

such as bonds, certificates of deposit, mortgages. forward rate agreements, futures, options, 

swaps and other f o m  of derivative securities, especidy as these interest-rate-dependent se- 

curities are priced-using the arbitrage condition-off the default-free US. Treasury securities 

of comparable maturity. Despite this, the pertinent question arising from these studies us- 

ing only the yield cuve information is that can the yield curve information alone be used to 

explain and predict the behaviour of aIl hanaal and economic-rime series? 

Apart from the studies using only the yield curve information are those using solely the 

pure-time series of credit risk spread to explain and predict the credit risk. This strand of the 

literature ignores the Grangeriausal effect of the other finanaal and economic variables. It 

is, however, rationalized by the argument that there are some patterns left in the time series 

of the data, and that the patterns can be exploited to predict future observations. For these 

studies, the same question ariçing in the studies uçing the yield curve information is asked: 

can the time series, and thus the history, of credit risk spread alone be w d  to explain and 

forecast aedit risk spread? Or is there more pertinent information that has been neglected by 

these studies? 

There are potential problems assoaated with using just one series. The problem with us- 

ing only the term structure explanation, or just the pure-time series of credit risk spread-as in 

the extant literature-is that the effects of other relevant hancial and economic variables may 

have been ipored. As a result, a correct attribution may not have been made for the effect of 

each of these explanatory variables on credit Nk ,  and errors may therefore arise in assessing 

and predicting future levels of aedit N k  spread. Furthemore, as the prices of default-risky 

'The current price of any asset is the discounteci value of ail  fuhue stream-af-cash flows. The current and future 

levels of interest rates, therefore, is of concern for securities because of the discounting factor used in discounting 

the hture stream*f-benefi~/costs. Also, the research by Litterman and Scheinkman (1991), and Knez. Litterman 

and Scheinkman (1994) indicates that there are three unobsentabie comrnon factors in the Treasury yield curve 

(the levei, the dope, and the cunrature) that expIain over 96 percent of the returns, and thus prices, of debt inçtru- 

men& in the money market. It is, therefore, tempting to testrict attention to just the yield curve information when 

predicting the movement of asset prices, its returns, or for that matter the state of the financial market. 



secmities depend on the risk assessment, errors in assessing the size of credit risk may also 

translate into costly pricing m o r s  on the default-ris& securities. Similady, and from a statis- 

tical perspective, an invalid inference may be drawn from the statistical models that ignores 

the other relevant information when modeling the observed aedit risk premium. 

Thus, the principal purpose of thk essay is to investigate the empirical determinants of 

credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market. In particdar, 1 focus on assessing the adequacy of 

the information content in the U.S. Treasury yield curve for modeling and predicting the levevel 

of credit N k  spread obsenred in the Eurodollar market. For the purpose of further darifica- 

tion, 1 am interested in the foilowing: testing whether the US. Treasury yield curve contains 

information for modeling and predicting the aedit risk spread in the Eurodollar market; iden- 

tifjnng the specific dements of the information set in the yield curve that rnay be usefd for 

modeling credit risk spread; and in testing whether or not the information in the US. Treasury 

yield m e  provides a better out-of-sample forecast of credit risk spread than other models 

using only the pure-time series of aedit risk spread, other fuianaal market information, or a 

combination of ail the information. 

In order to asses the adequacy of the information in the US. T r e a s q  yield curve, 1 aug- 

ment the yield-curve information with the past-tirne series of aedit rïsk spread, and with other 

finanad and econornic tirne series. I then test to see if the variables augmenting the yield c w e  

information have any additional explanatory power for the observed aedit risk spread. 1 con- 

trolled for the effect of these other variables because of the possible bias,' prediction errors, 

and inferential problems that may arise when they are ignored. 

This essay adopts the (G)ARCH-in-Mean (GARCH-M) modeling methodology of Engle, 

Lilien, and Rob& (1987). The authos used this mode1 in the context of rnodeling the term 

premium (or excess return) in the US. Treasury securities market Other studies modeling 

the term prernium in the Treasury seninties market have &O used this modeling method, 

induding Margaritis (1994) for New Zealand and Taylor (1992) for the United Kingdom. This 

'StatiçticaLIy, bias i m p k  that the parameter estimates or weights attached to each regressor may be over- or 

underetimated depending on the nature of the conelaiion between the induded and the excluded variables. One 

could, therefore, be making a wrong judgrnent as to the importance or effect of the included variables. 



essay differs kom the previous studies in that the rnethod is appiied to a different set of data- 

the uedit N k  çpread in the Eurodollar market. In addition, I augment the information in the 

T r e a s q  yield curve with 0th- hanaa l  and economic time series. 

The plan of this essay is as follows. Section 2.2 presents a brief survey of the Literature on 

aedit N k  modeling in the money market. Section 2.3 examines the empincal model underiy- 

ing the analysis. Section 2.4 disasses the estimation technique. Section 2.5 discusses the data 

analyzed. Sections 2.6 and 2.7 present the empirical results and the ssummary, respectively. 



2.2 The Default Risk Literature: An Overview 

In this section, 1 present a brief survey of the iiterature on the economehic analysis of default 

risk in the money market! The sunrey covers studies on default risk premium on a broad 

spectnun of short-tem debt instruments in both the domestic and international markets. It 

shouid ais0 be noted at this juncture that most of the studies reviewed here only mentioned or 

listed the variables used as explanatory variables, without makùig daim as to their expected 

impact, or attempting to provide a justification for why they are necessary for modeling or 

predicting the variable of interest, Le., the default risk spread. As a result, most of the dis- 

cussion that follows in thiç section concentrates mainly on the type of data w d ,  the method 

of analysis, the results, and the possible implications of the results for defadt N k  modeling. 

In contrast to the studies reviewed here, however, in Section 2.3,I attempt to provide some 

rationale as to why the variables in my mode1 may be necessary for modeling and predicting 

aedit N k  spread. The section is organized into three parts. In Section 22.1, 1 diçcw the 

studies using solely the information in the Treasury yield cunre. In Section 2 2 2 , I  then dixuss 

those s u e s  uskg solely the past observations of the default risk i t d f ;  and in the £inal part, 

Section 2.23,I diçcw those studies that use specifïc characteristic of the particular issue and 

the issuer dong with other information. 

2.2.1 Term Structure Explanations 

Here, 1 present studies explaining the defadt risk using solely the information in the term 

structure of the Treasury securities. The section is further divided into two parts; the first 

dealing with studies ushg specific information in the term structure, and the second with 

studies using the various factors extracted from the term structure. The theoretical conçtnict 

underlying the enpirical analysis in this section is based on the argument that the current 

tem structure of interest rates suffiaently refiects the m e n t  state and general outlook of the 
- -- - - 

' ~ n  alternative approadi that is not pursued in this shidy is the option-pricing theoretic methoci pioneered by 

Merton (1974). For an extension and an application of this method see, for example, Duffee (1996b) and M e  and 

Huang (1995). 



economy. Furthemore, i t  is &O maintained that the term structure effeaively summarizes 

the recent developments in the financial market, and perhaps, its future behaviour as well? 

Shce the terrn structure contains this crucial information, it is therefore used frequently as a 

b a i s  for modehg and predicting the default probability, and hence the default risk, in the 

default-risky assets. In addition, it is also w d  extensiveiy in determinhg the value of assets. 

221.1 Speci6c Tem Structure Information 

The studies reviewed in this part consider speafic information in the treasury yield cuve as 

the oniy predictor of default Nk For example, Fama (1984a, 1984b. 1986), using the forward 

rate prernium as a proxy for the state of the US. economy, investigated the term premium 

and the default risk in the U.S. money market instruments. In the 1984 studies, he examined 

the relationship between the term premium in one- to six-Month U.S. Treasury securities and 

the implied foward risk premiuml* using the leaçt squares regession method. The period 

covered in the analysis extends from February 1959 through July 1982. For the sample exam- 

ined, he reported that this information in the Tre- yield cuve had a significant predictive 

power for the term premium in the US. Treasury d t i e s .  

Using a similar analytical method in the 1986 study, Fama extends the analysis to indude 

defadt-risky debt instruments in the U.S. money market. SpecifïcaUy, in addition to the term 

'Sec, for example, the general equilibrium asset-pricing mode1 developed by Cox. Ingersoll. and Ross (1985). 

and Jacobs and Jones (1985) for a theoretical exposition of the reiationship between the productive capaaty of the 

economy, consumer tastes and preferences, and the finanaal market equilibriurn condition. 

Also, Dialynas and Edington (1992) provide some theoretical and graphical analysis of the rela tionship between 

the corporate bond yield spread, the US- term structure, gross domestic product and industrial production. Other 

studies such as EshlIa and HardouvelIis (1992), Harvey (1991, f993), Estreiia and Mishkin (1996), Haubrkh and 

Durnbrosky (1996), and Dueker (1997) aii forrnally test for the predictive power of the yield curve for forecasting 

the growth rate of the US. economy. They al1 reported that the slope of the yeld cuve has predictive power for 

the p w t h  rate of the economy. Thedore, there iç a dose association between the yield cume observeci and the 

fu t u e  performance of the economy. 
'O~he terni premiurn is the difference between the yield of two securities wi th the same attributes excep t for the 

term to maturity. On the other hand, the forward premium is calculated as the difference between the forward rate 

impliat in the c u m t  spot rates and the short-term spot rate - 



pmnium in US. Treasury securities, he &O anaiyzed the default risk premium on commer- 

aal papers issued by private corporations, bankers acceptances, and certincates of deposit. 

The result of the anaiysis uidicates that the forward premium in the U.S. Treasury yield curve 

is statistically sipnuicant, and it is positively related to the N k  premiums. Thus, when the 

forward rate rises, the term premium in the treasury instrument and the default N k  premium 

in the default-risky çecurities also increase as w d .  Furthermore, the results &O suggest that 

during the period examined, January 1967 through October 1984, the fonvard rate premium 

alone accounted for as much as seventy-seven per cent of the variation in the observed default 

risk premium. This resuit implies that the observed premium dosely txends the U.S. business 

cyde which is captured by the forward premium: the forward premium, the term premium, 

and the default risk premium were ail high in the recession periods of 1973-75 and 1979-83, 

and rdatively low in the boom periods of 1975-78 and 198344. ïhe results of this study there- 

fore suggest that this element of the heasury yidd cunre contains information for predicting 

the thne-varying terrn prernium in the US. Treanily securities market as well as for predicting 

the default risk premium in the default-risky debt issues in the domestic market; Le., that the 

variations in the default N k  premium and the term premium on debt instruments is well ex- 

plained by the forward rate derived from the US. Treasury yield curve. The modeling method 

used by Fama (1984a. 1984b, 1986) was also adopted by Mes (1995) while investigating the 

risk premium in the Australian money market. The r e d t  reported for the Australian da ta is 

also similar to that of Fama. 

Similady. Duffee (1996a. 1996b) investigated the default N k  premium in corporate bond 

issues in the US. market using spedic elements of the information contained in the U.S. Trea- 

sury yield curve. Specifically he examined the relationship between the U.S. Treasuy yield 

cuve (the dope of the yield curve and the changes in the level of the interest rate) and the 

yield spreads of investment-grade corporate bonds" over U.S. Treasury securities of compa- 

rable maturity (the default N k  premium). In the analysis, Duffee considered only the Iong- 

tenn and the medium-term investment-grade bonds in the Lehman Brothers Bond Index; and 

"Lnvestment grade bonds are corporate bonds with a credit rating of Baa or better, h m  the Moody's investors 

seIlice or the Standard and Poors' service. 



the period examineci extends hom January 1973 through May 1995. The remit indicates-for 

ail maturity ranges and risk classes-a negative reiationship between the changes in the level 

of the interest rate and the default risk Also, except for the long-terrn A and Baa, and the 

medium-term A and Baa-rated bonds, the rdationship was statktically insignificant. As for 

the iink between the default N k  and the dope of the US. Treasury yield cuve, a negative and 

a statistically inngnificant relationship was reported; the o d y  exception being the relationship 

between the default premium on the long-term Baa rated bonds. 

The r e d t  of Duffee (1996a, 1996b) studies shows that the changes in the level of the inter- 

est rate, or the dope of the yieid curve, la& sigMficant predictive power for the default risk 

premium at all maturïty ranges and all N k  dasses. Consequently, only a weak evidence exists 

between either the dope of the Treasury yield curve or the changes in the level of the interest 

rate and the default N k  of corporate bonds. These results contrast sharply with those of Fama 

(19û4a, 1984b. 1986) who, among others, found that there exists a si@cant and positive re- 

lationship between the default risk on default-risky money market instruments and the US. 

Treasury yield curve information: Duffee's results, in essence, indicate that the Treasury yield 

curve contains only a very iimited amount of information for modeling default Nk;  and be- 

sides, the rdationships are negative. As nidi, other information may be necessary to augment 

the information in the U.S. Treasury yield cuve in order to avoid the possible bias problem 

that may arise. The renilt may be suffering from the problem of bias in parameter estimates 

because of omitted factors.12 

In s u m m a r y ,  these studies show that there is no one unique eiement of yield cuve infor- 

mation that could be w d  to model risk premium. Also, there is no consensus on the direction 

of impact, the size of impact, or even whether or not the information in the yield cunre is sta- 

%uffee mentioned that there were certain bonds issued with option-Iike features that were indudeci in the 

Lehman Brothers index of the high-yield corporate bonds. These features have hrther implications for economehic 

modeling of the default risk. The exercise, or otherwise, of these option righb may, for example, depend dùectly 

on the current state as weil as the fuhire prospects of the economy. The m e a s w  of the state of the economy, for 

example, gros domestic product, is highly cordateci with the change in the interest rate level, or the dope of the 

yield curve. Ço, given the correlation between the variables, a mode1 that include terni structure information only 

and leaves out the gross domestic variable rnay, therefore, be biased, and also have the wrong signs. 



tistically significant Moreover, the studies using oniy the term stnichue variables are iimited 

in that the effect of the tem-structure variables might be an under- or over-estimate of the tnte 

effect This is the case, because these empirical models failed to control for the direct influence 

of other finanaai market and economic variables affecting the defadt N k  premium. Given 

the preceding, the use as well as the sig-cance of the yield curve information for modeling 

and predicting the defadt risk therefore remain an empirical issue. 

2.2.1.2 The Multi-Factor Models 

In this part, 1 review some of the studies that assume that money market instruments are innu- 

enced by a complex array of factors. These factors, observable and unobservable, are assumed 

to idluence the variou types of risk that a debt instrument might be subject to. Through 

the influence of these risks, the various factors &O affect the value of the debt instruments. 

The studies described in this part usually follows a two step procedure to identify the vari- 

o u  factors. In the £irst step, they fit a mode1 of the bond prices using a set of They 

then compare the theoretical prices computed to the observed set of prices to determine the 

pricing errors. In the second step, the squared pricing error is then andyzed using for exam- 

ple factor analysis to determine the unobsenred factors affecting the N k  components in the 

debt instruments. Alternatively, if a large number of observable factors is used in computing 

the theoretical pnces and the pricing errors, then prinapal components analysis is used to ex- 

tract the principal components affecting the various types of N k  to which the debt instrument 

might be exposed. It should be expliatly noted that this modeling approach assumes that 

all types of risk (defadt risk, and term premium, among others) are d affected by the same 

fundamental factors in the econorny. Below, 1 examine s p e d c  studies using this modeling 

method. 

In order to investigate the factors iduenàng the rîsk and return structure in the Cana- 

dian corporate bond market between January 1986 and May 1992, Kahn and Gulrajani (1993) 

ULn this case. the factors used in computing the prices are not directly observable. They are in essence latent 

variables. 



followed the twostep process desaziied above. In the fïrst step, they fitted a model of the 

Canadian bond prices using nine term structure factors and two yield spreads. ïhe nine terni 

structure factors are the pure discount Govemment of Canada bond prices with one, two, 

three, four, £ive, seven, ten, twenty, and tlürty years to maturity The nine vertexes of the term 

structure were used to capture the effect of the generd trend of the financial market on bond 

prices and on its risk evaluation. The impkit wumption underlying the use of the vertexes 

is that each of the vertexes incorporates a different type of information On the other hand, 

the yield spreads are the Canada-US. Treasury yield spreads for three-year and ten-year spot 

rates. The spreads were used to account for the high degree of correlation between the US. 

and Canadian bond markets, and to account for non-market forces affecting bond prices and 

their default The pricing error of the fitted model has a mean value of zero. The errors 

were also uncorrelated with each other, with coupon payments, with time to maturity, with 

yield spreads, or with term structure factors. In the second step, to explain the variances of the 

pricing errorç, and hence the composite rïsks in bonds, they &O employed the same set of fac- 

tors used in modeling bond prices. A further analysis of the explanatory variables produced a 

variance-covariance term for the factors, which is composed of four blocks: the non-diagonal 

covariance matrix of the term structure factors, the non-diagonal mahix of the yield spread fac- 

tors, and the two blocks of covariance between the term stnicture te= and the yield spread. 

In order to reduce the dimension of the problem, they used the principal component analysis 

to extrad the principal components of the terni-structure factors. They found that there were 

three principal components that adequately dexribe the term stmcture factors. The 6sst factor 

is the non-parailel shift in the Govemment of Canada Treasury yield curve. Thiç factor alone 

accounted for 892 percent of the variations in the term-structure factors. The second factor in 

the tenn structure is twist (the slope), which accounts for an additional 7.8 percent; and the 

third factor is the butterfly (or the curvature of the yield curve), that accounts for 2.2 percent. 

These t h e  factors account for 992 percent of the variations in the term structurr factors. This 

" T h e  is a high degree of integradon between the Canadian and US. h a n a a l  markets. Thus, any event affect- 

ing the US. fiiters into the Canadian finanaal market, The e k t  of the US. bond market on the Canadian bond 

market may, therefore, be cap- by these yield spreads. However, the yield spread îs more likely to be due to 

the appreciation or depkat ion  of the dollar in the foreign exchange market- 



result, therefore, suggests that these t h e  characteristics of the term structure of interest rates 

f d y  çummarize all the information in the variables w d  in modeling the price and risk of 

corporate bonds in Canada. 

Kahn (1995) conducted a similar analysis for the US. corporate bond market. The penod 

covered in theV study extends from January 1980 through October 1986. However, unlike the 

analysis of the Canadian market, the yield spread, which was used as a factor in this instant, is 

the spread between the corporate bond and US- Treasury security with the same maturity pe- 

rïod. The spread was used to capture the non-term structure factors such as the credit quality 

of bond issuers of a particular risk classification, for example. the triple-A-rated corporations. 

In addition, coupon payrnents on bonds with option-like features were adjusted to reflect the 

intrinsic properties of each issue. As in the Canadian bond market, in the second stage. Kahn 

(1995) used the principal component analysis to exbact the principal components affecting the 

various types of risk, and thus the prices, of corporate bonds in the US. market The result in- 

dicates that there were two p ~ t i p a l  components in the non-callable U.S. Treasury sec-ties 

of various matunties that were taken into consideration. The first prinapal component-the 

non-parallel shift-accounts for 95.4 percent of the variations in the U.S. Treasury yield curve; 

while the second component- the twist (dope)-accounts for 4.1 percent. So, these two prin- 

cipal cornponents jouitly account for 995 percent of the variations in the US. Treasury yieId 

curve. In ail, the two principal components account for 87 percent of the variations in the N k  

observed in the US. corporate bond market. Also reported is the fuil factor model, with the 

ten factors. This model could not explain more than 88 percent of the variations in the total 

risk* 

Murphy, Won and Gulrajani (1995) followed the method of Kahn and Gulrajani (1993) and 

Kahn (1995) in their analysis of the international bond market. In their study, they used the 

investment-grade corporate bond market in each of the G-7 countnes. W e  they mentioned 

the role that the exdiange rate plays in prichg bonds and evaluating Nks in this international 

setting, they failed to indude it in their empirical analysis. In other words, they used only 

the information in the national treasury yield curve of each country. For each country, they 

reported that three principal components of the treasury yield cunre innuence risk and prices 



in each of the countries considered. 

In conclusion, it is important to mention that the method and the result of the studies 

mentioned in thiç section are consistent with those of Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) and 

fiez, Litteman and Scheinkman (1994). As with the litterman et al. (1991) and Knez et al. 

(1994) studies, they also demonstrate the fundamental importance ~f the treasury yield c u v e  

information for modeling the price of bonds and the various types of N k s  to which it might be 

exposed. However, in this framework, the specific factors in the treasury yield curve rernain a 

mystery. As a result. this method of analysis will not be pursued in this s t ~ d ~ ' ~  

2-25 Time Series Analysis 

This section considers studies using the pure-time series of the default risk to model and pre- 

dict the defadt risk itself. The justification often offered for this type of analysis is that there 

are patterns in the past default risk data that can be extrapolated into the future. The extrapo- 

lations then provide a basis for predicting the future level of default risk. 

For instance, Clinebd, Kahl, and Stevens (1996) examined the time series of the default 

risk premîum on high-yield long-tenn corporate bond issues. The time series of return on cor- 

porate bond issues, and the long-term US. Treasury bond issues were obtained hom Ibbotson 

and Associates' Stocks, Bonds, Bills und Infifion: 1991 Yenr Book. The period they examined 

extends from January 1926 to December 1990. They maintained that the default risk premium 

c m  be modeled and predicted by uçing just its own previous values; hence, they estimated 

an autoregressive model of order one-an AR(1) modd The parameter estimate on the once- 

lagged defadt risk premium is negative, and statistically significant; and in addition. the pa- 

rameter's absolute value is also l e s ~  than unity This, therefore, suggests that the default N k  

premium on corporate bond issues behaves as a mean-reverting process; i.e., that default risk 

converges to itç mean value after following a cydic pattern. Because of the cydic nature of the 

convergence, it can further be inferred that investors over- or under-react each t h e  they fail 

"~hese studies have been induded to demonstrate other ways that various researchers have approach the prob- 

lem, and also to highhght the importance of the treasury yieid curve. 



to predict the default risk correctly With the AR(I) model they examined, they could only ac- 

count for 7 percent of the variation in the observed-risk prexnium. Given the low explanatory 

power of their model, it is likely that other relevant explanatory variables (for example, the 

information in the U.S. Treasury yield curve, the business cyde indicators, the volatility of the 

default risk premium) could be used to improve the models fit as well as its predictive abiIity 

In addition, the impact of the previous default risk rnay have been over- or under- estimated 

and rnay Iead to errors in forecasting. Consequently, if the predicted estimates are w d  in 

valuing a default-risky debt instruments, the price is also Likely to be in error. 

2.2.3 Specific-Issue Features and Other Information 

In this section, 1 examine studies using the basic characteristics of each bond issue and the 

issuer. I also piesent a sample of studies using other information such as the state of the 

economy as represented by the gross domestic product or its growth rate, and the age of the 

bond issue, among otherç. The s p d c  characteristics of the issuer, such as its credit rating, 

indicate the ability of the borrower to pay the principal, coupon or both, as promised. If the 

uedit rating is lower, then the default risk measure on the bond issued is also going to widen. 

The same effect c m  be obsenred of firrns borrowing during a period of economic downturn. 

The widening yield spread is expected because the depressed state of the economy-more often 

than not-adversely affects earnings and hence the profiability of firms. When Company profits 

are adversely affected over a prolonged period of time, the borrower's ability to repay loans 

as promised may also suffer. Some of the studies dong these h e s  are presented below. 

Finnerty and Nunn (1985a, 198%) investigated the yield spread on the corporate bond is- 

sued in the US. market and the three-month US. Treasury sewities, and also the spread on 

the corporate bonds issued by offshore divisions of U.S. multinational corporations in the Eu- 

robond market and the three-month US. Treasury securities. Spedically, they inquired into 

the following issues: k t ,  they wanted to test whether the yield spreads on the Eurobond is- 

sues are statistically different from those observed in the US. domestic corporate bond market; 

and second, they sought to uncover the factors iduencing the obsenred yield spreads in the 



two markets. Regarding the k t  issue, they argued that because both bond issues are equaily 

rise and are identical in all respects, the observed yield spreads should be the same if the fi- 

nmciai market is integrated (non-segmented). Their empirical analysis indicates that the yield 

spreads on the domestic bonds is consistently and significantly higher than those observed in 

the Eurobond market. This result thus suggests that the Eurobond market may cowtitute a 

cheaper source of funds for h d  managers, while the domestic corporate bond market pro- 

vides a more profitable investment opportunity for the same Nk. Thk apparent differences in 

the yield spread wodd conceivably not exiçt if the capital markets were integated. 

With regard to the factors infiuencïng the yield spreads in both markets, Finnerty and 

Nunn (1985a, 198%) used the following variables to mode1 and predict the observed yield 

spreads. The first set of variables involves the intrinsic characteristics of the bond issuer and 

of the issue itself. The characteristics, among others, indude the size of the bond içsued, the 

coupon on each issue, and the credit rating of the bond issuer. The economic variable used to 

augment the preceding information is the growth rate of the gross domestic product (GDP). 

The GDP growth rate is used to capture the effect of the business cyde on default risk. The size 

of the issue and the coupon rates, are supposed to account for the effect of the marketabdiv, 

and hence the liquidity of the debt instruments. They reported that the coupon rate on each 

bond, the size of each issue, and the GDP growth rate are all pertinent to the spreads in both 

markets; and in addition, the credit rating of the bond issuer rnatterç for only the Aa- and the 

A-rated bond i~suers.'~ The effects of each of the variables on the default risk in the respective 

markets also differ significantly fmm each other. 

In order to determine the appropriate functional specification for the default risk premium, 

Lamy and Thompson (1988) examined the default e k  premium on a cross-section of invest- 

ment grade bonds in the US. corporate bond primary issue market. The industrial bonds in- 

vestigated are those rated Baa or higher by Moody's investors service, and were selected from 

16 The data set used in the analysis consist of 500 newly issued US. dollar Eurobonds over the period 1972-1982 

(World bank data). Of the 500 new issues, 273 were successfully matched with the domestic issues contained in 

Moody's report. These issues were matched on the basis of date of issue, -dit rating of issuer, cal1 provision, the 

underwriter, the issuer and other pertinent information in the data. 



issues made between January 1970 and June 1983. They modeled the risk premium as a linear 

function of the folIowing: the interest rate level, interest rate volatility, characteristics of the 

bond &suer, and the s p d c  characteristics of the issue itself.17 They reported a negative and 

insignificant relationçhip between the interest rate Ievel and the default risk premium. They 

&O reported a si@cant relationship between the default N k  premium and bond character- 

istics, and between the default risk and the interest rate volatili. In addition, they reported 

that the relative N k  measure speafication provided a better M to the data than the absolute 

risk r n e a s ~ r e . ~ ~  

Simüarly. in order to investigate whether the bankmptcy of a major bond issuer (the LTV 

corporation) on July 18, 1986 had any significant and permanent effect on the default N k  

premium observed in the market, Ma, Rao and Peterson (1989) also examined the high-yield 

corporate bond market. The riçk dass of bond exarnined indude those with Moody's ratings of 

Baa to Bbb, and the period covered by the study extends from January 1980 to May 1987. The 

explanatory variables for the default risk premium are: the characteristics of the specïfic issue, 

such as the size of the issue, the convertibility and callability features; the purpose for whidi 

the bond was issued, i.e., for Ieverage buy-out or business expansion; the characteristics of 

the issuer represented by the credit rating; and the business condition measured by the yield 

spread between Moody's 30-year triple-A bond and the 30-year US. Treasury bond senes. 

From their analysis of the data, Ma, Rao and Peterson found that the default of a major high- 

yield corporate bond issuer increased the perception of N k  and hence the premium on new 

issues. However, the effect is transitory, lasting only about six months. 

" ~ h e  interest rate level was cepresented by the twenty-year constant-maturity US. Treasury bond index on the 

date the industrial bond was issued. The volatility was represented by the absolute deviation of the twenty-year 

rate on the date the corporate bond was issued and the rate on the ten previous days. The characteristics of the 

bond issuer were represented by the fini's credit rating h m  Moody's investors senice- The characteristics of the 

bond taken into consideration indude the amount issued, sinking-hd provision and caUabiIity features. 
' ' ~he  absolute risk measure of the default N k  prernium considers the absolute value of the difference between 

the yield on the corporate bond and the yield on US. Treasury securities of comparabIe maturity. On the other 

hand, the relative risk measure expresses the absolute risk measure as a fraction of the ievel of the yield on US. 

Treasury securities of comparable maturity. 



In order to test if a bank's assessment of default probability of sovereign borrowers in the 

Eurocredit market is reflected in the price of a sovereign loan, Feder and Ross (1982) examined 

the uedit N k  spread on a US.-dollar-denominated loan to 34 sovereign countries. The period 

of their andysis covea June-Jdy 1979. To test the above assertion, the data on default risk 

probability, as perceived by bankers, were based on the weighted average of the response 

of ninety banks to the Institutionai Inuestors June-July 1979 s ~ e y . ' ~  Additional explanatory 

variables used in the analysis ùidude, the time to maturity on the loan, and the grace period 

on the loan. The resdts indicate that lenders expect losses on loans if there is a rescheduling of 

the loan or an outright default, and therefore their default probability assessment is refiected in 

the price of a medium-tem sovereign loan. While this study gives some iwight into whether 

the risk of default is refiected in issue pnces, it is. however. silent on how the bankers amved 

at their default probability assessment of each country. Other similar studies, such as Cantor 

and Parker (1996), indicate the economic and political factors that are taken into account when 

assessing sovereign credit risk. 

In the context of comparing three alternative models of default N k  in high-yield corpo- 

rate bond issues, Helwedge and Kleinrnan (1997) used, as explanatory variables. the expected 

default rate on bond issues calcdated by the rating agenaes, the age of the bond issue, and 

the gros  domestic product. The base model uses only the expected default rate. The altema- 

tives to the base model are: the mode1 using only the age of the issued bond, and the model 

augmenting the expected default rate with maaoeconomic information-the gross domestic 

prod~ct. '~ They found a significant relationship between the explanatory variables in each of 

" ~ h e  banks were asked to score a number of countries on their perceived defadt probability on a scale of one 

to ten. Defoult in this instant induded the fadure to make promised paymenk or to resdiedule lozns granted. 
=The age factor is represented by a th-pend Iag of the total amount of the bond issued. The aging factor 

theory suggests that high-risk bond issuers are less likely to default in the first two years of bond issue, and are 

most Lkely to default in the third year or thereafter; the reason being that in the first two years bey are more 

liquid and therefore can meet ail outstanding obligations. Moreover, high-veld bond issuers are less likely ?O issue 

bonds when they are most weak, or when the economy is in the doldrums. They are more likely to issue when the 

economy is in a state of prosperity. Given the state of the business cyde, the economy is more likely to be weaker 

in about three years or thereafter. As a result, default is more IikeIy to occur then. Empirical support for this can 

be found in fdnsson and Fridson (1996), who investigated the default rate on high-risk bonds and the age factor. 



the models. On the bais  of the adjusted R-square, they found that the aging model performed 

the best. It accounts for as much as 81 percent of the variations in the observed default rîsk 

premium. Following is the model that augments the expected default rate with the macroe- 

conomic information (75 percent ); and laçt is the mode1 using only the expected defadt rate 

computed by the bond rating agency (47 percent). 

In brief, this section shows tha t there are other factors besides the term structure of interest 

rate, and the tirne series of defauit N k ,  that could help explain the observed defadt N k  pre- 

mium in the money market- As in mu& of the Literatu., the models surveyed in this section 

have been silent on the role played by the monetary policy of the Federal Reserve Bank, the 

stock market, or the foreign exchange market in modeling defauit risk. These factors are by 

far some of the most important factors affecting the health of businesses, and thus their ab%- 

to meet h a n a a l  cornmitmentS. These and other issues are taken up in the subsequent part of 

this study 

2.24 Summary-, Conclusion and the Direction of Research 

Above, 1 have presented a brief survey of the iïterature on <-redit risk modeling in the money 

market. However, it is by no means exhaustive. As c m  be observed hom this survey, there 

are many approaches to modeling default risk; and similarly there are many different factors 

that have been used to expIain default risk in the money market. Also, there appears to be 

no one unique way or generdy accepted method of modeling default risk in this literature. 

Despite this, what appears to be the dominant paradigm for modeling credit risk in the existing 

literature is to use only the information in the US. Treasury yield curve. For the reasons 

mentioned in Section 2-1, this approach to modeling credit risk in any type of Secufity in the 

As mentioned, the GDP factor refIects the e k t  of the state of the business cyde on the observed default risk. in 

a depression, investors prefers to hold the much-safer treasury securities; as sudi, in a depression, investors would 

have to be ooffered a high premiurn to induce them to hold a corporate bond- in a period of economic boom, there 

is less prospect of a defauit, and so the observed defadt risk îs smaller. Bond ratings have a sirnilar effect A bond 

issuer with a 1ow credit rating has to offer a higher defauit premîum to induce investors to hold its bond. The 

premium offered on the high-credit-rateci bonds is lower. 



money market may not be appropriate because it neglects potential information that may be 

contributed by other factors. &O, ali the models surveyed above have been silent on the role 

that the stock market, the real estate market, or the foreign exchange market volatility could 

play in measuring defadt risk in the money market The sarne is equally true of the role that 

monetary and fiscal policies codd play To this end, I investigate whether the events in these 

other asset markets have implications for the default risk premium in the money market, in 

particdar, the Eurodollar market. 

Furthermore, rnost of the existing studies on defadt risk have concentrated on domestic 

securities such as commercial papers, domestic certificates of deposit, bankers acceptances, 

muniapal and corporate bond issues. Moreover, empirical studies on default risks in the 

Euromarket have largely centered on sovereign Nk. Empirical studies on the credit N k  in 

Eurodollar depoçits is almost non-existent. This study attempts to contribute to this area of 

the literature by extending the empiricd analysis into this market, and by investigating the 

Granger- causal relatiowhips from other assets markets into the Eurodollar market. This study 

is partidarly relevant, as the wodd finantial market is becoming more W y  integrated, and 

more Eurodollar debt instruments are being issued. Since the default by the içsuers of these 

instrument is an ever-present possîbilitv, it is important to understand what factors govem 

the dynamic behaviour of this N k  in the Eurodollar market As mentioned at the beghning 

of this section, in order to appropriately price a debt instrument in this market one needs the 

credit N k  evaluation of the issuer as input. Thus, an incorrect assessrnent will also eventually 

lead to an incorrect price being placed on a debt instrument. In essence, it is important to 

understand the dynamics of aedit risk in order to minimize the pricing errors on securities. 

To condude this section, 1 reiterate that this essay seeks to explain the wide fluctuations in 

the daity observations of credit risk in the Eurodollar market over the period extending from 

June 1,1973, through August 19,1996. The approach taken in this study is to combine the in- 

formation in the current US. Treasury yield curve with that of past observations of the uedit 

risk spread. In addition, this information is augmented with the historical information con- 

tained in the U.S. T~asury  yield cunre, stock market rehirnç, foreip exchange rates, Federai 

Funds Rates, and the cumnt predictions of the volatility of credit risk. In the next section, I 



present the empirical model as well as a brief exposition of its underlying rationale. 



2.3 The Model 

The previous section provides a brief n w e y  of the default risk Merature- In this section, 1 

present the GARCH-in-Mean specÏ.£ication used in modeling the dynamic behaviour of aedit 

risk in the Eurodollar market. Furthemore, the section motivates why eadi of the explanatory 

variables in the GARCH-in-Mean spdca t ion  may be relevant for modeling the credit risk 

spread observed in this market. The section is organized into four parts as follows: Sedion 

23.1 presents the GARCH-in-Mean model and the explana tory variables entering into the 

analysis; Section 2.32 fwther examines the relationship between the default probability and 

the elements ui the U.S. Treasury yield c w e  information set; Section 23.3 presents the case for 

other factors sudi as the credit risk spread histo'y, the contagious effect of volatility from one 

asset market to the others, the exchange rate and the monetary poky. The final part, Section 

2.3.4 presents a brief summary of the section. The section is very brïef conceming the empirical 

spedïcation, but is more detailed as to why and how each of the elements in the information 

set affects the default risk spread in the Eurodollar market- 

The theoretical model underlying the analysis of this section and the rest of the essay, is 

the prinaple of arbitrage pricïng in the hancial market However, because this has been 

extensively covered in the existing literature, it is not separately examined in this study. Fol- 

lowing next k the empirîcal speafication for the daily observations of aedit risk spread in the 

Eurodollar market between the sample period June 1,1973 to August 19,1996. 

2.3.1 The GARCH-in-Mean Model 

In order to test the various hypotheses of interest, 1 estimate the dynamic fundional form 

examined below, using the daily sarnpied data for the period June 1,1973, to August 19,1996. 

The specification draws on the method of anaiysk used in Engle, Lilien, and Robins (1987); 

and it is written compactly as fol l~ws?~ 

21~ng~e ,  Liiien, and Robins (2987) used the GARCH-in-Mean model to study the term premium, or the excess 

returns, in default-fiee US. Treasury securities. The variable that they explaineci is the term premium, while the 

explanatory variables were the yieId spread between the thme and six-month treasury bilI rates and the condi- 



The dependent variables in the equations above are defïned as foUows: 

CR,  : is the relative credit N k  spread observed in period t on 3-Month Eurodollar de- 

posits. It is measured as the ratio of the credit risk spread on the Eurodollar deposits 

(the difference between the continuously compounded amualized equivalent yield 

on the 3-Month Eurodollar deposits and the continuously compounded annualued 

equivalent yield on 3-Month US. Treasury bills) to the Ievel of the continuously corn- 

pounded annualized equivalent yield on the 3-Month Treasury bills. This measure 

therefore expresses the aedit risk spread as a proportion of the observed yield on 

the 3-Month Treasury securiV More so, it allows for the possibility that the credit 

risk spread may d i r d y  be varying with the level of the observed yield on 3-Month 

Treaniry securities- see, for example, Lamy and Thompson (1988). 

of : is the time-varying conditional variance of the non-systematic component, the resid- 

ual term (a ) in equation (2-1), of the relative aedit N k  spread. 

The independent variables are are dehed as follows: 

tional variance of the term premium. Thiç mehoci of anaiysis has a b  been used in studying the term premium in 

the treasury securities of other countries such as the United Kingdom (Taylor 1992), and New Zealand (Margaritis 

1994). 



is the level of the continuously compounded annualized equivalent yield on the 3- 

Mont. US. Treasury bill at time t .  

is the change in the level of the confinuousiy compounded annuaüzed eq-alent 

yield on the 3-Month US. Treasury bill at time t. 

is the square of the change in the levd of the continuously compounded annualized 

equivalent yield on the 3-  mon th US. Treasury bill at time t. 

is the dope of the transformed U.S. Treasury yield cuve measured at  the short-term 

end; that is, the yield spread between 12- and 3-Month Treasury bills at t h e  t .  

is the dope of the transformed US. Treasury yield curve measured at the long-term 

end; that is, the yield spread between 60- and 12-Month Treasury bills at time t .  

is square of the differences in the dope of the Treasury yield curve at the short- and 

the long-term end of the market at t h e  t .  

is the square of changes in the logged level of NYSE composite comrnon stock pnce 

index at time t - 

is the square of changes in the logged level of trade- weighted foreign exchange rate 

index of US. dollar vis-à-vis the G10 countries at t h e  t .  

is the change in the the ievel of the continuously compounded annualized equivalent 

yield on the 7-day Federal Funds at time t. 

is ut, the conditional variance of relative aedit N k  spread in penod t. 

is the square of the once-lagged prediction error or innovations. 

is the once lagged predicted conditional variance. 

Equation (2.1) above desaibes the dynamic behaviour of the relative credit N k  spread. 

It is composed of two parts: the systematic component and the non-systematic component. 

The systematic component describes the conditional mean of the relative credit risk spread in 
7 9  perïod t given the information set Rt .- This equation states that the relative aedit N k  spread 

predicted for penod t is a weighted average of the factors in the information set. The weight 

"Rte information set at time t is defined as: Rc = { - S ~ . r . - S ~ . t t - - - . S ~ ~ . I . ~ ~ - : r ~ ~ - l ) ,  and its elemenk are as 

defined above- 



placed on each element of the information set is the parameter estirnated for the respective 

variable. The second componerit, cl, is non-systematic. As such, it is unpredictable with re- 

spect to the elements in R,. Furthennoie, it has a conditional mean of zero, and a time-varying 

conditional variance represented by o:; and, as is indicated in equation (2.1). c, is also assumed 

to be nomally distributed with a mean of zero, and a tirne-varying variance, O,?. 

Similarly equation (22) describes the behaviour of the tirne-varying conditionai variance, 

and hence, how it can be predicted. This equation further states that the conditional variance 

predicted for period t is also a weighted average of the squares of the past prediction error 

(6:-, ), and the Fast predicted variance (O:, ). The weight given the respective variables îs rep- 

resented by the parameters, dl and A; and it is optimally determined by using, for exampie, 

the maximum likdihood method. 

The model above addresses the issues r a d  in the previous sections. It contains the pure- 

time series of credit N k  spread modd as a special case. Similarlly, models using only the 

information contained in the treasury yield curve can also be obtained as a speaal case. Fur- 

thermore, imlike the other models using ody the m e n t  information in the yield cuve, the 

modd presented above expliatly allows for the historical information in each of the series 

including the treasury yield m e  variables. 

As c m  be observed from the speâfication above, the elements of the information in the 

US. T m u r y  yield curve are represented by the variables -& to -I-;.~.~ The squares of the 

diange in the respective variables represent the rate of change of each variable, and it thus 

senres as a measure of the variability of that particular variab~e.'~ By Viduding these volatility 

=I am aware of the Literature using the characteristics of specific bonds issues, the attributes of the issuer of the 

debt insûxment (that is, credit ra ting), or the purpose for which the money is being raised. to determine default 

risk (se, for example, Ma, Rao, and Peterson 1989; Lammy and Thompson 1988; Fimerty and Nunn 1985a, 1985b, 

among others) and those using soleiy the time series of default risk data (Clinebell, Kahi, and Steven 1996). The 

focus of this essay is to identify and assess the elements of the observable information in the CS. Treasury yield 

curve that is usefd for modeiing the behaviour of the credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market Moreover, the 

credit risk spread examineci here is the basic assessrnent for banks in the top credit rating; and as banks are tiered, 

institutions with a Iower credit rating pay more. 
"The square of the changes in each of the variables is used to proxy the uncertainty or volatility in the respective 



rneasures, it enables us to fonnally incorporate into the anaiysis the effed of the uncertainty 

exïsting in a particular asset market; it also enables us to axertain the effect of the uncertainty 

in other assets market on the aedit risk spread. In addition, each of the explanatory variables 

used in the above modd is lagged m-perîods; the only exception is the relative credit N k  

spread's volatility estimate. I have used the lagged explanatory variables for the foIlowing 

reasons. First, agents c m  only use the information available at time t to make forecasts for 

future periods, and some of the elements in the information set are o d y  available with lags. 

Second, using the lag values implies that 1 am using predeterrnined values. As such, the likely 

problem of endogeneity that could arise in the regession is therefore avoided. 

Furthemore, 1 introduce other finanaal market information that may affect the magnitude 

of credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market The rationde for using each of these variables 

as well as their expected impact on the size of aedit risk spread is dixussed in the next two 

subsections. 

2.3.2 The Default Probability and the U.S. Treasury Yield Curve 

A major component of the aedit risk premïum is the probability of default of one of the con- 

tracting parties. If this probability is high, then the credit Nk spread that is obsemed in the 

market will &O be high On the other hand, if the probability is low, then the observed credit 

risk spread will also be low. Thus, there ex%& a positive monotonie relationship between the 

default probability and the obçerved credit risk spread. Studies such as those by Duffee (1996a, 

1996b) and Fama (19&2a, 1984b, 1986), among others, using only the term structure informa- 

asset market Underlying the use of the square of the variables is the irnplicit assurnption that securit); prices and 

interest rate series in the finanaal market (-Y, ) foilow a randorn waik process. Tha t is, tha t 

where E(. ) is the expectations operator. 

Thus the expected change of the ith variabIe has a mean value of teru and the variance, a:., . Empirical studies 

support interest rate series as behaving as  random walk (Murphy 1990; Marsh and Rosenfeld 1983). The same is 

equaHy true for the stock prices (Cwtner 1964; MalkieI 1996) and the foreign exchange rate (Alder and Lehmann 

1983; Meese and Rogoff 1983,1988). 



tion impliatly assume that the default probability, and hence the default risk, is infiuenced 

solely by the information in the yield m e .  

The rest of the section is organized into three parts: The hist part, Section 2-3.2.1, presenh 

the expected impact of the treasury yield curve on the aedit N k  spread; the second part, Sec- 

tion 232.3, identifies the speafic elements of the yield m e  information; and the third part, 

Section 2-3.22. idenaes the mechaniSm through whidi US. Treasury securities information 

affects the aedit risk spread in the Eurodollar market- 

2.3.2.1 The Expected Impact of Yield C w e  Variable 

As in the previou studies, 1 assume that this probability is inauenced by severd variables. 

These variables indude the current levd of the short-term interest rate (the 3-month US. Trea- 

sury bill rate), the change in the short-term interest rate, and the rate of change in the short- 

term interest rate as measured by the squares of the &t difference. In addition are the current 

expectations of the future short-term interest rate at time t, and the m e n t  expectation of the 

variabitity (volatility) of the future short-term interest rate. The reasons why these variables 

may be relevant for modeling the credit N k  spread are explained below? 

First, a substantid proportion of the portfolio of a bank or other finantial institutions is in 

the form of loans of varying maturities to governments, other banks and hancial institutions, 

and commerad and industrial organi~ations.~~ Furthmore, In order to h d  these l o m ,  

5There is quite a substantial amount of Iiterature on the association between the US.  interest rate, the Eurocur- 

rency rate, the Eurobond rates, and the rates on Treasury bonds issued in other countries. For example, TSe and 

Booth (1996) tested for and found evidence of a common volatility and volatility spillover between the US. and 

the Eurodollar market; likewise, Kaen and Hachey (1983), Swanson (1988a, 1988b), Tse and Booth (19951, Fung 

and Isberg (1992), and Chan and Lee (1996) present evidence of Granger-causality between the US. Treasury yield 

and the Eurodollar deposit rates; Pigott (1993/2994) and Fujihara and Mougoue (1996) also present evidence of 

interdependence among domestic interest rates of the G-7 countries. The approach taken here is that the level of 

the interest rate in the US, market, wlüch is the derence rate for aU dealings in the Eurodollar deposits, affects a 

banks' fortune, and thus i ts  ability to meet finanaal obligations. 
%l'hese entities may be located in the domestic market, the foreign market, or operate in both markets (for 

example the multinational corporations). 



these banks dso accept deposits, usually on a short-term basis, from the same dass of dients 

as weU. As a consequence, the interest earnings on the finanaal asset side of the balance sheet, 

the interest cost of the financiai iiability side of the balance sheet, and hence the profitability of 

the net positions of these institutions depend to a large extent on the term structure of interest 

rates.u E, for example, the current interest rate level is high, or the interest rates We, it rnay 

be argued that the potential earnings of banks and of the institutions that borrow from them 

may be lower. In addition, the cost of funding the loans is higher; and in the final analvsis, the 

overail profitability of these institutions rnay be adversely affected? 

The reasons for the possible reduction in profitabiliw and hence the reduction in the abü- 

ity to meet future cornmitments are as follows: First, a high or higher interest rate level could 

c a w  the institutions to suffer substantial capital losses on their pre-existing loan commit- 

ments, espeaally, when these loan contracts are fixed-rate cornmitments with an extended 

period to maturityi Second, a high or higher interest rate level may cause problems with 

repayment of the loan principal, accrued interest, or both. This is particularly so when the 

pre-existing loan contracts are of the variable interest type. When interest rates move agaiwt 

the borrower's original expectations (that is, k i r  expectatiow of future interest rate levels 

and the state of the economy when entering into a loan covenant), they may have an incentive 

to default (see Sirnons 1989). 

=In general, it is expected that interest rates will have a significant impact on business profitability However, 

given the existence of many types of finanaal contracts such as  options, futures and forwards, swaps, caps, fi oors, 

coilars and other forms of derivative contracts traded in the Einanaal market. firms shouid be able to hedge these 

risk. in consequence, the interest rate Ievd or its changes may not have a significant effect on profits. The studies 

by Rannery (1981,1983) on the effect of the level of interest rate on bank profitability supports the view that banks 

have effectively hedged themseives against interest rate movernent. This is especially hue of the large U.S. bank 

hoiding companies. Consequentiy the* profitabiiity is not necessarily affected by changes in interest rate levei. 
"B~ontrary to the report of Flannery (1981,1983) studies, FIannery and James (1984), Booth and Oficer (1985), 

Çcott and Peterson (1986), Sweeney and Warga (1986), Yourougoua (1 99O), and Allen and Jaghani (2996) al1 found 

a significant negative relationship between interest rate level and the bank stock retums. In their analysis of indi- 

vidual banks, they found that some of the banks, indudixtg the largest money center banks, are not WIy protected 

by the hedging policies instituted. This shows that though the effect of interest rate movement on profitability can 

be reduced, it is an empirical matter as to whether it can be eiiminated altogether. 



F h d y  a high or rising interest rate Ievel may further accentuate the asymmetry of infor- 

mation, the adverse selection, and the moral hazard problem that banks face ( s e ,  for example, 

Miçhkin 1997; and Stiglitz and Weiss 1981). As StigJitz and Weiss (1981) argued, when inter- 

est rates are high, marpirially profitable investment projects tend to be supended by prudent 

project managers. On the other hand. risk-loving managers may still go ahead and execute the 

project. if they can h d  a financier. Because of the asymmetry of information as to the type of 

manager, a bank rnay ultimately nin the risk of Iending to the more risk-loving project man- 

agers when interest rates are high. Eventudy, if the projects fail, the bank is Ieft with a large 

number of non-performing 10- that may have to be written-off it  books, and thus affecting 

banks future profits and its equity capital. 

As can be observed from the preceding analysis, the interest eamïngs, the Ning interest 

cost of funding loans, and the higher amount of bad debt provisions that wouid have to be 

written-off against profits, all have a sigruficant effect on the finanaal viability of a bank. As 

a result, the interest rate level. its changes, or its vanability is expected to have a direct or 

indirect bearïng on credit N k  spread. Even though banks may be able to hedge some of the 

interest rate risk on the net position of its portfolio, or some of the credit risk of their customers. 

it is, however, not possible to sign a priori what the impact of interest rate change would be on 

profits and cowequently on its own credit risk to others. A lot depends on the effectiveness 

of the hedging policies instituted by the bank It therefore remairs an empirical issue as to 

whether or not the interest rate leveI, its changes or variability have any predictive power for 

the aedit risk observed in the market. 

As for m e n t  expectatiow of the future short-term interest rate, they enter the equation 

because of the future level of interest rate impact on the profitability of future operations. The 

ar&uments supporting these assertions are the s m e  as those used in the dixussions on interest 

rate level in the preceding paragraphs." 
- -- 

g ~ o r  example, previous studies by Booth and Officer (1985) show that contempoanmus (unanticipated) 

changes and predicted changes in the level of interest rates both have a significant and negative effect on a bank's 

stock performance. The previous paragraph concentrates on current earnings and profitability whiIe the current 

paragraph concentrates on the future profitabüity of operations. 1 should also rernark here that the Future IeveI 



The other term structure factor influencing the probability of default is the future vari- 

ability of interest rates. The more variable that interest rates are expected to be in the future, 

the more variable is the value of the finanaal institutions portfolio of fÏxed-income securi- 

ties. Hence, their ability to meet their h a n a d  commitments may be adversely affected by the 

magnitude of the volatility of future interest rates. This effect is expected to have a positive 

impact on the probability of default because the profitability of future operatiow, and hence 

the future value of institutions, becomes more uncertain. In essence, when the level of the 

interest rate becomes more unpredictable, the higher the defauit probability expected by the 

contracting parties. The result of this is a higher level of credit risk spread. Again, as men- 

tioned, this is an empirical issue since banks do hedge against interest rate variabiiity as well; 

and depending on the effectiveness of the hedge, it may be difficult to Say categoricdly what 

the impact on the credit N k  spread would be. 

2.3.22 The Elements in the Yield Curve Information Set 

As 1 pointed out earlier in Section 2.1, the information in the yield m e  has been used exten- 

sively to mode1 and predict many hinanaal and economic thne series. In this study, 1 further 

investigate to see if the information in the U.S. Treasury yield cuve is also useful for modehg 

and predictuig the aedit risk spread obsewed in the Eurodouar market. I &O inquire into 

whether the information is adequate for predicting the credit risk spread; that is, does the in- 

formation in the yield curve need to be complemented by other finanaal and maaoeconomic 

time senes to produce a more accurate estimate and forecast of credit nsk spread? 

in the pursuit of these objectives, 1 extract from the US. Treasury yield curve the following 

information set? First, is the level of the yield m e ,  which is anchored to the shortest-term 

of interest rates rnay rise or fa11 depending on fhe expectations of the future growth rate of the economy, future 

infiation rate, or both. Witti regard to the inflation rate expectations, agents demand compensation for the ioss in 

value of their money. 1 control separateiy for this effect by using the ease or tightness of credit (the kderd h n d s  

rate) in the money market as a proxy for inflation expectations at the daily frequenq. 1 disniss this Further in the 

nwt section. 
"The analysis here is simiIar in spirit to the Litterman and çdieinkrnan ('299'1), and the Knez, Litterman, and 



maturity-the 3-month treasury bill rate. Anchoring the yield cume to the shortest-maturity 

instrument is appropriate because, under the acpecfations theory of the yieield curve, the yield 

on longer-maturing instruments can be expressed as a weighted average of the c m e n t  and 

expected future level of the yield on the shortest-matunty instwment.)* This feature is used 

for the cunwt short-term interest rate level influencing the default probability. In addi t ion ,  

the change in the continuouçly compounded annualùed equivalent yield between successive 

periods, and the squares of this change are derived from the level of the yield on 3-month 

treasury bills. The former captures the effect of changes in yield, while the latter its variability 

or volatility. 

The second feature derived from the U.S. Treasury yield curve is its slope. The slope serves 

as an indicator of the cment  expectations of future short-term interest rate?2 These slopes are 

measured at two points on the yield curve: at the short-term end of the yield cunre is the slope 

relating the 3- and 12-rnonth txeasury bills; and at the long-term end of the yield curve is the 

dope reIating the 12- and 60-month treasury bills and notes. The third feature derived from 

the yield cuve  is the rate of change between the slopes. This represents the rate at which the 

slope of the yield cuve is changing at the two points, and it serves as an indicator of current 

expectations of the future variabilityf3 of interest rates. Thiç feature is measured as the square 

Scheinkman (1994) studies. 1 use directly identifiable and interpretable components of the yield cunte while the 

Litterman and Scheinkman (1991), and the Knez et ni. (1994) studies use the principal components method to deter- 

mine the major orthogonal elernents of the yidd curve- These principal components cannot be directly associated 

with any observable information in the yield curve. My work a h  differs from theh in that they did not extend 

their analysis to testing the factors affecting the credit risk structure in the Eurodoliar market 
31~n fact, this is how the expectations theory of the term structure of interest rate is dehcd. See. for instance, 

Shiller (1990) or Campbd and Shiller (2987). Campbell and Shiiier (1987) expressed further that the weights can 

be made dependent of the discounthg factor, so that cash flows that are received far into the future are given less 

weight than those that are received much sooner. 
"~ltemativel~, the slope of the yidd cuve can act as an indicator of current expectations of the future inflation 

rate. As mentioned eadier, 1 am con t rohg  for the inflation factor and the monetary poIicy separately using the 

federal funds rate as a proxy- This enables us to separate the effect of the future interest rate due to mal factors than 

h m  infiation hctors. 
= ~ h e  variabiüty of the interest rate is important for the credit risk measurement. I assume that vanabiüty consist 

of two parts. The first is forward Iwking, this is the part measured by the squares of the change in the 3-month 



of the gradient of the yield curve. 

232.3 Treasury Yield curve and the Eurobanks 

In general, the arguments presented thus far are especially relevant for the US.-based banks. 

However, since the Eurobanks are in a similar line of business-hanaal intermediation-as the 

US.-based banks, then the arguments presented in the preceding section are equally appii- 

cable? Other channels through whidi the term stnicture of interest rate may have an effect 

on the Ewobanks are: first, the Eurobanks do devote part of thejl portfolio to U.S. govem- 

ment securities, and also make Ioans to other banks in the domestic market, governments of 

other countnes and private corporations. Therefore, any changes in the interest rate directly 

affects the market value of the securities held in their portfolio. Though the effect of interest 

rate changes can be hedged, much depends on the effectiveness of interest rate hedging con- 

tracts entered into. Thus, the interest rate may have an effect on the overall performance of the 

bank's portfolio and hence, pro fitabüity. 

The second, although indirect, method through whidi the yield cuve changes affect the 

Eurobanks is that Eurobanks lend on a short-term basis to regional and money center banks, 

other finanaal institutions, commercial and industrial organizations in the U.S. and in other 

countries. These institutions may, in tum. also hold US. Treasury securities, and lend to other 

banks, other governments and private corporations. Given these arrangements, any unex- 

pected movement in interest rates may also have the effect of reducing the value of securities 

rate, and the squares of the difference in slopes. The second part reflects on how voIatiIe the observeci m d i t  risk 

spread itseif has been in the past This part is refiected through the volatility estimate in the conditional mean, 

.Xrz.t.  This is induded in the modd in order to separate the e k t  of the forward-looking measures of variability, 

and the previous market experience of volatil i .  
"The quoted yields on the Eurodoliar instruments are dependent on the yield of a ES. Treasury instrument 

with comparable maturity. So, the entire term structure of the interest rate on any given da? mirrors the US. 

Treasury yieid cuve; except that the term structure of interest rate in the Eurodollar market Lies everywhere above 

the US. Treasury yield m e  because of the credit risk premium. If, for example, the ü.S. yield cuve  shifts, or the 

slope changes, that is also likely to be d e c t e d  in the yield curve on the Eurodollar deposits. As such, the interest 

earnings on assets, the interest expense on liabilities, and thus the net revenue from operations are also affected. 



held by these institutions in their portfolios. AS a resuit of the loss suffered by these institu- 

tions, they rnay not be in a position to s e ~ c e  their debts to others as promised. 

Similarly, pnvate corporations that borrow from banks may also experience difficuity in 

making repayments due to an increase in the cost of re-hancing outstanding debts, loss of 

revenue arising from a reduction in consumer spending (possibly due to the wealth effect of 

interest rate increase), or both. AU of these directly affect the profitability of corporations and 

banks alike and hence their ability to meet hancial commitments. As is explained here, loans 

to these US.-based banks and private corporations thus serve as another conduit through 

which the Eurobanks are exposed to changes in the Treasury yield curve. The Eurobanks 

may be able to immunize their portfolios againçt interest rate change on the securities they 

directly hold (for example, govemment secmities); however, they may not be able to do so on 

risk exposures arising through a third party. Thk is especially the case when borrowers are 

adversely affected by interest rate changes. 

In conclusion, it may be expected that a high interest rate level, unexpected changes in 

the interest rate, an expected high level interest rate, and high volatility of these rates will 

adversely affect the default probabfity, and hence the aedit risk spread. However, it is diffidt 

to Say a priori what the magnitude of these effects will be. Th% is because banks do enter into 

hanaal  contracts that can be used to both eliminate or profit, from the credit risks associated 

with their customers and the interest rate risk on assets and Liabüities hdd in th& portfolios. 

Whether or not these variables have any effea greatiy depends on the effectiveness of the 

contracts in eliminating the potential risk due to the changes in the U.S. Treasury yield curve. 

Nonetheless, these variables should not be ignored in any empirical mode1 of the credit risk 

spread, whether in the domestic money market or in the Euromarket. If these variables are 

significant, the observed data will reveal this fact. 

2.3.3 The Control Variables 

I will now discuss the variables outside the information contained in the m e n t  yield curve. 

How each of these variables affects the observed mdit risk is &O explained. 1 conhol for the 



effect of these variables in order to properly iden* and atiribute the true contribution of each 

of the dements in the yield curve information set, Le., to avoid bias and an invalid conclusion 

from the results. 

23.3.1 Credit Risk History 

Historical information c m ,  and does, provide a due to the future- The past observations of 

aedit risk spread c m ,  therefore, be used to model and predict the future aedit risk spread. 

The conventional wisdom behind this is that if the credit risk spread has been high in the past, 

then the future level of aedit risk spread is also more likely to be hi& Likewise, if it has 

been low in the past, then it is also likely to be low in the future. As su&, to d o w  for the 

persistence in the level of the observed aedit risk, I use the lagged values of credit N k  spread 

as an additional explanatory variable? 

Sirnilarly, the variability of the credit risk çpread observed in the past may ako be of Ïn -  

terest to the contrachg parties. Again, if history can be used as a guide to the future, a high 

variability of credit N k  spread in the recent past tends to continue into the future, as does low 

variability. Th- fÏom the historical data, the previous level and the previous variability can 

be determuied and used to augment the information in the yield cuve to make a forecast of 

future credit Nk. This information has a high value, espeady when there is a strong per- 

sistence in the level and variance of the senes. To measure the previous variability of credit 

risk, 1 use the predicted conditional variance from the GARCH(1,l) model. Thus the model 

considered for this exercise is of the GARCH-in-Mean dass introduced by Engle, Lilien and 

Robins (1987). 

2.3.32 The Volatility Spill-Over Effect From Other Assets Markets 

Asset markets do not exkt in isolation, and the Eurodollar market is no exception- When 

agents plan their portfoüo holdings, all assets (domestic or international, real or finanaal) 

s~linebell, Kahi, and Stevw (1996) consider oniy this variable in their analysis of the default risk in the US. 

corporate bond market. 



are usuaIly considered as perfect or near perfect substitutes. As a result, all assets markets are 

intnnsically Linked to each other because agents frequently compare the relative prices (retum) 

and the relative risk of the securities in the market. Because of the interdependence that exists 

among these securities, any stochastic shodc affecthg one of the assets markets eventually 

filters into the others. k e f o r e ,  the effect of the stochastic shock affecting one hanad asset 

market is not localized to that particular market? To incorporate the spill-over effect, or the 

reverberating effect, of the shodcs from other assets markets into the analysis in this essay, I 

consider the variability of the value of the NYSE composite stock price index. This vanability 

is measured as the squares of the first merences in the Iogged value of the NYSE composite 

stock index. It may be expected that, as the other assets markets become more volatile, the 

composite index will also pi& up some of these effeds as agents by to reallocate their assets 

portfolios. Fuahermore, it may be expected that when the stock market becornes more volatile, 

the retums on finanaal assets become more uncertain, and a p a t e r  number of defaults may, 

therefore, be expected?' As a result, a positive correlation may be expected to prevail between 

36~here is also ample litei-ature on the extent of hancial market üttegration: wittiin the domestic finanaal mar- 

ket, within the international finanaal market, and aaoss securities in these markets. For example, Rahman and 

Mustapha (1997) found evidence of bi-directional causality between stock market returns and bond market retums 

in the US- market Also Christie (1982), Schwert (1989), Ferson (1989) and Zhou (1996) al1 found evidence of inter- 

dependence between the volatility of the US. Treasury securities market and the stock market. In addition, there is 

considerable evidence which suggests that the international stock markets are interdependent (see Koutmos 2996; 

and Ammer and Mei 1996). These studies show that there is a strong connedion between the stock markets across 

countries. They a b  show that the stock market in each country is intricately Iinked to the domestic bond mar- 

ket. As such, the US. bond market is linked to the Eurocurrens; Eurobond, and the internationai bond market- 

ïherefore, due to the interdependence in these markets, the information arîsing therehm cannot be ignored in 

modeling d i t  risk in the Eurodollar market. 
FThe Merton (1974) mode1 of default risk is based on the value of the fim. The market value of the firm is 

the prinapal determinant of the value of the stock traded on the NYSE. In the Merton (1974) model, defaults on 

loans -ased to finance operations are triggered when the firm's value reoches a particular threshold- The p a t e r  the 

volatility in the market value of the firm the higher the probability of this threshold being reached. 

Similarly, in the stodc market literature (see, for example, Chrîsties 1982) a variable frequentiy used to explain 

equity prernium, stock volatility, or compensation for risk is the finanaal Ieverage (the ratio of deb t ou tstanding 

to the market value of the hm). If this ratio is high, for example a s  result of a low-market value of the h. the 

compensation for risk is a h  expected to be high because investors expect the firm to be more likely to fiie for 



stock market volatility and the aedit  risk premium obswed in the Eurodollar market. 

23.33 The Federd Funds Rate 

The Federal Funds Rate is one of the most watched financial market indicators by market an- 

alysts and fund managers the world over. The rate is dosely watched because it generally 

serves as an indicator of the type of monetary policy being pursued by the Federal Reserve 

Board. An indication of whether the Federal Reserve intends to ease or tighten the aedit con- 

dition in the money market has implications for the future performance of the economy the 

future behaviour of inflation rates, or both. Given that the state of the economy can be in- 

fluenced by this variable, the profitability of both the finanaal and the non-finanaal sectors 

can be adversely affected by a policy that results in slowing down the economy. If any of the 

institutions mentioned earlier are-in one form or another-indebted to the Eurobankç, then the 

Eurobanks' profitability can a h  be adversely affected. Even though the Eurobanks rnay not 

dïrectly participate in the federal funds market, nonetheless their profitabili@ may be affected 

through the diain effect of lending to domestic banks and commercial and industrial orga- 

nizations. Although there is no direct connedion between the federal funds market and the 

Eurobankç, the question of whether or not the Federd Funds Rate has any predictive power 

for the credit N k  spread remainç an empirical issue to be investigated. 

2.3.3.4 Foreign Exchange Rate and Macroeconomic Activity 

The foreign exchange rate rnay ako affect the credit risk prernium from at least two perspec- 

tives. The fïrst, and utdirect, is through maaoeconomic activities and their effects on business 

profitability. Through this Channel, the foreign exchange rate can stiU affect a bank's ability 

to meet its financial obligations despite that it holds a zero net balance of foreign-cumency- 

denominated assets and üabilities. Even a bank with its main operational base in the domestic 

market is not innùated from thk indirect effect. As explained earlier, Eurobanks do Iend to 

U.S. regional banks, US. money center banks, and commercial and industriai organizations 
pp 

bankruptcy, or chapter M. protection in the event of a downturn in the economy. 
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based in the US. and 0 t h  courttries. If the exchange rate affects the activities of these banks 

and the activities of the commeraal and industrial organizations in the respective domestic 

markets, then this rnay indirealy expose the Eurobanks to the exchange rate risk affecting the 

entities to whïch it lends h d s .  This effect may be large or mi& depending on the extent to 

which the exchange rate affect the hanaal position of the borrower~.~~ 

The second Channel through whkh the foreign exchange rate appreciation or deprecia- 

tion and its volatility may affect the credit N k  spread in the Eurodollar market is, however, 

more direct. ïh i s  effect operates through two fronts: the first is through the foreign-currency- 

denominateci assets and liabilities held in the Eurobanks' portfolios; and the alternative is 

through market-making in off-balance sheet derivative contracts that are denominated in for- 

eign currencies. Any adverse movement in the exchange rate can seriously impair a bank's 

profitability, and hence a bank's abilify to meet its fuiancial cornrnitments to its dierie, even 

though some of the foreign exchange rate N k  exposure can be hedged using, for example, 

forward and futures contra&, swaps, swaptionç, and options, among othen. But like the in- 

terest rate risk-hedging considered earlier, the effectiveness of the hedge remains an empirical 

=AS an example, consider for the moment, a Eurobank or domestic bank lending money to a commercial and 

industriai organization whose prinapal market is outside its place of operation, or a h n  engaged in tourïsm 

deveiopments. Cleariy, the fluctuations in the foreign exchange rate, or an appreciation in the exchange rate over 

an extended period of tirne, will çurely put in jeopardy the loan made by the banks. Even more disturbing is the 

fact that this type of indirect risk exposure cannot be compIetely hedged by the banks. 
- ~ h e  positions in the off-baianceîheet derivative contrack are usuaiiy used to hedge the balance sheei items, or 

other derivative contracts outstanding. ï h e  hedge is used to i d - i n  a given rate of return should the exchange rate 

move in particular direction- However, as the pay-off on these denvative contracts is highly non-lînear, and that 

the number of contracts taken have to be continuously adjiisted to refiect the changing features of the underlying 

d t i e s ,  the effeaiveness of these hedges is criticai and remains art ernpirical issue, For this reason, it should be 

accounted for while investigating what factors influence the profitability of banks and their capaaty to meet their 

fmanaai obligations. The empirical study by Choi and Elyasiani (1 996) reports a nega tive rela tionship between 

the foreign exchange rate movement and the rate of return on the 59 Iargest banks in the US.. This relationship 

hoids almost aaoss-theboard for al1 the banks examined- Likewise, the study by Chamberlain, Howe, and Popper 

(1996) a h  reports a similar finding in their analysis of US. and Japanese banking institutions. These two studies 

serve to illustrate that banks may not at aU times be successfd at eliminating exchange rate risks when they hedge 



In the preceding discussion, 1 have presented the GARCH-in-Mean mode1 as it applies to aedit 

risk modeling in the Eurodollar market- The reasons as to why and how each of the factors 

affects the credit risk have also been presented. A common theme in the factors considerrd 

above is that they each influence the performance of a linancial institution, or a commerad 

and industrial organization that borrows fiom the h a a l  iwtitutiow. In consequence, each 

of these institution's profitability, and hence, its ability to meet its financial obligations to 0th- 

ers may also be affected. 

It is important to mention that most of the factors mentioned above apply strictly to the 

domestic banks. However, as these banks and commerad entities are linked to the Eurobanks 

through the various financial contracts between hem, these contracts serve as the conduit 

though which most of the variables specinc to the US. are suspected to influence the aedit 

risk çpread in the Eurodollar market Even though it Ïs not the principal objective of this study 

to test if there is a Grangerqausality from the domestic banking to the Eurodollar market, 

the situation here, however, enables us to indirectly condud such a test of market integation 

between the Eurodollar market and the US. domestic money market. 

To empincally test the significance of each factor, 1 next consider the parameter estimation 

rnethod in Section 2.4. In Section 2S,I discuss the data used in the estimation- 

against exdiange rate vola tility. 



2.4 The Maximum Likelihood Estimation Criterion 

The estimation method used in this study is the maximum likelihood, assuming nonnality 

The procedure invoives maxhizing the foliowing joint conditional probability distribution, 

or the likelihood function of et up to t h e  T I  with respect to the parameter space, T: 

where: 
Rt = {{Sl.t,. . . . . SI Iv tmj}  : . j = 1.2. . . . . m}, it represents the conditioning informa- 

tion set available in period t . 
ï = {aol ai,J. *l,. 317 g2. 7 :  CO; i = 1 .2 . .  . .. 10. j = 1.2.. . .. m ) ,  it represents the set 

of parameters to be estimated from the iikelihood function. 

As is conventional, 1 maiamize the log likeiihood functi~n?~ i-e., that 1 ma>cimize the fol- 

lowing objective function with respect to the parameters space, r. 

In addition, the order of the lag length m is deaded using the Schwartz information aiteria:" 

a ~ o r  the details of how to set up the iikelihood fundion, see, for example, Kennedy (1992). Davidson and 

MacKinnon (1993). and Jazwinski (1970). The parame ter estimate, f , tha t maximizes the log iikelihood hction is 

esümated numerically using the Marquadt-Levenberg algorithm. For a more detailed desaip tion of the algorithm 

see Press, Teukolsky, Vetterihg and Flannery (1992: 678) or SAS/ETS manual. 
41 There are other mode1 selection criteria such as the Akaike information critenon that can also be used to de- 

termine the appropriate lag lengh. But as the Schwartz information aiterion often selects the most parsimonious 

models, 1 will restrict rny attention to i t. 



2.5 The Data 

The data series used in this study are the daily obsenrations recorded at the dose of each 

trading day. The data on the interest rate series are as foIlows: the &st is the London Inter- 

bank Offer Rate (UBOR rate) on US.-douar-denominated 3-month term deposits, placed in 

a designated London bank; the second is the yield on US. Treasury securities with 3-, 12-, 

and 60-months to maturity; and the third is the Federal Funds Rate on 74ay federal h d s .  

These rates are actual market quotes, on the respective securities, at the dose of each business 

day FoUowing convention, the quoted rates were transfonned into their continuously com- 

pounded annuaiized equivalent yield basis. This conversion is necessary so that the different 

rates are in a directly comparable form. The data on the UBOR rates were obtained from Data 

Resource Inc. (DRI), while the yield on the U.S. Treasury sed t i e s  and the Federal Funds Rate 

were obtained from the Federal Reserve Board, Federnl Statisfical Releases, Sdected Interest Rate 

(series H15). The full sample penod on ail the interest rate series extends hom June 1,1973, 

through A u p t  19,1996. 

The other financial time series employed comprise the following: the New York Stodc 

Exdümgge (NYSE) common stock composite price index reported at the dose of each business 

day This index is obtained £rom the NYSE historical stock database. The other series is the 

trade-weighted foreign exchange rate index of the U.S. dollar vis-à-vis the G-10 countries. 

The foreign exchange rate index is as reported at the end of each business day by the Federal 

Reserve Board, Federul Statistical Reieuses, Foreign Exchange Rate (series H10). For both series, 

the full sample period &O extends from June 1,1973, through August 19,1996. 

In the absequent analysis, ail interest rate series have been transformed into their con- 

bnuously compounded annualized equivalent yield basis? 1 then compute the yield spread 

QThe transformation to the continuously cornpounded annualized yield basis pmceeds as  foilows. First, for 

rates on securities with Iess than 365-days to maturity the following formula was used in the conversion to contin- 

uously compounded annualized equivalent yie1d t rc ). 

where p = 100, and F = 100 (1 + rq ( & ) ) for the Eurodollar depoits which is based on bankers quoted add-on 



between the continuously compounded annuaiized equivalent yidd on the 3-month LIBOR 

rate and the continuousIy compounded annualized equivdent yield on the 3-month US. Trea- 

sury bill rate. This difference is non-negative. Since the difference between these rates is due 

mainly to the credit quality of participants, it is termed "credit N k  premium. ".4ltematively, it 

is referred to as the "credit risk spread on 3-month Eurodollar deposits."It is this spread. the 

credit rïsk spread, that this study analyzes. 

The NYSE composite stock price index, and the trade-weighted foreign exchange rate se- 

ries were also transformed, using a logarithmic transformation. They were then diifferenced 

once. The square of the differenced series is then used as a proxy for the variability of the stock 

market and the variability of the foreign exchange rate market. 

The NYSE composite stock pnce index43 has been employed iwtead of the Dow-Jones In- 

dustrial Average @JTA), or the Standard and Poors 500 (S &P 500) index. The NYSE index 

is employed because it represents a broader market index, and is, therefore. more represen- 

tative of the investment portfdio in U.S. business enterprises than are the DjlA and the S &P 

5 0 0 .  Analogously, the trade-weighted foreign exchange rate index-a multilateral exdiange 

yield basis (rq). 

For the US. Treasury securïties, because they are based on a discount yield basis (r"): 

P = roo (1 - rd (&)) a d  F = 100 

Second, for securities with more than 365-days to maturity the following equation was solved numerically, on each 

da te, using Newton-Raphson algorithm 

For Treasury securities with two coupon payments per year: 

For EurodoIlar deposits with one coupon payment per year: 

composite stock price index adjusts for changes in the composition of the fimu used in constructing the 

index, stock splits andother katures of the finns that affect the firrn's value. 
UThe NYSE composite price index comprises al1 cornmon stocks Listed on the NYSE. Each stock in the index 



rate-is w d  in the analysis inçtead of one of the bilateral exdiange rates such as the U.S. dollar- 

p o n d  sterling rate, the U.S. douar-Deutschemark rate, the U.S. dollar-Yen rate among others. 

The trade-weighted foreign exchange rate index is preferred because h d  managers of banks, 

insurance companies, pension h d s ,  and mutual funds arnong others, often maintain inveçt- 

ment positions in several countries that do not use the US. dollar as their officia1 amency 

Hence, before taking a particular position in these economies, the US- funds must fkst be con- 

verted to the respective foreign currenaes. Since U.S. fund managers do not exdusiveiy prefer 

one s p e d c  country to the another, it is therefore more appropriate to use a weighted average 

of the most-traded mencies. 

~ B e c t s  ifs market capitalization; that is, the market value of outstanding stocks, calculated as a multiple of the 

number of each h ' s  stock outstanding and the market price of each stock. The S k P 500 index accounts for on- 

eighty percent of the market capitalization of al1 the stocks kted on the NYSE (Hd 1989: 43). Similarly, the DJIA 

comprise ody 30 %lue chip" stocks in the US., and it accounts for ody twenty percent of the market value of the 

NYSE stock market capitalization @ubofsky 1992: 241 ). 



2.6 The Data Analysis and Empirical Resdts 

Before presenting the empirical results, 1 first d isws the intrinsic features of the data in Sec- 

tion 2.6.1. In Section 2-62. 1 discuss the hdings and their implications for modeling credit 

risk spread in the money market. and the Eurodollar market in particular- h Section 2.6.3, 1 

evaluate the predictive ability of the model, and also compare its predictive power with other 

competing models. 

2.6.1 The preiiminary Data Andysis 

In this Section, 1 present the resdts of the exploratory data analysis, Le., the summary statis tics 

for the full sample period, and the plots of the variables of interest. Table 2.2 presents the 

summary statistics for each of the variables taken into consideration. This table contains the 

result for the daily-sampled data, and it covers the fuil sample period, June 1, 1973 through 

August 19,1996. From thiç table, it can be observed that over the sample period, the average 

of the absolute credit risk spread observed (CRD. BK.) is positive, and it is approximately 120 

basis Also, the standard deviation around the mean at this sampling frequency is 92.4 

basis points; and the range (Maximum - Minimum) is 670 basis points. From these statistics, 

we can infer the folIowing: first, the mean indicates that the level of the absolute credit risk 

spread in the Eurodollar market is high; and second. the measures of variability suggest that 

the absolute credit risk spread observed during the sample period is also highly variable. 

The analysis of the relative credit N k  spread (CRD. EL.) shows a similar result over the 

sample period. The absolute credit N k  spread, expressed as a proportion of the continuously 

compounded annualized yield observed on a 3-month U.S. Tkeasury bill, has a mean value of 

15 percent. The standard deviation about this mean value is 9.8 percent. &o. this proportion 

range is from as low as 3.0 percent to a high of 95.7 percent. These statistics for the relative 

credit risk spread dosely mimic those of the absolute credit risk spread. The time series plots 

of the absolute aedit risk spread and the relative credit risk spread, which are contained in 

' S ~  basis point is a hundredth of a percentage point, $. 
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Figures 1 and 2 respectively, both attest to this. As can be seen from the two plots, they are 

virtuaily identical in how they dearly map out the behaviour of the series over time. 

W1th regard to the empirical distribution of the above series, the skewness and the kur- 

tosis measures suggest that they are not nomaiiy distributed. The empincal distribution is 

positively skewed and fat-tailed; and furthmore, the kurtosis displays a higher peakedness 

than is characteristic of a normal distribution. This positive skewness suggests that a greater 

proportion of the values observed for credit risk spread Les above its modal value of 31.04 

basis points. From the foregoing analysis, we can therefore see that a high value of credit risk 

çpread occurs more frequently. These preliminary results have two implications: £ksi, since 

the incidence and the value of credit risk is high, it is therefore worthy of M e r  investigation; 

second, any model that attempts to explain and predict aedit risk spread m u t  also take into 

consideration the fact that data are not normdy distributed. 

Another notable feature of the credit risk spread in the summary statisticç presented in 

Table 2.2, is that the measure of dispersions is high relative to its mean value. This tends 

to suggest that the credit risk spread is not signtscanüy different hom zero. However, as 

the empiricai distribution is not normal, this inference may not be valid. In order to have a 

better view of the data, 1 subdivided it into smaüer subsample penods. The results for the 

sub-periods indicate that the mean values in relation to the standard variance are sigmficantly 

different from zero. The average amount of credit risk spread in the Eurodollar contracts varies 

over time. Figures 1 and 2 present a graphical view of this degree of variability as well as the 

magnitude of the credit risk spread in each period. The graphs show that the level of credit 

N k  was exceedingly high in the early 1970s and in the period between 1979 and 1984. It also 

remains highly variable during the penod. 

Table 2.2 &O indudes the summary statistics of the other series used in the analysis. The 

summary statistics were &O computed for smaller subsamples. The mean, the variance, and 

the range of the remaining series generally follow the same pattern as that for the -dit risk 

spread. These patterns can be readily observed in the time-series plots contained in Figures 3 

to 7 for U.S. Treasury bills and bonds, in Figures 8 to 10 for the foreign exdiange rate market, 



in Figures 11 to 13 for the NYSE common stock pnce index, and in Figures 15 and 16 for the 

federal funds market rate and the Eurodollar market rate respectively. Because of the dose 

rdationships between the above cime series from different markets and the absolute (or the 

dative) aedit N k  spread, it iç expected that these variables will provide a good explmation 

and forecast of the obsenred credit risk spread. I will now discws the empirical results of the 

statistical models used in the investigation 

2-61  The Empincal Results: In-Sample 

This section considers the foiiowing issues. First, it discusses the specification search method, 

the diagnostic tests on the residuals, and the test for the structurai stability of the models. 

Second, it discusses the impact of each dement in the US. Treasury field curve information 

set, and the impact of the other economic factors on the observed credit N k  spread; and finalIy, 

it diswses the implication of the empirical hdings for credit risk modeling in the Eurodollar 

market. 

26.2.1 The Specifïcation Search Method 

Since the empincai results hinge on the specification, 1 will present the specification search 

method before diçcussing the results of the analysis. The empiricai spedication search rnethod 

followed in this study is the dynamic Iinear regression mode1 of Hendry, Pagan, and Sargan 

(1984) and Hendry (1995). In short, the general-to-specific modeling methodology? In this 

regard, 1 start with a generous lag-length of order m=90 days for each of the explanatory 

variables in equation (2.1).~' The only exception to this d e  is the predicted volatility, variable 

XIZmt ,  in equation (2.1). 

&There are other empirical specification search methods such as the specific-to-general method that could be 

used. However, such spealfication search methods are faught with problems. For example, it is difficult to control 

the power of the tests under the specific-to-general hmework. 
47This hiis within the 7 to 100 tradirtg days widely used for estimating the moving average of desired financial 

t h e  series in the finanaal market Çee, for example, Jorion (1997 168). 



In addition to the preceding, 1 introduce four dummy variables ùito equation (2.1), the 

k s t  three of which were uçed becaw studies such as Roberds ,  Runkle, and Whiteman (1996) 

found that the changes in the Federd Reswe operating procedures have an effed on the 

stochastic behaviour of finanaal time seriesa Furthermore, 1 allow each durnmy variabIe 

to interad with each of the explanatory variables at the various lags. Induding the dummy 

variables as an independent variable aIlows me to detemurie if the intercept term significantly 

m e r s  from that of the base period (1973-1979) in each of the other regime periods. The in- 

teraction dummies &O aUow me to detennine if the dope parameters changed in each of the 

regirne periods. The fourth dummy variable in the regression is used to isolate the effect of the 

exbaordinaq* event in the stock market on Monday October 19,1987. 

1 then test down this initial model to denve a more parsimonious spedication. The steps 

taken are described next; but by way of explanation, 1 have speàfied this number of lags 

because the effects of dianges in each of these variables may be distributed over tirne, Le., that 

a diange in the level of a particular variable will not only be effected when the change occurs, 

but the effect may &O linger for some time into the future. The lags introduced into the model 

' ~ u r i n ~  the sample period examined, there were changes in the Federal Reserve Bank operating procedures. 

Roberds, Runkle, and Whiteman (1996) in their study of the predictive power of the yield spread for short-term 

interest rate movement in the US. Treasury securities market indicrite that there were four separate regimes, and 

each of these poiicy regime epochs have consequaces for the observed US. Treasury yield curve. The four epochs 

used in their study are: the period of Federal Funds Rate hrgeting (period up to October 3,2979); the period of non- 

borrowed reserves brgeting (October 6,1979, to October 6,1982); the p e n d  of borrowed reserves targeting with 

lagged reserves accounting (October 7,1982 to February 1, 298.2); and the period of borrowed reserveç targeting 

with contemporaneous reserves accountuig (the period after February 2, 1984). It has also been found that the 

poiicy regime dianges have implications for the dynamics of several economic time series. 

Accordingly the dummy variables used in this study are deûned a s  foilows: D7982 takes the value of one, if 

the date falls within October 6, 1979 and October 6, 1982 zero otherwise; D8284 takes the value of one, if the 

date fdls within October 7, 1982 and February 1, 1984 zero otherwise; and D8496 takes the value of one, if the 

date fails within February 2, 1984 and August 19, 1996 zero otherwise. The base period therefore correspond 

to the p e n d  between June 1, 1973 through October 6, 1979. Each of these dummy variables corresponds to a 

particular monetary policy regime followed by the Federal Reserve- The dummy for the stock market crash of 

1987 is represented by D87. It takes the value of one if date is equal to October 19,1987 zero otherwise. 



thu  dIow me to capture the persistence of the effect of dianges in each variablePg Though the 

number of maximum lags selected here may somewhat be arbitrq,  the rationde underlying 

my choice is that events in at most the last three mon& in the hanaa l  market enter into the 

hancial agentsr information set As a result, the developments in the finanaal markets within 

the last three months may have influenced their decisions. 

tn order to have an efficient estimate of the parameters, and to avoid the possible multi- 

cohearity problem that codd arise from using this number of Iags, the estimation strategy 

followed involves the following steps. In the e s t  step, the weight assoaated with each lag 

is approximated by the following modified gamma distributed Iag function (see, for example, 

Judge, Griffithsi, HiIl, Lutkepohl, and Lee 1985: Ml), so that for a particular variable Si.,, the 

m-distributed lag reduces to: 

In the second step, given a particular value for the decay rate parameter (O ; ) ,  the lag length 

(rn) and setting s = 1, then reformulate equation (2.1) a d o  

In the third step, equations (2.10) dong with equation (2.2) are then estimated uing the es- 

timation procedm descri3ed in Section 2.4. The fourlh step repeat steps one to tIiree with a 

new lower-Iag order m, for the same or a new decay rate parameter (ai). 1 then cornpute the 

49 There is no economic theory that suggests how many lags that can be considered in a model. A h ,  there is no 

theory one can draw on to determine how fast the Iagged information decay is. These are the two main questions 

1 grappie with in this part of the study. 
"~he dummy variable correspondhg to period k is indicated by Dt. It hkes the value of one when the period 

faM with period A-, and zero otherwise. 



log-likelihood value, the Schwartz information criterion, and the Akaike information &terion 

for the given decay rate and the given lag order. In the final çtep, 1 select the lag-order and 

decay rate parameter combination that gives the highest log likelihood, or the combinations 

that give the least Schwartz information criterion and the Ieast Akaike infornation criterion. 

The lag order considered in this shidy is m = {go. 60.30.1.5.7} and the decay rate parame- 

ter Bi = {l 2 -  ' 20' 2- .?O- 1 90: 2 150- L}- 200 With these combinationç, 1 have searched over thirty different 

spedîcations of the model. The summary resdt of these regressions is shom in Table 2.3. 

Using the procedure desmbed above, 1 find that the log likelihood value, the Schwartz infor- 

mation criterion and the Akaike information criterion ail suggest that a lag order of 30 days 

and a decay rate parameter of $ is the most consistent with the data on the relative aedit risk 

spread .51 

2.6.2.2 The Misspecification Tests 

Whüe conducting the speofication search, a number of misspeofication tests were also con- 

ducted on the models. In particular, the residual terms from the regression were tested for 

randomness, that Ïs, whether or not the residual terms are independent of each other over 

tune. The Lagrange multiplier test suggeçts that the residual terms were serially correlated. 

As a resdt, the modek were respedied to indude the lagged innovation terms. The process 

taken to determine the lag order of the innovation terms involves speafymg a high lag order 

(a five-day lag) and sequentiaily testing down using the likelihood ratio test method. This test 

method indicates that a lag order of three days is appropriate for modeling the data. 

In the nrial andysis, the modd reported in Table 2.4 does take into consideration the fad 

that the residual terms were serially correlated and also heteroscedastic. 1 also tested the resid- 

ual terms for normality. However, as in most analyses of daily sampled data, the Bera and 

Jarque (1982) test for normality on the residuals suggest that the residuals are not normally 

distributed. NonetheIess, given the large sample size used in the study the inferences drawn 

n~ similar -sion for the absolute credit risk spread indicates a much larger Iag order of 90-days and the 

decay rate parameter of A. 



on the various test statistics are only valid on an asymptotic g~ound?~ 

2623 The Anaiysis of In-sample Resdts  

The renilt of the £inal mode1 selected from the various speofications dixussed in the preceding 

section is presented in Tables 2.4 and 2 5 .  Ln Table 24, panel A, the first column contain the 

explanatory variables. The second coi= contain the parameters of the conditional mean 

equation estimated for the base period (1973-1979). The third to the fifth columns contain 

the differences in the parameter estimates fiom the base period in respective monetary policy 

regime periods. Panel B of Table 2.4 contain the parameters in the heteroscedastiaty model- 

the result of the GARCH(1,l) model used in mode- the volatility of the aedit risk spread; 

and Panel C contains the m a r y  statistics of the GARCH-in-Mean regression model. As 

can be observed from Table 2.4, the predicted voiatility, the innovation t e m ,  ct-; 's , and 

the heteroscedasticity parameters are variables common to ail regimes. The t-statistics of the 

respective parameters is shown beneath each parameter in parenthesis. The resdts in Table 

2.5 is the long-term net effect of each of the variables in Table 2.1. 

In general, these tables convey the following information. Fust, Table 2.4 suggests that the 

term structure factors are statistically significant, and are therefore relevant for explainhg and 

predicting aedit risk spread observed in the Eurodollar market. The only exception are the 

variability in the level of the yield m e  and the dope of the yield curve at the short-tem 

end of the market. Second, Table 2.4 conveys the information that the intercept is statistically 

different from zero. Although there were substantial reduction in the intercept level in the 

subsequent monetary regirne periods, these reduction are not signifïcantly different hom zero. 

h the next three subsections, 1 examine the effect of the term structure variables, the aedit risk 

history, and the effect of each of the other finanaal market information on d i t  risk spread. 

am in the pnxess of computing the BoUerslev and Woddndge (1992) robust standard errors for the parameter 

estimates. 



26.2.3.1 The Impact of U.S. Treasury Yield C w e  Information Since it is one of the objec- 

tives of this study to investigate the adequacy of observable information in the US. Treasury 

yield curve, I therefore begin my analysiç from this perspective. Here, I evaluate the effect of 

the elements of the U.S. T r e a w  yield cuve information over the respective regime periods; 

and the analysis is centered on Tables 2.4 and 25. As the resdh in Table 2.4 indicates, the 

level of the yield -e rneasured by the yield on 3-Month Treasury bills, the changes in level 

of the yield curve, the dope of the yield curve at the long-term end, and the variabfisr of the 

dopes are a l l  statistically sï@cant at the five percent level in explaining and prediding the 

aedit N k  spread observed in the Eurodollar market. On the other hand, despite having a 

positive effect on credit N k  spread, the dope of the yield curve at the short-term end and the 

variability in the level of the yield curve are not statisticdy signincant at the five percent level. 

Table 2.4 also reveals that the effect of each element of the t r e a s q  yield m e  information 

on aedit risk spread ciiffers signincantiy according to the Federal Reserve Bank operating 

procedure. For instance, during the base period the diange in the level of the US. Treasury 

yield curve have the effect of reducing the aedit N k  spread by 3.9716 basis points. But in 

the hegime periods foUowing October 6,1979 this effect increased from that of the base penod 

by 49897 basis points in 1979-1982 period, by 5.2717 basis points in 1982-1984 period, and by 

4.6947 bas& points in 1984-1996 period. A sirnitar effect is observed for the impact O f the dope 

of the yield curve at the long-term end of the market- 

Table 2.5 shows the net effect of each of the yield curve variables, from T'RSP-L to SQ- 

DFTRSP. The table also indicate among other things that the net effect of each yield curve 

factor also depends on the operating procedure of the Federal Reserve Board. For example, 

the effect of the level of the yield cunre (0.0558 basis points), the slope of the yield c w e  at 

the long-term end of the market (0.1622 bas& points), the variability of the slope of the yield 

curve (0.2141 basis points), and the variability of the changes in the level of the yield curve 

(1.0660 basis points), exerts a positive impact on credit N k  spread on average. This effect 

however vary over the sample period, changing from a net inaease in one regime penod to 

a net decrease in the other. As a result, it is difficult to generalize whether or not the effed 

of each of the yidd cuve factor in future will be positive or negative on credit N k  spread. 



What is however dear from these r e d t s  is that the portfolio of banks and other finanaal 

institutions, and hence their performance, is sensitive tu changes in each element of the US. 

Treasury yield curve information The result also shows that, despite the widespread use of 

financial contracts that can be used to immunize a portfolio against changes in yield c u v e  

factors, some of the hedges instituted may not have been effective. Consequently, without 

adequate innilation of the portfolio to changes in interest rate levels, a bank's fortune may be 

adversely affected. 

In suznmary, in this section I have explored the impact of the observable information in 

the U.S. Treasury yield curve on the aedit risk spread observed in the Eurodollar market. The 

analysis shows that the yield curve contains relevant and si@cant information for modeling 

and predicting the credit N k  spread. The direction and size of the effect of the information 

varies with the subsample perïod examined; and as a result, one cannot make a sweeping 

generalization about the effect of the tenn structure factors. In the next section, I discuss the 

effect of the other factors influenàng the relative credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market. 

2-62-32! The Impact of Credit Risk History As was discussed in Section 2.3.3, other infor- 

mation, apart from that contained in the US. Treasuxy yield curve, is necessary for modeling 

and predicting the amount of credit N k  spread observed in the Eurodollar market The re- 

sults reported in Table 2.4 panel A show, for example, that the 30-day hiçtory of the obsenred 

relative aedit risk spread-the lagged values of the relative credit risk spread-is statistically 

significant at the five percent level for d e t e m g  the future level of credit risk spread. The 

changes in the effect of this variable in the regimes subsequent to October 6, 1979, were not 

significantly different from zero. In this tabte, the effect of the past relative credit risk spread is 

negative and in absolute term less than unity. This suggest that the aedit risk prediction osd- 

lates about its average value cyclically; implying that agents may be over- or d e r -  reacting to 

their inability to predict the credit risk spread accurately. This part of the table M e r  shows 

that the innovation terms and the predicted volatility of credit risk spread were statistically 

signtficant: and each have a positive effect on the credit risk spread observed in the market- 

To show the importance of the historical information in the credit risk spread, Table 2.5 



indicate that on average, a basis point inaease in the past predicted volatility results in 1.0270 

basis point increase in aedit nsk in the long-term. Likewise, for the previous innovations the 

effect is a net increase of 0.9267 basis points in the dative credit N k  spread. And, in a l l  regime 

period subsequent to October 6, 1979 the effed of both series is also positive on the relative 

aedit N k  spread. As we can see from these results, the past volatility of the aedit risk spread 

and the historical levels of credit N k  have large consequences for its current and future levels. 

These variables therefore somewhat account for the fact that economic agents often reflect on 

the past when making decisions about the future. 

Further analysis of the GARCH(1,I) model for the volatility of credit N k  spread-in panel 

B of Table 2.Prevea.k that the previous predicted volatility as well as the squares of the past 

forecast errors are both statistically signi£ïcant. This results suggest that the volatility has a 

long rnemory, and as such, if volatility has been high sorne time in the past, it will still have a 

positive effect on the level of credit N k  observed in the m e n t  period. This resdt is consis- 

tent with the Endings of Engle et al. (1987) who found that there exkits a significant positive 

relationship between the term prernium (excess return) in the treasury securities rate term 

structure Unng the ARCH-in-Mean model. 

2.62.3.3 The Impact of Other Financial Market Information The effect of the uncertainty- 

in the other assets market-represented by the uncertainty in the stock market-that filters into 

the Eurodollar market is positive and also statistically signincant at the five percent level for 

explaining and predicting the aedit risk spread. In Table 2.4 1 separate the effect of the more 

turbulent periods in the finanaal markets @87) from the periods of relative normal market 

activity (SQ-DFSTK). A s  the resdt in this table show, the period of instability in the stock 

market have a positive impact on the credit risk spread, an inaease of 12.2960 basis points. 

On the other hand, in period of normal market activity the vanabi1it-y of the stock market 

holds little or no information for the aedit risk in the Eurodollar mark at the five percent 

level. In Table 2.5 we c m  see that over the long run, the instability in the finanaal market- 

the stock market in particular-have the effect of increasing the relative credit risk spread by 

11.6938 basis points. 



Now, to consider the effect of the credit ease or otherwise in the money market, I find that 

the Federai Funds Rate, whïch serves as the proxy for this factor, is also statistically significant 

over the sample period exarnined at the five percent levd This variable has a positive effect 

on the aedit N k  spread in the base period (0.4132 basis points), but as Table 2 4  indicates, the 

effects are significantly lower in all periods subsequent to October 6, 1979. Table 2 5  shows 

that a one-hundred bas& points increase in the Federal Funds Rate ufl result, on the average, 

in a net increase of about 0.0907 basis points in credit risk spread. The Federal Funds Rate 

had the highest net effect d k g  the subsample period 1973-1979 (0.3861 basis points) and the 

effect steadily dedined in the subsequent subsample periods to a net deaease of 0.1047 basis 

point in 1984-1996 period. This result seerns plausible because, as noted earlier, this variable 

is si@cant is explauiing the aedit N k  spread in the mid-1970s when the inflation rate was 

high, and in an attempt to keep inflation in check the Federal Funds Rate was also veq- hi&. 

For these reasons, a bank's exposure to the risk of illiquidity was also very high." However, 

in the 1980s and the 19905, the problem of inflation has not been as severe as that experienced 

in the mid-1970s and, as a reçult, the Federal Funds Rate has been consistentiy lower. As sud\, 

the risk of fi-quidity is, at present, not a very serious threat to a bank's operations and perfor- 

mance as was the case in the mid-1970s, thus the smder effect of this variable in influencing 

the amount of aedit risk observed in the market. 

Lastly, the result presented in Tables 2.4 and 2 5  indicates that foreign exchange rate ap- 

preâation or depreaation, and foreign exdiange rate variability are also significant factors 

for explaining the observed dedit Wk spread in the Eurodollar market. The effect on the 

relative credit risk spread obsenred in the market is negative in the base period for currency 

depreciation or appreciation. However, in all periods subsequent to 1979, the effects increaçed 

significantly over that of the base penod. As Table 2 5  indicates, the net effect is positive on 

the credit risk spread during 1979-1996 sub-periods. On the average, the effect of currency ap- 

preaation or depreaation is 0.1930 basis points. That the effect of exdiange rate appreaation 

or depreciation, and of exchange rate variabdity, is positive lends credence to the assertion 

 o or a M e r  discussion of how the Federal Funds Reserves regdation may constitute a source of risk premia, 

especiaUy to the US. banks s e ,  for example, Barret, Bnan, SIovin, and Shuhka (1988). 



that despite the hedging avenues open to finanad institutions, a substantial number of banks 

are not fuily hedged. Therefore, to account for the risk occasioned by changes in the foreign 

exchange rate, the credit risk must be loaded with this risk factor? 

2623.4 Results Implications for Credit Risk Modeling Given the results in Tables 2.4 

and 2 5  , majority of the variables induded in the regression are sigru6cant for explaining 

the obsenred credit Nk ,  and in addition, the r e d t s  are largely consistent with what would 

be expected a priori. This therefore suggests that the induded variables are relevant, and as 

such are properly d e t h e d .  Furthennore, the resultç presented here have the implication 

that any regression model that ignores any of the information will be miçspedied, and may 

consequently result in costly forecasting errors in determining the importance of the induded 

variable for modeiirtg the aedit N k  spread. 

Also, the coefficient of variation and the adjusted coefficient of variation computed from 

the regression 94.32 percent and 94.25 percent respettively, indicate that the model presented 

in this essay 6ts the observed data quite well. These resuIts, therefore, suggest that the relevant 

explanatory variables have been used in the model presented here for modeling and predictuig 

credit risk in the Eurodollar market The significance of the other hancial market information, 

and the information in the aedit N k  history, in addition to the information in the US. Treasury 

yield cuve, further suggests that any empincal or theoretical model that attempts to fit the 

credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market, must incorporate this non-yield curve information 

into its analysis instead of considering only one type of information. 

In what follows, 1 present the result of the regression of the reskicted versions of the model 

discussed above using a nibset of the information set These restricted models are compared 

with the mode1 discussed here. The restricted models considered indude the following: hcse 

"One may always expect increased voIntility of the stock market, the Foreign exchange market or ariy other type 

of finanaal asset market to increase the d i t  risk observed in the Eurodollar market. it may, however, not always 

be the caseas reporteci in this study. The possible reason is that the volatilities themselves m a t e  opportunities 

for banks and other finanaal institutions to profit from these variations if they have a superior knowledge of the 

market Thus, if these banks have enough knowIedge of the market it may be able to reduce the attendant risk and 

even profit from such fluctuations. They rnay, however, occasionaIly go astray. 



using only the US. Treasury yield cuve information (YC); those using the stock market in- 

formation, the foreign exchange market information, and the Federal Funds Rate (FMT); and 

those modeis using only the tune series of the aedit risk spread (TS). The estimated models 

are of two varieties; the pure GARCH(1,l) model and the GARCH (1,l)-in-Mean rnodei? 

2.6.3 The Out-of-Sample Predictive Ability of Models 

The ultunate test of any statistical model is the extent to which it answers the following ques- 

tions: How well can each rnodel predict out-of-sample? and, how well does its out-of-sample 

forecasting ability compare with other competing models? The answers to these questions are 

aucial and necessary becaw it is quite possible for a particular model, especialLy the most 

g e n d  modei, to over-£it the data inlample, while out-of-sample it performs badly. 

To answer the questions above, 1 subdivided the sample data into two parts: the first, span- 

ning June 1,1973, through Decernber 31,1994, semes as the insampie data; and the second, 

extending from January 1,1995 through August 19,1996, serves as the out-of-sample data. 1 

then used a rolling regression method to forecast onestep ahead the credit risk spread, us- 

ing each of the models mentioned earlier. In the rolling forecast, 1 use the in-sample data to 

e s h a t e  the parameters of each modd, then produce the forecast for the lirst penod in the 

out-of-sample data. Next, I update the data set to indude the J a n u q  1, 1995 observations, 

and then re-esümate each models' parameters. The forecast for January 2, 1995 is then pro- 

duced. This data cum parameter updating scherne and forecast producing is then repeated in 

the subsequent periods until all the data in the out-of-sample data set are depleted. 

=The restriaed model uses the same specifcation as the general model. whose result is presented in Table 

2.4. The oniy exception is that appropriate parameter restrictions are imposed on the other variables For in- 

stance, in the pure-time series model, aii the parameters of the expIanatory variables are restricted to zero while 

the lagged-dependent variable, the dumrny variables, the interaction dummies, and the predicted volatiiity h m  

the GARCH(1 ,l) mode1 are unrestricted in the most general form of the pure-time senes model (TS1). The TSl 

model thus represents a GARCH-in-Mean specification for the pure-time series model. The restricted version of 

this modei is TS2 which is a GARCH(l.1) modd. The predicted volatility parameter in the conditional mean equa- 

tion, TSI, is restricted to zero. 



From these forecasts, and for the respective models, 1 then determine the following out-of- 

sample brecast performance statistics: the mean square prediction error, the root mean square 

predicrion error, and the mean absolute percent error? The results of the out-ohample one- 

step ahead forecast and the standardized prediction errors are presented in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. 

Also, Figures OSFI to 0SF4 presents the plots of the out-of-sample forecast of each model and 

the corresponding actual observations of credit Nk. In what follows, 1 examine the summary 

statistics of the out-of-sample forecast; 1 then examine the mean prediction emor statistic; and 

finally, 1 examine the result of the out-of-sample forecast encompassing tests. 

2.6.3.1 The Summary S tatistics of the Out-O f-Sample Forecast 

The first column of Table 2.6 contains the models used in produchg the out-of-sample fore- 

cast, columns two to £ive contain the summary statistics of the one-step ahead, out-of-sample 

forecast of the relative credit risk spread; and columns six to eight contain the summary statis- 

tics of the standardized-forecast errors. The row occupied by QSP3 represents the statistics of 

the actual out-of-sample data. From this table, we can draw the following conclusions: first, 

the mean forecast of each of the models examined is not significantiy different from the mean 

of the actual observations in the out-of-sample data. This suggests that any of the models 

rnay be suitable for modeiing and predicting the relative aedit risk spread. Second, when the 

mean forecasts are cornpared with the mean of the actual observations, the mean forecast of 

the models using the yield c w e  information (YCI and Y U )  are lower than the mean of the 

actual out-of-sample data. This suggests that on average the models using only the yield curve 

information may be under-predicting the relative credit risk spread. 

%d, the other models using, (a) only the tirne series of the relative credit risk spread 

(TS1 and TS2); @) the other hancial market information ( M l  and FMT2), and (c) all the 

information (ALL1 and ALU) have their mean out-of-sample forecast above the mean of the 

actual data in the out-of-sample period. These renilts thus suggest that the models may be 

'See Section 3 5 2  of part [I for a more detailed account of the rolhg-forecast method and the model evaluation 

criteria used in this study. 



over-predicting the relative credit N k  spread in the out-of-sample period. Fourth, from the 

table, we can also s e  that the model which uses otfier finanaal market infonnation contains 

the mean forecast that is dosest to the mean of the actud data. Its standard deviation from 

its rnean is also the lowest The model with the farthest mean forecast is the pure-tùne se- 

ries model (TS1). This suggests that on average TSI model over-predict the actual relative 

credit risk spread. In the next subsections, 1 examine the resuit of the fomal mode1 evaluation 

cri teria. 

26.32 The Mean Absolute and Mean Square Predicfion Errors 

The results reported in Table 2.7 contain a more-formal method of ranking the models; i.e., 

on the basis of their mean absolute prediction error (MAPE), their mean square prediction er- 

ror (MSPE), and thtir root mean square prediction error (RMSPE). From this tableand based 

on the three evaluation critena used-we can see that the models that consider all available 

information (ALL1 and ALL2) performed best. These two models have the lowest mean ab- 

solute and mean square prediction errors. It is a bit surprising that ALLl and ALL2 modds 

performed better than the other model using only the yield curve information, or the rnodels 

using only the past-the series of credit risk spread. The ALLl and ALL.2 models are more 

general, and more often the the most generd model are ~ o t  expected to perform well out-of- 

sample. 

Next in rank to the models using ali available information are the models that considers 

only the information in the U.S. Treasury yield curve (YC1 and Y U ) .  Furthemore, Table 

2.7 reveak that the models with the worst out-of-sample forecast performance are those that 

use only the past relative credit risk spread to predict future realizations (TS1 and TS2), and 

the models that considers only other finanad market data in its information set ( M l  and 

FMT2). 

The results indicated above can be verified by inspecting the plots in Figures OSFl to OSF4. 

The plot in Figure OSFl shows that the out-of-sample forecast of the model using all available 

information dosely trend the observed data better than the other models. 



In summary, one can now see from Table 2.7 that of the eight different speafications consid- 

ered, the models that rank £Üst and second are those which consider jointly the developments 

in the other financial markets. In the third and fourth positions are the models that augment 

the other hanaal market information with the pure-tirne series and yield m e  information. 

The pure-time time series model and the model using the treastq yield curve information 

are both inferior. The result of this analysis supports the view that, apart from the bias that 

may result from ignoring other h a n a a l  market information, it may also lead to a less accurate 

forecast of future credit risk spread. 

2.6.3.3 The Out-of-Sample Forecast Encornpassing Tests 

As discussed earlier, the mean absolute and the mean square prediction error evaluation ai- 

teria both rank the general mode1 (ALLI and ALE), and the model using the other financial 

market information (FMT1 and FMï2) ahead of the pure-time series model and the mode1 us- 

h g  only the information in the ixeasury yield curve. In this section, the question that 1 intend 

to investigate is: are the ALLI, AL=, FMTl and FMT2 models superior to the others in t e m  

of their out-of-sample forecast encompassing ability? I investigate this issue by conducting an 

out-ofsample forecast encompassing test. This test enables me to determine whether or not 

the out-of-sample forecast of the model ranked best encompasses the out-of-sample forecast 

of those that are ranked lower. 

The out-of-sample forecast encompassing test involves testing whether or not the out-of- 

sample forecast of a particular mode1 i can explain the out-of-sample forecast error of another 

model j, whde the out-of-sample forecast of modd j cannot in tum explain the out-of-sample 

forecast error of rnodel i. If thiç is hue, then modd i is uideed superior to model j. If it happens 

that both models out-of-sample forecast can explain each other's out-of-sample forecast error, 

then no one model is superior to the other. The same condusion is also applicable when both 

models out-of-sample forecast fail to explain each other's out-of-sample forecast errors. In 

the event that no one mode1 is superior to the other, then a reasonable alternative rnay be to 



combine the various models' forecast using, for example, the artificial neural networksn 

The result of the forecast encompassing test is containeci in Table 2.8. As can be observed 

£rom the table, it is broken down ïnto four blocks: The first blodc contains the pvalues of the 

test of GARCH againçt GARCH modelss8 the second blodc contains the test of the GARCH 

against GARCH-in-Means model; the third blodc contains the test of the GARCH-in-Means 

against GARCH models; and the fourth blodc contains the test of the GARCH-in-Means 

against GARCH-in-Means rnodels. The out-of-sample forecast error for each mode1 i-the 

dependent vanableis in the first colurnn. Columns two to nine contain the out-ofsample 

forecast from model j. Each dement of the column semes as the explanatory variable of each 

of the elements of column one. For the out-ofsample forecast of model i to encompass that 

of model j at the 5 percent significance levd, for example, then the p-value of has to be 

less than 5 percent, while the pvalue of & greater than 5 percent. The converse is hue in the 

event that model j out-of-sample forecast encompasses that of model i. In these instances, the 

model whose out-of-sample forecast encompasses the other is ranked as being superior. On 

the other hand, if the p-values on d;,* and ,di, are both less than or greater than the 5 percent 

significance level, then no one model c m  be ranked as superior to the other. 

Applying the above d e s  to Table 2.8, we can see that the model ranked as superior to the 

others within the different blodcs is the most generd model that uses al1 available information- 

ALLl and ALE. The table indicates that ALLl and ALL2 can explain the out-of-sampk fore- 

cast errors of ail the other models using different information set, while at the same time, these 

other models cannot explain the forecast errors of ALLl and ALLZ models. The table further 

shows that none of the modek using only the treasury yield c w e  information, only the past 

time series of credit risk spread itseif, or using other hancial market information apart from 

 o or a more detailed discussion of the out-of-sample forecast encompassing test and ib ernpuical impiementa- 

tion see !Section 3 5  of part iI. 
%the  GARCH rnodels are those modeis whose conditional mean is independent of the predicted volatility. The 

GARCH-in-Mean model assumes, in addition, tha t the conditional mean is influenced b y the predicted vola tiiity 

Thus, what basically distinguishes models such as TSI and TS2 h m  one another is that the predicted volatility 

is an extra variable in the conditionai mean of T52 whiie it is not in TSI. The same applies to the other models as  

well. 



the treasury yield curve information is superior to each other. As can be observed from the 

table the latter set of models out-of-sarnple forecast each explains the others out-of-sample 

error. 

In the final analysis, the results in Table 2.8 shows that the model that incorporates all 

financial market information with the treasury yield curve, and the past tirne senes of aedit 

N k  spread, provides a better model and predictïon than any other model. Thus using just a 

subset of the available information may lead to both bias in the parameter estimates of models 

and also to an inaccurate forecasts. The consequence of these effects may be hanaal  loses 

that are avoidable if relevant information were used in forecasting and decision making. 



2.7 S u m m q ,  Conclusions and Future Research 

This essay analyzes the daily sampled data on credit risk in the Eurodollar market between 

June 1,1973 and August 19,1996. Its main objectives are as follows: to determine if the US. 

Treasury yield cunre contains adequate information for modeling and predicting the aedit risk 

spread observed in the Eurodollar market; to iden* 0th- factors that may be infiuencing 

the behaviour of the credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market; and to develop a suitable 

statisticd model for explaining and predicting the aedit risk spread. 1 employed the GARCH- 

in-Mean modeling methodology pioneered by Engle, Lilien, and Robins (1987), and obtained 

the following results. First, I found that the yield cuve does contain information for future 

credit risk spread. However, such information is statistically "insufficientf' for explaining and 

predicting the observed aedit N k  spread. Second, I found that besides the information in the 

U.S. Treasury yield curve, other factors are also relevant. These factors indude the historical 

information on the level of credit N k  spread, the variability of the level of aedit N k  spread, 

the variability of the NYSE composite stock price index, and the variability of the foreign 

exchange rate market Third, the parameters of the GARCH-in-Mean model were not stable 

over tune; they are si@cantly affected by the operating poliaes of the Federal Reseme Bank. 

In addition, 1 &O evaluated the performance of the GARCH-inMean model out-of-sample 

using fout evaluation criteria. These are: the out-of-sample forecast encornpassing tests, the 

mean squared prediction error, the root mean square prediction error, and the mean abso- 

lute prediction error. All these evaluation criteria rank the model used-the GARCH-in-Mean 

model specification that uses all types of hancial market information-as superior to those 

using just the pure-time wies of the relative credit risk spread, or just the information in the 

U.S. Treasury yield curve. In sum, the results identified sigrufïcant factors that can be w d  to 

augment the yield cunre information; and they also suggest that these non-yield curve factors 

are of vital importance in modehg and predicting aedit risk spread. 

It should be also noted that, despite the strong results obtained in this study, it is nonethe- 

less devoid of certain defiamaes. Among them are: h s t ,  with regard to the time series used 

in this study, it fails to distinguish between the nominal and real variables. In prinaple, the 



distinction between nominal and real variables may be important to the results. However, for 

la& of data on irifIation rate &es at the d d y  samphg hquency examined in this study, 1 

therefore do not purnie this distinction. Moreover, to constxuct a proxy variable for the daily 

inflation rate expectations may unduly doud the reesults of the analysis; 1 therefore used nom- 

uial variables throughout. 

Second, the study assumes that the time of the structural breaks-period of changes in the 

Federal Reçwe operating proceduresin the model are known for certain. This may not nec- 

essKily be so, as the effect of changes in the Federal Reserve operating procedures on b- 

cial agents' behaviour rnay have started before the changes are actudy effected, or after the 

changes have been implemented. Whichever is the case depends on the aedibility that the 

finanaal agents have with the Federal Reserve Board. As such, the dates used to segment the 

data into regime periods are ody  approximates. 

Given the limitations above, I intend to extend the analysis of this study to models that 

allow time-varying parameters in order to accommodate the unknown change point of the 

Federal Reserve operating procedures. Ako, in order to adequately control for the effect of the 

inflation rate expectations at the daily frequencies, 1 wiU expand the information set to indude 

comrnodities futures prices such as petroleum or gold. F M y  1 will consider constructing an 

artificial neural-network model for forecasting the credit risk spread in the Eurodollar market 

using either the variable identined in this study, or using the out-of-sample forecast of the 

various models conçidered in the study. 
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Table 2.1: Rte List and Definition of Variables Used in Modeling Credit Risk Spread: 

CRD. RSK : is the absolute credit N k  spread, measured as the difference between the 

continuously compounded annualized equivalent yield of the 3-Month Eu- 

rodollar deposits and the 3-Month US. Treasury bills. 

CRD. E L .  : is the relative credit risk spread, rneasured as the ratio of the absolute credit 

risk spread to the level of the contlliuously compounded annualized equiv- 

alent yield on the 3-Month U.S. Treasury bills, and it is multiplied by a 

hundred basis points (CY~",:~-) * 100. 

Treasury Yïdd C w e  Monnation: 

TR3M : is the level of the continuouçly compounded annualized equivalent yield 

on the 3-Month US. Treasury bills. 

DFIR3M : is the fïrst difference of the level of the continuously compounded annual- 

ized equivalent yield on the 3-Month Treasury bills. 

SQ-DFTR3M : is the square of the first Merence of the level of the continuously corn- 

pounded annualized equivalent y d d  on 3-Month Treasury bills. 

TRSP-L : is the US. Treasury yield cunre slope at the long end of the bond market, 

it is measured as the difference between the continuously compounded an- 

nualized equivalent yield on the 60-Month and 12-Month securities. 

: is the US. Treasury yield curve slope at the shoa end of the bond market, 

it is measured as the difference between the continuously compounded an- 

nualized equivalent yield on the 12-Month and 3-Month securities. 

SQ-DFTRSP : iç the square of the difference the Treasury yield curve slope at the short- 

and the long-term end of the bond market 



List and Definition of VariabIes 

Other Financial Market Information: 

STK 

DFSTK 

SQ-DFSTK 

FFR 

DF-FFR 

SQ-DFFFR 

xm 

DF-XCH 

SQ-DFXCH 

PRED. VOL. 

is the log of the level of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) composite 

comrnon stock price index. 

is the fint difference of the logged level of the NYSE composite common 

stock price index multiplied by a hundred ( STKt - ST lit-l ) * 100. 

is the squares of the 6rst  difference of logged level of NYSE composite com- 

mon stock index. 

is the level of the continuously compounded annualized equivalent yield 

on 7-Day Federal Fund. 

is the first diffaence of the level of the continuously compounded annual- 

ized equivalent yield on 7-Day Federal Funds. 

is the sguare of the first difference of the level of the continuously com- 

pounded annualized equivalent yïeld on 7-Day Federal Funds. 

is the logged Ievel of the trade weighted exchange rate of the US. dollar 

vis-a-vis the G-10 countries. 

is the first difference of the logged level of the trade weighted exdiange 

rate of the US. dollar vis-a-vis the G-10 corntries. A measure of the appre- 

aation or depreaation of the U.S. dollar vis-à-vis a basket of G-7 countries 

currenaes. 

is the squares of the t i r s t  difference of the logged level of the trade weighted 

exchange rate of the US. dollar vis-a-vis the G-10 countries. 

is the predicted variability of credit risk spread from the GARCH(1.1) 

rnodel. 



List and Definition of Variabtes 

Dummy Variables and Innovation Terms: 

D7982 : Dummv variable. if (Oct. 6,1979 < date < = Od. 6.1982) then equal 1, Else 

equal O 

D8284 : Dummy variable, if (Oct. 7,1982 < date <= Feb. 1,1984) then equai 1. Else 

equal O 

D8496 : Dummy variable, if (Feb. 2, 1984 < date <= AUG. 19, 1996) then equal 1, 

Else equal O 

D87 : Dummy variable, if (date = October 19,1987) then equal 1, Else equal O 

et-i : Ïs the innovations i-period ago. Effectively, it is the estimated residual for 

the conditional mean equation in the period t - i ago; i = 1.2.3. 

ARCHO : the intercept of the conditional variance equation. 

ARCH1 : the coeffiaent of the once lagged squared residual. 

GARC.1 : the coeffiaent of the once lagged conditional variance. 



Table 2.2: The Data S ~ ~ n m a r y  Statistics 

For the F d  Sample Period: JUNE 1,1973 TO AUG. 1996 

VAR. 

DAlLY SAMPLED DATA 

CRD- RSK- 

CRD. REL. 

TR3M 

DïTB3M 

SQ-Dm3M 

m l ? - L  

SQ-DFFFR 

XCH 

r 
NOBS. 

5637 

5637 

5637 

5483 

5483 

5379 

5894 

5760 

DF-XCH 1 5622 

MEAN 

TRSP-S 

S Q - D m  

STK 

DFSTK 

SQ-DFSTK 

FFR 

DF-FFR 

0.230 

4.606 

MIN. STD. DEV 

1-196 

15.592 

7.371 

-7.05E-4 

0.019 

1.087 

5379 

5379 

5768 

5664 

5663 

5896 

5894 

-1.666E-3 

0.924 

9.820 

2.901 

0.137 

0.081 

1289 

-0.156 

2-176 

4.699 

0.033 

0.8 19 

8.086 

-5.452E-4 

1 A95 

0.148 

MAX. 

0.693 

1.788 

0.639 

0.904 

6.381 

3.489 

0.480 

-4.585 

0.000 

3.493 

-21.286 

0.000 

2.616 

-7.997 

0-096 

3.009 

2.654 

-1.340 

0.523 

SKEW. 1 KURT. ' 

T 

6.795 

95.647 

17.761 

1.413 

1-870 

2.767 

1.010 

0.137 

0.000 

-4.576 

4.513 

11.607 

1.081 

16.226 

2.606 

8.256 

5.896 
- 

8.622 

453.090 

22.663 

7.896 

O 

3.536 

28.481 63.956 

-3.547 

-1.781 

0.680 

0.114 
- 

- 2.446 

63.546 

1.068 

0.162 

1100.1 

193.780 

0.871 

1.996 1 11.701 

5.8 29 

4.411 

-1.357 

59-285 

4463.4 

1.36 8 

40.153 

0.632 4.362 

4254 

4.961 

0.074 

-0978 

5.104 1.087 



Table 2.3: Detennining the Optimal Lag Length and Decay Rate 

Parameter For the Independent Variables of 

Gedit Risk Spread in Eurodollar Market 

S(XWARTZ INFORMATION CRITERION 

Decay Rate - 
m-Days Lag 1 

and decay rate. 

1 - 
2 

I - 
30 

AKAIKIE INFORMATION CRrIERION 

7 

15 

30 

- I l  - 1 
1.50 1 200 

1 - 
5 O 

20876 

20908 

21721 

1 - 
30 

20452 

60 

90 
The sample Period: June 1,1973 -Dec 32.2994; and, +* indicates the ce11 cortesponding to the optimal lag length 

20889 

20875 

20602 

20424 

20423 

20525 

20492 

20485 

20459 

20477 

20438 

20418'" 

21114 

20512 

20548 

20514 

21096 

20488 

20557 

20526 

20480 20481 

21123 

20522 

21125 

20522 



Table 2.4: The Maximum Likeiihood Estimate of GAROI-M Mode1 

For Gedit Risk Spread in Eurodollar Market During June 1, 1973 to Dec. 31, 1994 

PANEL A: 

1 BAsE rwoD 1 1 D m a  FRoM BASE P m o D  1 

EXPL. VAR. 1 1 1/6/73-5/10/79 1 6/10/79-6/10/82 

CRD. REL. 

SQ-DFSTK 

(-3.609) 1 (4.072) 
40'12: ** indicates the parameters ttiat are not statisticaily signif ant a t the five per 

those that are not signifïcant at the ten per cent Ievel. Below each parameter estimate. in parenthesis, is the 

t-sta tistics. 



The Maximum Likehhood Estimate of GARCH-M Mode1 

For Gedit Risk Spread in Eurodollar Market (continuation of Table 2.4) 

1 1 BASE PERIOD 1 1 DEFERENCE FROM BASE PERIOD 1 1 

Continuation of PANEZ. A: 

EXPL. VAR 1 1/6/73-5/10/79 

SQ-DFXCH 

DF-FFR 

PRED. VOL. 

E t -  1 

€2-2 

et -3 

- - - - - -  - - 

PANn 8: Heteroscedasticity Parameters 

6/10/794/10/82 

0.1825" 

(1.601) 

0.4132 

(3.739) 

1 .O939 

(4.426) 

0.7648 

(42.407) 

0.1478 

(7.756) 

0.0744 

(4577) 

ARCHO 

ARCH1 

GARCHl 

PANEL C: GARCH-M Regression Summary Statistics 

those that are not significant at the ten per cent IeveI. Below each parameter estimate, in parentfiesis, is the 

7/10/82-1/2/84 1 2/2/84 - 31/12/96 

29835.34 

-0.0926" 

(-0.375) 

-0.3612 

(-2.210) 

0.0266 

(6 .l62) 

0.0932 

(16.808) 

0.9049 

(170.310) 

SSE 

i 

LOG-LM NOBS. 

NOTE: ** indicates the parameters that are not statisticdy significant at the five per cent level; and indicates 

4906 

-0-5216' 

(-1 -887) 

-0.3776" 

(-1 -634) 

&cl 1 Adj Ekq 

4.178T' 

(- 1.505) 

-0.5233 

(-3.885) 

-10142.1 0.9432 0.9425 



Table 2.5: The Long Term Net Effect of Each Variable 

the dope of the crus-product of the dummy variabIe in period k and the lagged dependent varïabIe. A similar 

On the Relative Gedit Risk Spread in the Eurodollar Market 

definition appiies to the coeffiaent of the variable J ,  and 1 is represented by the entries in the first column of the 

Period ( i j - 

EXPL. VAR. ( j )  1 

INTER= 

TRSP-L 

TRSP-S 

table. 

For each row, the figures in colurnn tw-AVUCAGE-is computed a s  a simple average of coiumns three to six. 

1973-1996 

AVERAGE 

22859 

0.1622 

-0.1428 

SAMPLE PERIOD L 

TR3M 

1973-1979 

18.8279 

-0.7331 

0.494 

0.1654 0.0558 
i 

1979-1982 

2.3977 

15405 

-1.1148 

-0.0598 0.0814 1 0.0363 

DFTR3M 

SQ-DFIBM 

1 -2665 

0-6103 

1982-2984 19861996 

-15.2125 
1 

3-1305 

-05584 0.3997 

0.5346 4.4852 
l 

-0.2113 

1.0660 

0.6877 

0.7385 

-3.7114 0.9119 

1 

SQ-DFTRÇP 

D87 

SQ-DFSTK 

DF-XCH 

SQ-DFXCH 

DF-FFR 

PRED. VOL. 

INNOV. (it-J 

3.1558 

The long run effect were caldated as 
at.1973-79 + a t . D k  

1 - (Bis;j-;s + do, ) 

where B1979-73 is the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable (C RD. RE L .) during 1979-1979 period; $ D ,  is 

0.2141 

2.9235 

4.0027 

0-1930 

-0.0189 

0.0907 

1 .O270 

0.9267 

-02408 

-0.0472 

11.6938 

0.0198 

0.1124 

0.4385 

- 
-0.0050 1 0.4700 

- 

0.1705 

0.3861 

1 .O222 

0.9223 

- 

-0.0665 

0.6548 

0.0805 

0.0466 

0.9798 

0.8841 

0.0597 

-0.4810 

-0.3303 

4.0237 

0.4856 

0.0036 

0.0347 

1 .O657 

0.9615 

-0.1047 

1 - 0 3  

0.9387 
1 



Table 2.6: The Out-of-Sample Statistics for the Relative Gedit Risk Spread 
I 

l i 1 Relative Gedit Risk Forecasts 1 Standardized Forecast Errors 1 
L 

The GARCH-in-Mean Models 

PRD. Model 

The GARCH Modek 

1 FMT2 1 8.6567 1 1.4590 1 0.6501 / 2.3238 11 1.7817 1 0.2998 1 0.2874 1 
The out-of-Sample Statisti<r for the Relative d i t  Risk Spread and Forecast Errors using Sample Period January 

ALLl 

TSI 

YC1 

FMTl 

1,1995 to August 19,1996. 

Mean 

ALL represents the model that uses al1 the varoius information to predict credit risk spread one-step ahead-.4LL1 

8.2933 

9.3983 

8.0427 

is is the GARCH version and ALL2 is the GARCH-M version of the model. Sirnilarly, TS represents the mode1 tha t 

Std Dev 

considers only the tune series of the relative credit risk-TSl is the GARCH version and TS2 is the GARCH--M 

1.7211 

2.6965 

1.8579 

version of the model. YC represents model hat uses oniy the information in the yield curve-YCT is the GARCH 

Skew. 1 Exc. Kurt. 
I 

8.356g1 1.7450 

version and YC) is the GARCH-M version of the model. FMT is the mode1 that uses other hancial market 

1.2778 

0.8029 

1.1088 

information outside the US. Treasury bond market. FMTl is the GARCH version and FMT2 is the GARCH-M 

Std Dev 

1.45671 3.2381 

version of the model. 

3.1299 

4.6562 

2.6895 

Skew. 

1.91581 0.0959 

Exc. K u r t  
i 

6 

0.6581 

( 2.2180 

1.1291 

0.1105 
1 

-0.2148 

4.117ï 

0.4509 

1.0498 

0.0152 

1.6559 



Table 2.7: The One-step Ahead Out-of-Sample Forecast Performance 
Using the Out-of-Sample Period January 1,1995, to August 19,1996. 

l-d INFORMATION USED 1 

MSPE 1 1.1205 1 1.1166 1 1.1189 1 1.1202 1 1.1302 1 1.1121 1 1.0959 1 1.0958 

ALLl 

Prediction Error 0. 

ALL2 

MAPE 

ALL represents the mode1 that uses all the varoius information to predict credit risk spread one-step ahead-ALL1 

is is the GARCH version and ALL2 is the GARCH-M version of the mode1 . Simiiarly, T S represents the model tha t 

YCI 

Mean Square Prediction Error (MSPE), Root Mean Square Prediction Error (RMÇPE) and Mean Absolute 

0.8373 

considers oniy the tirne series of the relative credit rïsk-TSI is the GARCH version and TS2 is the GARCH-M 

version of the model. YC represents rnodel that uses oniy the information in the yield curveYC1 is the GARCH 

YC2 

0.8335 

version and YQ is the GARCH-M version of the model. FMT is the model that t.ss other financial market 

information outside the US- Treasury bond market FMTl is the GARCH version and FMT2 is the GARCH-M 

TSI 

0.8371 

version of the model. 

TS2 

0.8334 

FMTl 

0.8459 

FMT2 

0.8390 0.8233 0.8234 



Table 2.8: The Out-o f-Çample Forecast Encompassing Test S ta tistics 

The figures in table represents the p-values on 3 in: 

1 ALLl 

- 

FMTl 1 0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

0.000 

FMT2 0.000 

The out-of-sample forecast of the relat 

YC1 TSl FMTl A L E  YC2 TS2 FMT2 

- - -  --  - - 

ve credit N k  spread, 6 R,,, and CR,.,, used in the analysis are those 

produced by the one-period ahead rolling forecast of each model. The out-of-sample period extends fiam January 

1,1995 through August 19,1996. 

ALL represents the modei that uses all the varoius information to predict credit risk spread one-step ahead-ALLI 

is is the GARCH version and ALL2 is the GARCH-M version of the model. Simiiarly, TS represents the rnodel tha t 

considers only the time series of the relative -dit risk-TSI is the GARCH version and TS2 is the GARCH-M 

version of the model. YC represents mode1 that uses oniy the information in the field curve-YC1 is the GARCH 

version and YC2 is the GARCH-M version of the modei. M is the model that uses other financial market 

information oukide the U.S. Treasury bond market. miIT1 is the GARCH version and FMT2 is the GARCH-M 

version of the model. 
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Part II 

ESSAY #II 



Modeling the Volatility of Interest rate in the Eurodollar Market 



Abstract 

This essay empkically examines the volatdity of the short-term interest rate in the Eurodol- 

lar market. The period examuied extends from January 1,1973 through August 19,1996. The 

principal purpose of the essay is to investigate the predictive ability of the models within the 

continuous-time family, the (G) ARCH family, and the factor-ARCH family Within the factor- 

ARCH f d y ;  attention is focused on models that use dirrdly observable hancial market 

information rather than the latent-variable or unobservable-factor modeis. in order to investi- 

gate the additional benent that accmes to usîng observable finanaal market information over 

the models that use just the previous level of interest rate, or the combination of the previous 

predicted volatility and innovations, three evaiuation aiteria were employed. These criteria 

are: the out-of-sample mean square ~rediction error, the out-of-sample forecast encompassing 

test, and the N-fold aoss-vaiidation mean square prediction error. The N-fold cross-validation 

test method, suggests that the factor-ARCH model that uses directly observable £inancial mar- 

ket information best predicts the future volatility. That is, that the factor rnodei has, on average, 

the Ieast out-ofsample forecast enor among the dass of models examined. This resuit thus 

indicates that the volatility forecast produced by the factor-ARCH model may provide a more 

accurate estimate of future volatility for use in the pricing of hancial assets than the estimate 

provided by the continuous tirne based models and the (G)ARCH family of models. In addi- 

tion, the factor-ARCH model is the only model whose out-of-sample forecast error cannot be 

explained by the other models' out-ofsample forecast. On this bas& the factor-ARCH mode1 

is ranked superior to other interest rate models. 



Chapter 3 

The Interest Rate Volatility 

3.1 Introduction 

The stochastic process followed by the interest rate plays a mtical role in hancial andysis, in 

particular, in the determination of an asset or a portfolio's value-at-risk (VaR), the valuation of 

interest-rate-dependent sewities, and the general management of a ked-incorne portfolio-' 

Because of the key roles played by the interest rate process, considerable effort has been de- 

voted in the literature to developing a modei that best desaibes its stochastic behaviour. As a 

'The value-at-risk (VaR) of an asset or a portfolio refers to the amount that can be lost given a normal business 

opera tion wi t h  a specific p e n d  of time and wi th a given confidence level. The s tochas tic process governirtg the 

underlying state variable is requinxi for the purpose of sirnulatirtg its possible paths when caiibrating the amount 

that can be Iost under a normal business operations. For a more detaïied analysis of VaR or stress testing see, for 

example, Jorion (1997), Phelan (1995) and J. P. -Morgan (1995). 

Examples of interest-ra tedependent securities indude options, swaps, swap tions, forward and hi tues, bonds, 

commercial papers. certificates of deposit and otfier types of fixed-income securities. The value of aii these se-- 

dies depend on the moments-the second moment in particular-of the interest rate. Çee, for example, Abken and 

Nandi (1996), and Lo and Wang (1995). Besides, having the knowiedge of whsther the interest rate wi!i rise, faii, or 

become more vo1atile in the future is m a a l  for determinhg whether to take a long or a short position in linancial 

contracts that can be used in off-settuig the expected losses h m  changes in interest rates levels. For instance, Fong 

and Vasicek (1991) iiiusû-ate how volatility affects rîsk and returns of fixed-income securities, and how to manage 

it using the knowledge of i n t e s t  rate movements. 



consequence, there now exkts a multitude of these models desmbing the dynamic behaviour 

of interest rates, particufafly the rates on the Treasury secdties. However, given the number 

of models available for describing the evolution of interest rates, there is an apparent prob- 

lem in determining the most appropriate mode1 to use in the context of calibrating an asset or 

portfoIiots VaR, or in determining how much a particular asset might be worth at a point in 

t h e .  In addition, the majority of the models that have been proposed w only the informa- 

tion from one asset market-the bond market. Thus these models ail implicitly assume that the 

bond market is independent of the other hancial assets markets. or that it is not sensitive to 

maaoeconomic factors. Because of these limitations, I investigate-using statistical rnethods- 

an alternative model of interest rate process in the Eurodollar market. The mode1 deveioped 

here is &O evaluated and compared, in terms of its out-ofsample predictive abüify, with the 

most commonly used interest rate processes. 

The purposes of this study are, fist: to formulate a volatility model that uses a set of fi- 

mncid market information for predicting the volatility of the interest rate in the Eurodollar 

market; second: to evaluate the forecast efficiency of the model developed here in relation to 

other volatility modelç that are frequently employed in modehg interest rate volatility, and 

third: to determine from these alternative models, the model that best predicts interest rate 

volatility in the Eurodollar market. As mentioned, an investigation into the foregoing issues 

iç relevant because the volatility dynamics, and the estirnates thereof, are both fundamental to 

the pricing of h i n a n t i a l  assets. They are also fundamental to assessing the value of the asset or 

portfolio that can be Iost on a normal bading day; and in dioosing among alternative sstrte- 

gies in managing a portfolio of hed-income securities. As such, having an understanding 

of the volatility dynamics that best f i t - o u t - o f - s e  interest rate data in the Eurodollar 

market is desirable, especially regarding appropriately pricing assets, and correctly assessing 

the asset's VaR. 

An extensive literature exists on the vola tility of interest rates, stock market returns, and on 

other hanaa l  market data. However, most of these studies treab each of the market as if they 

are independent of one another; and as such, they use only the information emanating from 

the particular asset market under consideration. For instance, Chan, Karolyi, Longstaff, and 



Sanders (1992a. 1992b), Cheng (1996), Fisher and Zediner (1984), Leung, Sanders, and Unal 

(1992), Brenner, Hajes, and Kronner (1996), arnong others, used oniy the previous level of the 

interest rate to explain and predict interest rate volatility in the bond market Similarly, Pagan 

and Schwert (1990), Engle and N g  (1993), and Donaldson and Kamstra (1996), among others, 

used only stock market information to predict the volatiiity of stock retums. Also, Baillie and 

Bollerslev (1990). and Bollerslev and Domowitz (1993) used only the information from the for- 

eign exchange market to predict foreign exchange rate volatility. These studies thuç impliatly 

assume that one hancial asset market is segmented from the others; and as sudi, the infor- 

mation emanating ftom other assets markets may not be necessary to improve the forecast 

of future retums, and volatility in a specific market. This approach to modeling volatility is, 

however, inconsistent with the anpirical evidence on the interdependence of finanad assets 

markets. In this study, therefore, 1 take a different perspective by augrnenting the information 

from the Eurocurrency market with the information fkom an array of other finanaal markets. 

Ln addition, most of the exkting shidies evaluate the predictive power of different volatility 

models using the information frorn just one assets market. That is, that al1 models compared 

use only the information from that speafic market alone. There exists almost no study that 

systematicdy evaluates the relative forecast efficiency of each of these models with models 

uskg information from two or more assets markets. This, thus, represents another gap in the 

Literature, espeaally of the interest rate volatility in the Eurodollar market, which this study 

intends to bridge. Accordingly, 1 evaluate the intexest rate volatility models based on the in- 

formation from one particular market and models based on information from several markets. 

In the study, the models examined indude those from the continuous-time-based fanuly, the 

(Generalized) Autoregressive conditional heteroscedastiaty [(G)ARCH] family, and the stnic- 

b a l  time senes (Factor-ARCH) based family. 

The printipd mode1 evaluation and selection criterion used to determine the most likely 

mode1 generaeing the interest rate data observed in the Eurodollar market is the cross- 

validation method. This method of mode1 selection has been used, and found to work weU 

in other fields, such as meteorology (Hjorth and Hohqvist 1981), and forecastiombining 

with artifitial neural networks in the stock market (Donaldson and Kamstra 1996). However, 



it has not been applied to discriminatùig among models of interest rate processes. The cross- 

validation method has the advantage in that it can be used to discriminate between non-nested 

models, and that it requires a less-restrictive set of assumptions (other than the usual regularity- 

conditions no further assumption is required)? On the downside for this evaluation rnethod, 

is that it is computationally expensive. The other mode1 evaluation criteria considered are the 

out-of-smple forecast encompassing test method, whose exponents are Chong and Hendry 

(1 985), and the out-o fsample mean square prediction error. 

The remainder of this essay is organized as foilows. Section 3.2 presents a summary of the 

Literature on the volatility models, partidarly as they are applied to modeling the volatility 

of h a n a a l  time series. It presents a brief discourse on the continuous-tirne-based interest rate 

models as well as the ARCH volatility models. Section 3.3 presents the factor-ARCH mode1 

developed in Lhis study. Section 3.4 presents the data used in the study. Section 3 5  presents 

the estimation theory and the evaluation methods. Section 3.6 presents the ernpirical results, 

while Section 3.7 presents the s u m m a r y  and conclusion. 

'See, for example, Stoica, Eykhoff, jannssen, and S<Merstrom (1986). and Hjorth (1994, chap. 3) for some of the 

otl-ter nice optimality properties of the cross-validation method. 



3.2 The Previous Research 

In this section, 1 present a brief review of the existing literature on f ïnkianc ia l  assets volatility 

modeling, partidar1y. as it appües to ked-incorne securities. The section is organized into 

three parts. The first part, Section 32.1, discusses the continuous-time family which deals 

with models formulated in the continuous tirne. The second part, Section 3-22. examines the 

(G)ARCH family which deais with models that are considered as disaete time approxima- 

tions to the models formulated in the continuous-the framework. The third part, Section 

3.2.3, present a brief summary of the swey ,  the defiaenaes and the Limitations of the various 

modeling methods examuied; and it condudes with an indication of the direction of this study. 

3.2.1 The Continuous-Time Family 

Most of the theoretical valuation models in finance are often formulated in a continuous space 

and a continuous time framework. In addition, the data generating process-someümes re- 

ferred to as the stochastic process-governing the evolution of the state variables on which the 

price of the respective securities depends iç also assumed to operate in a continuous space and 

a continuous time framework See, for example, the models by Brennan and Schwartz (1979), 

Cox, IngersoU, and Ross (1985), Jacobs and Jones (1985), Heath Jarrow, and Morton (1992), 

among others. However, in practice, the price of the securities moves in a discrete space such 

as one thxty-second for the Treasury notes and bonds. Similarly, the data on prices, or on state 

variables, if directly measurable and observable, can only be sampled at disaete time penods. 

Because of these problems, most empuicai implementations of the continuou-time models of- 

ten resort to using the discrete time analogue of the modeis contemplated in a continuous-time 

space. Moreover, it is often assumed that the h e r  the t h e  step in the discrete-time space, the 

doser the approximation is to the continuous time. 

The disaete-time analogue to the continuou-time based3 interest rate process is defined 

''The continuous tirne praess of interest rate ( r, ) is defbed by the toiiowing stochastic differential equation: 

drr = (i(a - ~t)dt + ~ + ! d = ( i ) :  d ~ ( t )  = GVt: qt S ( O .  1 )  



below by the foilowing stochastic diffaence equation. See, for example, the studies by Chan, 

Karolyi, Longstaff and Sanders (1992a, 1992b), Cheng (1996), Fisher and Zeduier (19&1), Marsh 

and Rosenfeld (l983), Tse (1995) among others. 

where: 
A T  : is the diange in the levd of interest rate between successive time penods; 

that is, between time t and t - 1. ( rt - rt - ). 

rt- 1 : is the level of interest rate in the previous period, time t - 1. 

E t  : is the random error in period t .  

Equation (3.1) above decomposes the change in the level of the interest rate into two com- 

ponents: The systematic drift per unit of time (a0 + al T ~ - ~ ) ,  and the zero mean random com- 

ponent ( e t ) .  It can be observed from this equation that the drift component evolves overtime; 

and moreover, it varies with the interest rate levd observed in the previous period? On the 

other hand, the random component is described by equation (3.2): it has an expected value of 

zero; it is orthogonal to the once-lagged level of interest rate; it is serially independent over 

where the mean level towards whi& interest rate reverts is denoted by a; the rate a t  which interest rate reverts to 

its mean level is denoted by ri; the random error which foliows a Wiener process is denoted by d=( 2 ), it has a mean 

value of zero and a dt variance per instant; and the sensitivity (elasticity) of interest rate volatility to the interest 

rate levei is represented b y 13. 

The k t  part of the drt equation describes the instantaneous conditional mean while the second part describes 

the instantaneous random cornponent The instantanmus conditional varîance (a2tf-, ) is time-varying, and it 

depends only on the level of in terest rate. 
'In the empincal analysis presented latex-, other financial market information is included as a hctor driving the 

irrstanbneous drift term. But, eadi set of information from the other markets tests to be sta tis tically insignificant a t 

the five per cent level. As a result, and in consonance with the existing literature, 1 use equation (3.1) throughout 

the analysis for the drift term. This treatment should enable me to directly compare the various volatility models 

as this is al1 that differentia tes one mode1 h m  the other. 



time; and it has the variance, h,, per unit of time. The variance, h,, also varies overtime, and its 

behaviour is as indicated by equation (3.3). From these equations, it can be observed that the 

behaviour of the interest rate volatility is &O assumed to be govemed by the Level of the inter- 

est rate in the previous perÏod. The above rdationships thus f o m  the core of the discrete-time 

approximation to the continuous-cime models whidi are widely used in the empirical finance 

litera tue- 

The interest rate process defined by the equationç above corresponds to the constant 

elastiaty of variance model developed by Cox and Ross (1976) in the context of modeling 

stock price dynamics. The equations also nest other interest rate processes that are frequently 

used in the pricing of fixed-incorne securities, options, swaps, futures and forwards, and other 

forms of interest-rate-dependent securities. For example. if specific restrictions are imposed 

on the parameters of equations (3.1) and (3.3), then one can derive the following interest rate 

models? 

Restriction(s) 

;3 = O, 
1 B = 3, 

;3 = 1, 

,L? = O and al = 0, 

3 = 1 and al = 0, 

3 = 1 . c ~  = O and cq = 0, : 

ResuIt in: 

the Vasicek (1977) mean-reverting model. 

the Cox, IngersoU, and Ross (1985) square roo t model. 

the Brennan and Schwartz (1979) proportional volaality model. 

the Merton (1973) random walk with drift model. 

the geometric Brownian motion model. 

the Dothan (1978) pure random walk model. 

From the foregoing analysis, we cm observe that the model defined by equations (3.1) to 

(3.3) is general, and that it nests o h  models of interest rates frequently used in the calibration 

'A hvther possible extension to equations (3.1) to (33) above, which will not be pursued in this study, is to 

aiiow each of the parameters to be tirne-varying according to a deterministic or stochastic pattern. 

The Brennan and Schwartz (1979) mode1 kted below is a two-factor model- One of the hctors is the short-term 

(instantaneous) interest rate, and the other is the long-term interest rate. The other financial market factors have 

been used to proxy the long-term interest rate but they are not statistically significant. Hence, using equation (3.1) 

to represent the drift in this instant is appropriate. 



of the VaR or in the pricing of options, swaps, futures and forward contracts, bonds and other 

contingent daims assets. 

As noted earlier, usuig a partidar interest rate model to price securities when in fact the 

underlying process is governed by another c m  result in mispricing these securities. Further- 

more, if an incorrdy specified process is used in calibrating the VaR of securities or portfolios, 

it can also resuit in a wrong assessrnent of the value of the semrity or portfolio tha t can be lost- 

Since the stochastic process generating interest rate is of such importance in the pricïng of se- 

Nities and in calibrating the secwity's VaR, it is therefore of interest to know which of the 

models best conforms with the observed data in the Eurodollar market. 

In the subsequent parts of this essay, I consider the unrestricted model (equations (3.1) to 

(33)), and the models implied by the following restrictions, 3 = 0 . 3  = a. and 3 = 1. 1 have 

focused on these models because they are the most commonly assumed processes thought to 

be generating the observed interest rates. This is espeàdy so, when interest-ra te-dependent 

s e d t i e s  are being priced, or the VaR of the security is being assessed. 

Despite the widespread applicability of these models, it should sti l l  be noted that they have 

sorne defiaenaes and Limitations. The prinapal limitation of the rnodels in this partidar 

family is that they each ignore the impact of othe. hancial market information. &o. they 

fail to acknowledge the effect on interest rate volatility, the effect of 0th- financial market 

information reflecting the state of the economy. As a result, each of the models iri this famdy 

thus implicitiy assumes that the debt instruments market is segmented from the other assets 

market, and that it may not be directly affected by macroeconomic factors such as changes in 

fiscal and monetas, policies, and the growth rate of the economy, among others. However, 

sudi a conclusion will be inconsistent with the empirical findings of studies such as Bono 

and McCauley (1996), and Bollerslev, Engle, and Wooldridge (1988), who reported that the 

hancial assets markets are interdependent Also, it is inconsistent with the result of Booth and 

Booth (1997), Fama and French (1989), and Schwert (1990) who provide evidence that the stock 

and bond retums are both sensitive to macroeconomic factors. Sirice the stochastic shocks 

affeaing one particular asset market have effect, or Granger-causes the retumç, the volatility, 



or both, in other asset markets, ignoring this other information may have consequences for 

predicting the future volatility as weil as the inferences drawn about the models parameter 

estimates- 

Other studies recognize the defiaencies and limitations above, and have attempted to cor- 

rect the problem. For example, Taylor (1994), Anderson and Lund (1995) among others, have 

suggested using the stochastic volafity model? Nonetheless, the stochastic volatility models 

still neglect other economic or other hanaal  market information that rnay be relevant to fore- 

casting volatility. In fad, the problem of estimating the parameters of the stochastic volatility 

model is made even more complex and cumbersome than the previou determùiistic volatility 

model. 

3.2.2 The (G)ARCH Family 

The second family of models £requently employed to model volatility is the autoregressive 

conditional heteroscedastiaty modd of order p, the ARCH@) model. The model was fkst 

developed by Engle (1982) in the context of modehg infiation uncertainty or variabSv and 

since then, it has b e n  widely adopted in the empirical finance literature for modehg assets 

prices and retums volatility as weli. Although the models in this dass are formulated in dis- 

crete t h e ,  the theoretical results in Nelçon (1990) have shown that the models are, in fact, 

the dismete-time analogue, or approximate, of the diffusion processes comrnonly applied in 

pricing derivative assets, or in calibrating assetsr VaR. 

The ARCH@) model was later gmeralized and extended to the GeneraLized ARCH 

[GARCH(p,q)] and the Exponential GARCH [EGARCHJ i models by Bollerslev (1986) 

and Nelson (1989, 1990, 1991) respective@ From these core models (the ARCH@), the 

GARCH(p,q) and the EGARCH modek), various other fundional forms have been suggested 

in the literature for modeling financial assets' prices or returns variability. But, despite the 

stochastic volatility mode1 is simiiar in structure to the set up above, in equations (3.1) to (33). The only 

difference is that it assumes that the c2 in equation (33) is time-varying; that is, that c2 becornes of. in particular, 

u? is allowed to evolve according to ik own stochastic difference equation; thus, its behaviour is not detenninistic. 



multiplicity of functional specification, they ail retain the common feature that ody the in- 

formation in the previous predicted volatility and the previous innovations is used in the 

models? Following, 1 discuss the specification for the conditional-mean equation and the 

conditioning-information set, then the most commonly adopted of the ARCH models. 

3.2.2.1 The Conditional Mean Mode1 

As is the case with the continuous-time based models, the discrete-time conditional distribu- 

tion of changes in the interest rate level between successive penods c m  be defined in tenns of 

two parameters: the conditional rnean per unit of time, and the conditional variance per unit 

of the .  The conditional mean may be dowed  to remain the same as in equation (3.1), or it 

may assume some other hinctional f ~ r m . ~  Besides, equation (3.2) rem* undianged. 

However, unlike in equation (3.3) where the conditional variance of the random error of 

equation (3.1) depended on the level of the interest rate in the previous period, the functional 

fonn of the conditional variance, ht, now depends on the conditioning-information set, X = 

{ { Z t - i ) r = l .  {P:-~)B~ { h t - j } ~ l ) -  In X, the n-history of the prediction error or the innovations 

is represented by {et-;}:=,? the k-history of the squared prediction error, Zf-,, is represented 

by {z:-~}:==,; and the m-history of the predicted variance is also represented by {&-i}zl. 
Other terms dowable in the information set may indude the asymmetric behavior of investors 

when security prices fa& as opposed to when it rises. 

The particular paramehic form taken by ht ,  the analogue of equation (3.3), in dixrete time 

is diçcussed next. As mentioned eariier, there are several alternative models that can be con- 

sidered in this family. But in what foUows, only the ARCH(p) model developed by Engle 

'~he literature on the ARCH models is rather tcm extensive to be hilly covered in in study. As a result, my 

attention is to focus on the most comrnody used of the models. For an extended discussion of the ARCH models, 

see, for example, BoUerslev, Chou, and Kroner (1992), Engle (1993), Boiierslev, Engle, and N e h n  (1994), Bera and 

Higgins (1993), Pagan (1996) among ohers. 
%or the purposes of maintaining consistency and easy comparability of the volatility rnodeis. in the subsequent 

analysis, the conditional mean equation is aiiowed to remain unchanged. The variables augrnenting the lagged 

interest were statistically insignxficant at the 6ve per cent level. 
' ~ h e  n-history is the sequence of a variable up to n-periods ago. ïhe  same is mie of the k- and rn -histories. 



(1982), the GARCH(p,q) model developed by Bollerslev (1986) and the EGARCH model de- 

vdoped by Nelson (1991) wiu be conçidered. These models are speaficdy conçidered because 

they are the most widely adopted models in this famïly. The fundional specïfication and the 

restrictions on each of the conditional variance models are examined in turn below. 

32.22 The ARCH(p) Model 

The ARCH@) model proposed by EngIe (1982) is represented below as: 

where a0 > O. a; 2 0, and E:-~ representç the squared prediction errors or innovations i- 

periods ago. The ARCH(p) model above states that the conditional variance in period t is 

a weighted average of the past squared prediction errors, or the squared innovations, h-om 

equation (3.1). The weight assigned to the squared innovation i-period ago is given by a;. The 

model captures some of the persistence frequentiy observed in the hancial market volatil- 

iw that k, that periods of high volafity tend to follow each other in qui& succession, and 

also, that periods of tranquillity in the market tend to follow each other as w&. The main 

disadvantage of this model is that, in order to effectively capture the volatility obsemed in the 

£ininancial market, particdarly with the high frequenc); data, the order of p that is required is 

often very large. Consequently, ushg a high order of p may result in an ineffiaent estunation 

of the parameters of the model. 

3.2.2-3 The GARCH@,q) Model 

The GARCH modd proposed by Bollerslev (1986) enables a parsirnonious representation of 

the ARCH(p) model. This model assumes that the conditioning-information set required by 

agents for predicting volatility consists of the past-squared forecast errors { &)f= ) from 

the conditional mean equation, equation (3.1), and the past-predicted conditional variance, 

{{ht-;):==, }. The GARCH (p,q) model can be written as: 



where p 2 q. a* > O. ai 2 O Vi. dj  3, O Vj, and to ensure the stationarity of the uncondi- 

tionai variance, the restriction that ET=, ai + ELl < i must &O be imposed. However, if 

this restriction fails to be satisfied, then the integrated GARCH(p,q) -the IGARCH(p,q)- model 

c m  be considered as an alternative. 

The GARCH(p,q) model stated above, expresses the conditional variance for period t as a 

weighted average of the past squared innovations and the past predicted conditional variance. 

The weight given to the squared innovations i-period ago is denoted by a,; and that for the 

predicted volatility in the same penod is denoted by 3,. These weights must be optimaily de- 

termined using, for example, the maximum-Iikelihood estimation technique. This model, like 

the ARCH@) model it is designed to improve, &O has some defectç. For instance, reshictions 

m u t  be imposed on the parameters to ennire that the predicted volatility is non-negative. 

Besides, it fails to incorporate some of the real anpirical features of the financial market. For 

example, the behaviour of financial agents following a fall in the rate of retums, or a Ne in the 

rate of returns, of an asset is not incorporated into the model. 

3.2.2.4 The EGARCH Mode1 

Since the h a n a a l  market frequently behaves differently when the market is bullish than when 

it is bearish, it is thelefore necessary to reflect this faa in any empiricai modei that purports 

to mode1 financial market volatiîity In order to capture the düferential effect of a positive 

and a negative change in retums to assets, Nelson (1991) proposed the EGARCH(p,q) model 

of volatüity. The asymrnetry in asset retums is incorporated into the conditional variance 

equation through the functions of the innovations augmenting the past predicted variance. 



An example of a model in this dass i d 0  

In this model, it is no longer necessary to impose the non-negativity cowhaints on the param- 

eters of the model as the predicted volatility iç always guaranteed to be positive. The above 

s p d c a t i o n  expresses the predicted volatiiity as a hear  function of the previous predicted 

volatility and a hction of the previous standardized prediction errors or standardized inno- 

vations. 

It can be observed from the specifications above, that the models comidered here-or any 

other model within the (G)ARCH f d y - u s e  an information set which is restrictive. The in- 

formation set is restrictive in the sense that only the functions of the past-prediction errors, and 

the past-predicted conditional variance, are taken uito consideration. It thus neglects the time 

series of the volatiliv of other asset types or of other economic variables. The questions that 

arise hom these specScations are: can a better fit to the data be obtained by usirig additional 

information from other assets markets? And, can a better prediction of the future volatility of 

interest rates be obtained by using the additional infornation?. 

loOther variants of thk model exist For example, in Nelson (1991) the g(zr-, ) h c t i o n  have the loiiowing form: 

In this study, 1 use the hyperbolic cosine function, cosh( .), in equation (3.7) on the standardized errors sr-, in order 

to always bind it away h m  zero. That is, that cash( Zr-,) > O. The hyperbolic cosine function is de&& as follows: 

cosh(=t- . )  = - +:f-s 1 + c-=f-, 

2 1 



3.23 The Summary and Direction of the Study 

The modeis sunreyed in the two families above share a cornmon defiaency: each model fo- 

cuses on a narrow set of information for predicthg the conditional variance. As nich, the in- 

terdependence between or among the various types of h a n B a 1  assets is completely ignored. 

The models, as they are, implititly suggest that the agents assumes that the debt instruments 

market is independent of other assets markets. In addition, they also impliatly suggest that 

the yields, and hence the prices of the debt instruments, are less sensitive to changes in the 

monetary and fiscai policies, or the changes in the state of the economy. These impliat as- 

sumptions may not be justified, as they are inconsistent with the empincal observations in the 

finanaal market. Because these models leave out vital iïifonnation that may be relevant to 

modeling the interest rate dynamics, there can arise adverse consequences when it is used in 

predicting the hture interest rate level or its volatility. For instance, it may r e d t  in an incor- 

rect assessrnent of the effect of the induded variable on future volatility. As such, it may lead 

to an error of judgment in choosing a strategy to adopt in managing a fïxed-income portfolio. 

Furthermore, since interest rate processes are used in the calibration of the asset's V a . ,  or its 

value, this may &O be in error because relevant information fails to be accounted for in the 

model describing the behaviour of interest rates. 

Some suggestions have been made by researchers to £ix part of the problems inherent in 

this family of models. For example, Harvey and Shephard (1994). Hanrey, R& and Shephard 

(1994), Anderson and Lund (1995), and Taylor (1994) have suggested the stochastic volatil- 

ity model. Thiç model relaxes the assumptions about the parameters in the above f d y  of 

models by allowing the parameters to follow a time-varying stochastic mode1 instead of a de- 

termkistic pattern. In addition, Diebold and Nerlove (1989), Engle, Ng and Rothschild (1990), 

and Ng, Engle and Rothschild (1992) have also suggested using the factor-based models. In 

the factor rnodel they suggested, the factors are neither directly measurable nor observable, 

and must therefore be determined form other constructs such as using the principal compo- 

nent analysis or the factor analysis. Although both the stochastic volatility model and the 

unobservable-factor model relax some of the assumptions about the functional form of the 



model, to aüow for a more flexiile model; they are, however, more computationally expensive 

to implement than are the previous modeis. Moreover, the modek st i l l  do not address the 

issue of h a a l  market ir-.terdependence, and whether the information from the other assets 

markets can help in improving the volatility forecasts in a given market- It is &O not dear 

what fadors are used when unobservable factors are used in forecasting future rates or their 

voIatiLity. 

To address the above issues, I examine the factor-ARCH (or the structural-time series) 

model next The factor-ARCH family of models that 1 examine augments the information 

considered in the models above with other financial time series information. The approach 

taken here directiy recognizes the faa  that the finanaal market is interdependent, and that the 

information generated in one market may be useful in predicting the returns and the volatility 

of assets in other markets. 



3.3 The Model 

I now develop the statistical model used in modeling interest rate volatility in the Eurodol- 

lar market. The model developed here, unlike those surveyed earlier, draws on the fact that 

the fïnmcial markets are interdependent. As such, the information available frorn other as- 

sets markets is combined in a reasonable fashion to explain and predict the pnces (hence the 

retums) and the volatilities of those prices. The question that 1 ultimately want to address is 

whether the model developed in this section provides a better representation and a better out- 

of-sample forecast of the volatility of interest rates in the Eurodollar market The factor-ARCH 

and the exponential factor-ARCH models are presented below. 

3.3.1 The Factor-ARCH Model 

FolIowing the method of analysis used in shidies such as Zhou (1996), Tse and Booth (1996), 

Schwert (1989), Ferson (1989), Christie (1982) arnong others, 1 use other financial time series to 

augment the information in the previous level of the yidd on Eurodollar deposits." Conse- 

"The studies by Zhou (1996), Sdiwert (1989), and Ferson (1989) examine the relationship between the volatilities 

of the 3-month US. Treasury security yield and the US. stock market return. They used the Granger-causality test 

method to establiçh the direction of causaiity; and they ail found evidence that the level of the yield on the US. 

Treasury yield has significantimpact on the k t  two conditional moments of stock prices and returns. However, in 

the analysis, they faiied to control for the effect of other hancial market information such as the foreign exchange 

rate votatility, the volatilities of the securities traded in the Euromarket, and the volatilities of the Federal Funds 

market rate among others. 

Similarly, in their analysis of the varïabiiity of the 3-month U.S. Treasury bill futures and the 3-month Eurodollar 

deposit futures market, Tse and Booth (1996) used the TED spread, the difference between the EurodoUar futures 

and the correspondhg maturity beasury futures markets, to augment the GARCH(1,l) model. They reported 

that the iagged TED spread is statistically significant in explainhg the volatility observed in both futures markets. 

Thus their result support the view that there is a common hctor driving the volatilities of both futures markets. 

However, as in other studies, their analysis also hiis to acknowiedge the possible direct and indirect effect of other 

finanaal market information such as the stock market volatiiity, the foreign exchange rate volatility among others 

on these two futures market that are doseIy tied to their respective cash (spot) market 



quently, the empVical model cm be written mathematicaiiy as: 

where: 

h, : is the volatility of the continuously compourided annualized equivalent yield on the 

3-Month Eurodollar deposits. 

is the level of the continuously compounded annualized equivalent yield on the 3- 

Month Eurodollar deposits in the previous period, r,-I. 

is the square of the standardized prediction error in the previous penod, $, ; and z 1 - ~  

is as dehed in equation (3.7). 

is the predided variance in the previous period, ht-i. 

is the square of the £irst difference of the continuously compounded anriuahzed equiv- 

alent peld on 7-day Federal Funds in the previous period. 

is the square of the first difference of the logged New York Stock Exchange common 

stock composite price index in the previous period. 

is the square of the first difference of the logged trade weighted foreign exchange rate 

index of the US dollar vis-à-vis the (2-10 counbies in the previous period. 

is the square of the spread between the continuously compounded annualized equiva- 

lent yield on the 3-Month Eurodollar deposits and the 3-Month US Treasury bills in the 

previous period. 

The speafications above represent the unrestnaed model conje-ed for the factor-ARCH 

family Unlike the factor modeis considered by Diebold and Nerlove (1989), Engle, Ng, and 

Rothschild (1990), Ng, Engle and Rothschild (1992) m g  others, these factors are related to 

directly measutable and observable factors. 

Equation (3.8) above states that the volatility of interest rates in the Eurodollar market is 

a h e a r  combination of the previous lever of the interest rate in the Eurodollar market, the 

function of the previous prediction error, the previous predicted volatility in the Eurodollar 

market, the volatility of the stock market and the federal funds market, and the variability of 



the spread between the Treasury-Eurodollar deposit rates. AU series are as observed in the 

immediate past The optimal weight given to each independent variable is represented by the 

parameter assoüated with the respective variables, the 4 ' s .  The parameter 30 represents the 

intercept which captures the part of the volatility that is independent of any of the explanatory 

variables. The rnethod of determinhg the optimal weights is considered Iater in Section 3.5. 

The explanatory variables in the specification above are lagged once because most infor- 

mation is available ody  with time lags. Furthermore, 1 have used the square of the finanaal 

variables in the equation above to represent the uncertainty, or the volatility, assoaated with 

each of the financial market.I2 The volatility of asset prices, and hence of the retums, in the 

ofher finanaal markets is expected to have an impact on that of the Eurodollar deposit market 

because fund managers frequently move funds between the different assets in their portfolio 

in response to the dianging market conditions. These managers react to the changing dy- 

namia of each assets market in order to hold a mDc of assets in a portfolio that is consistent 

with their desired risk-retum objectives. This thus forms the main transmission mechanism 

by which events and developments in other finanaal assets markets are expected to spill-over 

into the Eurodollar market- 

In addition, the past predicted volatility of interest rates in the Eurodollar market, the past 

innovations, and the past levels of the yield on U.S. Treasury bills are induded in the mode1 

because they each have been found useful in predicting volatility in the other interest rate 

models examined earlier. For instance, the interest rate level constitutes a significant predictor 

of volatility in the continuous-time based modeis; and in the ARCH-type models, the past- 

preàicted volatility as well as functions of the past-prediction eror, or innovations, constitute 

"The hplicit  assumption made here is that stock p n c ~ .  the interest rates. and the foreign exchange rates behave 

as a random walk series. Thus the change in the respective level of the pnces or rates between successive periods 

is equal to the random component with the mean value of zero and a given variance. As sudi, squaring the first 

difference of the respective market variable is equivalent to squaring the random component terrn that leads to the 

variance of the mean value. Empirical evidence supporting the random walk behaviour of the foreign exchange 

rates indudes that presented in Alder and Lehman (1983), and Meese and Rogoff (1983,2988); as for the behaviour 

of stock prices see, for exampIe, Cootner (1964) and Malkiel (1996); and for the behaviour of interest rates in the 

bond markets see, for example, Murphy (1990). 



a significant predictor of volatility. 

The volatility model above has the following advantages: k t ,  one can establish if there 

is a Granger-cauçality in volatility from other assets markets into the Eurodollar market; sec- 

ond, one c m  abo establish whether changes in U.S. monetary poliaes (the Federal Funds 

market rate) have any direct bearing on interest rate volatility in the Eurodollar market and 

h d y ,  one can more appropriately attribute the direct effed of each explanatory variable on 

the volatility of interest rates in the Eurodollar market. Despite the advantages above, the 

speofication in (3.8) has the inherent problem that a negative-predicted volatility cannot be 

ruled out. A s  a result. an alternative spedication is. therefore, also considered. This issue is 

d i sased  next. 

33.2 The Exponential Factor-ARCH Mode1 

The model considered here has the same explanatory variables as equation (3.8) except that the 

dependent variable, the Iagged dependent variabk, and the function of the squared prediction 

enors assume their naturd logarithmic transfom- The model can therefore be expressed as: 



3.4 The Data 

AU the time series used in this study are daily sampled data. The data on the interest rates 

series are as follows: the London hterbank Offer Rate (UBOR rate) on US. douar denomi- 

nated frnonth terrn deposits, placed in a designated London bank; the yield on 3-month US. 

Treasury bills; and the M a y  US. Federal Funds market rate. These rates are actuai market 

quotes on the respective securities at the dose of each business da. As is conventional, the 

quoted rates were transformed into their continuously compounded annualized equivalent 

yield basis.I3 This conversion is necessary so that the different rates are directly comparable. 

The data on the LIBOR rates were obtained from Data Resource hc- (DM, while the yield on 

the 3-month treasury bills and the Federal Funds Rate were obtained from the Federal Reserve 

Board, Federal Statish'cal Releases, Selected Interest Rate (series H15). 

The other finanaal time series employed are as follows: the New York Stock Exdiange 

(NYSE) common stock composite price index reported at the dose of each business day in the 

NYSE historical stock data base; and the hade-weighted foreign exchange rate index of the 

US. d0Lla.r vis-à-vis the G-10 countries. The foreign exdiange rate index is also as reported at 

the end of each business day by the Federai Reserve Board, Federal Statistical Releases, Foreign 

Exdiange Rate (series H10). The NYSE common stock price index and the trade-weighted 

foreign exchange rate index were &O transformed using logarithmic hansformation. 

The NYSE composite stock price index has been employed instead of the Dow-Jones In- 

dustrial Average (Dm) and the Standard and Poors 500 (S & P 500) index. This is because 

the NYSE index repreçents a broader market index, and hence, is more representative of the 
- - - - - - - 

U ~ h e  transformation to a continuously compounded annualized equivalent yield basis ( r c )  is based on the 

foiiowing conversion formula. 
36500 F 

f C  = -- In- 
n P 

where P = 100. F = 100( 1 + rq( &)) for the future value of the Eurodollar deposits which is based on bankers 

quoted add-on yidd basis (rq). For the 3-Month Treasury biii and the Federal Funds rate, because they are are 

based on a discount yield basis (rd): 

and F =100. 



performance of the U.S. business investment portfolio than is the DJIA and the S & P 500 

indexes.I4 Similady, the trade-weighted foreign exdiange rate index is used in the analysis 

inçtead of one of the bilateral exchange rates such as the US. dollar-pound sterling rate, the 

US. dollar-Deutschemark rate, the US. dollar-Yen rate among others. ïhe hade-weighted for- 

eign exchange rate index is preferred because h d  managers of banks, insurance companies 

and pension funds, mutual funds among othen often establish investment positions in several 

countries that do not use the US. dollar as their offiaal mency.  Hence, before a particular 

investment position can be taken in these economieç, the U.S. funds m u t  k s t  be converted 

to the respective foreign currenâes. Since not one country is exdusively preferred by US. 

tund managers, it is therefore more appropriate to use a weighted average of the most traded 

amenaes. 

"The NYSE comrnon stock composite price index comprise of all cornmon stocks listed on the New York Stock 

Exchange. Each stock reflects its market capitalization, that is, the market value of outstanding stocks calculakd as 

a multiple of the nurnber of each £irxts' stock outstanding and the market pnce of each stock, The S & P 500 index 

accounts for only eighty percent of the market capitalization of ail the stocks listed in the New York Stock Exchange 

(Hull (1989: 43)). Similarly, the DJLA comprise of oniy thirty "blue dUp" stocks in the US., and it accounts for only 

twenty per cent of the market value of NYSE stock market capitalization (Dubokky (1992: 241)). 



3.5 Estimation Theory and The Evaluation Criteria 

The estimation procedure w d  in this study is the maximum likelihood technique. The 

performance evaluation aiteria, and hence the mode1 selection aitena, considered are; the 

aoss-validation method, the out-of-sample forecast encompassing test method, and the out- 

of-sample root mean squze predidion error. 1 briefly describe each of these techniques below. 

3.5.1 The Maximum Likelihood Estimation Criterion 

The estimation method used in this study is the maximum likelihood procedure, assuming 

noraality of the residud terms. The steps involved in setting up the likelihood or the 

log-likelihood fundion that is to be maximized is as follows. See, for example, Kennedy 

(1992), Russell and M a c h o n  (1993), and Jazwkki  (1970)- 

STEP 1: Given that the demify of et in equation (3.1) is assumed normal, derive the con- 

ditional density of s. This conditional densi@ f ( 6, 1 Rt : r ), is also normal. 



STEP 2: Then, dehe the joint conditional probability distribution hction (or the Iike- 

lihood function) for et up to time T as: 

et := Ar t  - u o  - ai r,-l represents the residual of changes in the conditional 

mean of the contùiuously compounded annualized equîvalent yield on 

the 3-Month Eurodollar deposits, equation (3.1) 

h, := g(Rt. ï') represents the conditional variance of 6, at time t .  The spedic 

functional form asnimed by g(f2,. T') depends on the type of the volatil- 

ity model being investigated: one of equations (3.3) to (3.9) as the case 

may be. r ' is the set of parameters characterizhg the respective volatility 

model. 

R, := { { - ~ i , t } ~ = = ,  . {c t - i )Y , ,  } represents the conditioning information set avd- 

able in period t. 

l? := {aoT al, r'} represents the set of parameters to be estimated from the 

likelihood function. 

STEP3: Now.miuamizethelikelihoodfunctionde~edinstep2withrespecttothepa- 

rameter set, ï. FoUowing convention the log likeiihood function is ma>amized; 

and in thiç regard, the following objective function is maximized ~9th respect 

to the parameters of interest, r. 

where g(Rt.  ï') is as defined in step 2. 



Step 3 above condudes the parameter estimati~n'~ phase of the analysis. ïhe  next phase is 

to produce an out-of-sample forecast for each volatility model on the basis of the information 

at hand: the model parameter estimates obtained in step 3, and the conditionhg information 

set, R,. 1 next d i x u s s  the forecasting phase as well as the model evaluation procedures. 

3.5.2 The Performance Evaluation Critena 

Since the prirnary objective of thiç study is to compare and contrast the predictive ability of 

the various models kequently used in rnodeling volatility against the factor-ARCH model 

developed here, I wiU, therefore, d e h e  the mehic for evaluatuig each of these models. The 

evaluation mtena considered are: the out-of-sample root mean square prediction error, whkh 

is the most commonly adopted method; the out-of-sample forecast encompassing ability of 

each model against the others; and the mean square prediction m o r  from the N-fold aoss- 

validation method. Each of these evaluation methods is examined briefly below. 

3.5.21 The Cross-Validation Test Criterion 

The cross-validation method involves the following steps: 

S E P  1: Estimate the parameters of each model separately, leaving out 3 of the total 

observations as "out-of-samplef'data; i-e., that the estimation data set, or the 

"in-samp1e"data. consist of only T - $ sampled data. T is the total number of 

observations in the data set, and -1' is the desîred number of cross-validations. 

E ~ h e  parameter estimate that maamizes the log-iikelihood hct ion,  equation (3.11). is estimateci nurnerically 

using the Marquadt-Levenberg algorithm. For a more detaiied description of the algorithm see Press. Teukolsky, 

Ve tterling, and Flannery (1 992678) or SAS / FTS manual. 



STEP 2: Use the parameters estimated from the "in-sample"data to make predictions for 

the 5 observations left out in step one, the "out-of-sample"data. Then, compute 

the foilowing: the forecast mors for the conditional mean (Pm ., +; ); the predicted 

conditional variance (h,+i) and its forecast error ( Z h . t + t ) ;  and last, the predicted 

log-likelihood (L( ) j )  These measures are computed as follows. 

As is conventional in related studies on forecasting volaaüty, the E:.,,~ in equation (3.14) is 

used as a proxy for ht+i .16 For examples, see the studies by Lopez (1995) and Diebold and 

Lopez (1995) in the context of evaluating the out-of-çample forecast of volatility models; Pagan 

and Schwert (1990), and Franses and Van Dijk (1996) in the context of forecasting stock market 

volatiüty, and Lee (1992) in the context of testing for heteroxedastiaty. 

STEP 3: Repeat steps one and two until al l  observations in the data set have been used. 

160f course, there are other series that have been used in the literature to proxy for the unobserveci volatility 

For instance, Akgiray (1989) uses the weighted average of daily squared residuak during the month to estima te 

monthly volalility; and others, induding Parkinson (1980) uses the extreme values-the differences between the 

high-low-of securities observeci at the daily, weekly or monthly frequenaes to gauge market volatiii- 



STEP 4: Now, ushg the forecast errors and the predicted log-likelihood computed in the 

step three, compute the mean square prediction enor for the conditional mean 

and the conditional variance, and the predicted log-likeiihood for each modd. 

These mehics are computed as: 

where rn indicates the conditional mean, and h the conditional variance, of 

changes in LIBOR rates. 

The model judged to be the best from the various specifications comidered is the one 

with the least cross-validated nean square prediction emr, or the maximum-predicted log- 

likelihood, or both.17 

This method of evduating models has been adopted because of its ability to disaimi- 

nate between non-nested models, and because it requires a less-restrictive assumption on the 

model being evaluated-it requires only that the regularïty condition be met (see, for exam- 

ple, Stoica, Eykho& Janssen, and Soderstrom 1986). Also, the technique has been appiied, and 

found to work well, in other areas, such as meteorology (Hjorth and Holmqvist 1981). forecast- 

combining with arti£icial neural networks in the stock market (Donddson and Kamstra 1996). 

among others, but it has not been applied to dixrllninating between or among the interest rate 

models. In addition, the method also allows ali observations to be w d  in evaluating a model 

rather than just a small subset of the data. 

"since the maximum-Iikelihood procedure was used in esümating the parameters of the model, the cross- 

validateci Welihood value is the most natural measure. In addition, the predicted-likeiihood value impliatly takes 

into consideration both the conditional rnean and the conditional variance prediction errors at the same time. 



3.522 The Mean Square Prediction Error Cntenon 

The second evaiuation criteria considered is the out-of-sample mean square prediction error. 

In producing the mean square prediction error for each volatility model, the sample data is 

partitioned into two non-overlapping samples. The ôist subsarnple extends from June 1,1973 

through December 31,1990; and the second nibsample extends hom January 1,1991 through 

August 19, 1996. The fkst serves as the in-sample data, whiIe the second serves as the out- 

of-sample data. Following this, 1 then use the rolling-regsession method to forecast one-step 

ahead the volatility for the out-of-sample period." 

This regression method entails the following sequences In order to produce the £irst out- 

of-sample forecast for each model, with this rnethod, I nin a regression for each colatïlïty 

model on the in-sample data from June 1,1973 through December 31.1990. Then, the parame- 

ters estimated for each volatility model are uçed dong with the other information to produce a 

one-step ahead out-of-sample forecast for the respective models. Next, 1 update the parameter 

estimated for each model by using the information up to and induding January 1,1991, and 

re-estimate each of the volatility models. The updated parameters of each model, dong with 

the most recent information set is then used to produce the forecast for the second period in 

the out-of-sarnple data-the period corresponding to January 2,1991. Again. the information 

set is then updated to indude observations up to and induding Jmuary 2,1991; the parame- 

ters of each volatility mode1 are then updated once more by re-estimating each of the models 

with the new sample data. Then, the one-stepahead out-of-sample forecast for the period 

corresponding to J a n u q  3,1991 is then produced. This information cum parameter-updating 

scherne, and the production of the one-period ahead out-of-sample forecast is repeated until 

the last period in the out-of-sample data. 

AccordingIy, from the r o h g  regression, the out-of-sample mean square prediction error 

(MSPE) and the root rnean square error (RMSPE) for the interest rate volatility are then corn- 

 or other studies that use this method see, for example, Gunter and Aksu (1989), and Donaldson and Kamstra 

(1 997). 



puted as: 

1 
MSPE = - C(1:+; - A t + , ) *  ;v- .- 

2 - 1  

The RMSPE expresses the mean square prediction errors in basis points. These loss functions 

consider over- and under-prediction of volatilïty as equaily bad. Cowequenlly, the rnodel 

with the Ieast RMSPE is preferred according to this ~riterion.'~ 

3.523 The Out-of-Sample Forecast-Encompassing Test Criterion 

The out-of-sample forecast encompassing method follows the same procedure as the MSPE 

criterion both in the way the sampled data is partitioned, and the way the out-of-sample fore- 

casts are obtained. Notwithstanding, the out-of-sample forecast encompassing criterion eval- 

uates the performance of a model differently than does the MSPE. The forecast encompassing 

tests evaluate the performance of a model on the basis of its forecast encompassing ability; 

that is, the ability of a particular model to reproduce, or improve the forecast of an alternative 

model, while the alternative model c m o t ,  in tum, be used to improve on the forecast of the 

first r n ~ d e l . ~ ~  In what follows, 1 discuss first the intuition underlying this evaluation method; 

and second, its empincai implementation. 

Basically, the forecast encompassing test can be viewed as a test on the weighted combi- 

"0ther loss hinctions, such as the mean absolute e m r  (M), the mean square percent e m r  (MSohE), and the 

mean absolute percent error (MAPE), can equally be defined h m  the prediction errors obtained in the out-of- 

sample forecast Howwer, the MSPE defined above is used for the foilowing reasons. First, the MSPE imposes 

a higher penalty on larger-forecast e m r  than does the MAE. Second, the hancial losses suffered by economic 

agents are directly related to the size of the forecast emrs rather than the relative size of the errors which the 

MS%E observes. 
"This performance evaiuation criteria has been advocated by researdiers such as  Chong and Hendry (1986). 

Hendry (1995), Gouneroux and Montford (1994) among others. Also, it has been used in earlier studies of the 

hanaa l  market. Çee, for example, the studies by Donaldson and Kamstra (1996,1997, and HarraId and Kamstra 

(1 997) who employed i t in the context of modeling stock return volatility. 



nation of the out-of-sample forecast from two models, modeis i and j, at tune t. This hear 

combination of the out-ofsample forecast from the two models is represented as: 

w here: 

a: := is the variance of the 1-step ahead period we are interested in forecasting. In the 

case examined here, this variable is not obsenred; in its place 1 use Z: which has 

expectations equal to 0:. 

a:, := is the 1-step ahead forecast of of produced by model i in period t. 

5 ,  := is the 1-step ahead forecast of a: produced by model j in penod t. 

oo := is the intercept term. 

ai := is the weight attached to the forecast of model i. 

a2 := is the weight attached to the forecaçt of model j. 

Now, given the specification above and the nulI hypothesis that model i is the true model 

for predicting a:, then the parameter estimates for nl from a least squares regression should 

not be significantly different from unity, and the estimate for a0 and a* should jointly not be 

significantly different from zero. Similady, if under the n d  hypothesis, model j is the tnie 

model for predicting a:, then a* should not be sipficantly different from unity, while a0 and 

ai should jointly not be signincantly different from zero. 

As multicohearity can arise hom c a q h g  out a least squares regression of equation 

(3.20), the model is reformulated under the null that mode1 i is the true model as: 

where .cist = C: - $', represents the forecast error from model i in period t." 

Now, to test the null hypothesis that either models out-of-sample forecast encompasses 

the others forecast, the tests on r3L and 3jVi must both be performed concurrently. In this 

x~imilarly, when the nuli hypothesis that the true mode1 is mode1 j ,  then the mode1 can be reformulated as: 

t * , , t  = e - 6;.r = #.* + B;.~+;.~ + V,J 



case, if the t-test on $ j  is statistically inçignificant-say at the £ive per cent level-this indicates 

that the out-of-sample forecast error produced by model i is orthogonal to the out-of-sample 

forecast produced by modei j .  Consequently, model j's forecast cannot help to improve on the 

forecast produced by model i. Furthemore, if the t-test on ~ 3 : ~ ~  is statistically significant, then 

the forecast produced by model i can help to improve on the forecast produced by model j .  

This suggests that model 2's forecast can help in improving the forecast produced by model j ,  

while model j's forecast cannot in tum be used in improving the forecast of model i. Given 

this scenario, model i is said to forecast encompass model j ,  and, as a result, model i is ranked 

as being superior to model j .  Converseiy, if the reverse is m e ,  then model j is ranked higher 

thm mode1 i. 

Above, 1 have dixussed two possible outcomes of the test: that model i's forecast encom- 

passes that of model j ,  and that mode1 j ' s  forecast encompasses that of model i. Of course, 

there are other possible outcomes. It is quite possible that Jltj and 3!,i are both statisticaily 

significant. In that case, this implies that the forecasts from both models heIp in improving 

each o t k s  out-of-sample forecast Likewise, it is &O possible that both parameters are in- 

sigdicant. In this case, this impiies that the out-of-sample forecast of neither model can help 

to improve on the forecast of the other. In the two possible outcomes considered here, none 

of the models can be ranked as superior to the other. In this instance, the particuiar model 

selected for forecasting by an investigator then depends on other extenuating circumstances 

such as the use to which the forecast will be put, or the dominant paradigrn for mode.ling. 

A more common strategy adopted in the recent Literature is to combine the models in some 

fashion so that the information in each modd is used to augment those in other models. For 

examples, see Donddson and Kamstra (1996,1997), H a h a n  and Kamstra (1989), and Gunter 

and Aksu (1989). 

In the preceding sections, I have discussed the three evaluation criteria used in this study; 

the aoss-validation method, the mean square prediction error, and the out-of-sample forecast 



encompassing capability of the models. Currently there exist no consensus in the existing 

literature as to whkh is the most preferred criterion to use in diçcriminatïng between or among 

models. As a result, a l l  the mteria are used in this study. 



3.6 The Empirical Results 

In this section, 1 present the results of the application of the model evaluation and selection 

procedure discuçsed in the preceding section The section is arranged into three parts: the b s t  

examines the results of the out-of-sample mean square prediction error; the second examines 

the result of the forecast encompassing test; and the third examines the result of the N-fold 

cross-valida tion method. 

3.6.1 The Mean Square Prediction Error 

Table 3.2 presents the results of the out-of-sample mean square prediction error (MSPE), and 

the root mean square prediction error (RMSPE) computed for each rnodel in the respective 

family of models examined. The results in this table are based on the computation method de- 

scribed in Section 3.5.2; and the out-of-sample data ernployed for this analysis are those hom 

the sample period extending £rom January 1,1991 to August 19,1996. The table is arranged 

into three parts, the continuous-time family, the GARCH family, and the Factor-ARCH family. 

The £irst part of the table presents the renilts for the models within the continuous-time 

family: the Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) square root model (Cili), the Cox and Ross (1976) 

constant elastiaty of variance model (nv), the Brennan and Schwartz (1979) proportional 

volatility model (PRP) and the Vasicek (1977) constant volatility- rnodel (VAS). As can be ob- 

served from this table, the CEV model perfonned the best out-of-sample. It has a root mean 

square prediction error of one basis p o i d 2  That the CEV model performed the best out-of- 

sample may be a bit s q r i s i n g  as it is the most unrestricted of the models examined within 

the continuous-time f a d y  Usually, unrestricted models do badly out-of-sample. Following 

dosely, is the model of Brennan and Schwartz (1979) that suggests that the volatility of interest 

rates varies in direct proportion to the previous interest rate level. This model also has a root 

mean square prediction error of 1.41 basis points. The CIR square root mode1 and the VAS 

model then follow in respective order. The former has a root mean square prediction error of 
w 
-A basis point is equivalent to a hundredth of one full percentage point, i.e., 6. 



2.83 bask points while the latter has 4.36 basis points. One reason that accounts for the differ- 

ence in the root mean square prediction exror of the Vasicek (1977) model from the others, is 

that the model assume that volatility is tune-invariant. 

The second part of Table 3.2 presents the results for the models in the (G)ARCH family. 

The models exarnined in this dass indude the following: the autoregressive conditional het- 

eroscedasticity model of order p, ARCH (p), where p=4 and p=2; the generalized ARCH (p,q) 

model, where p=2, q=l and p=l, q=l; and the exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model of the 

form stated in equation (3.6), the unreshicted form is represented by EGAl and its restricted 

version EGA2. In general, this part of the table suggests that ail the models examined within 

this f a d y  have a similar mean square prediction error. On average, the mot mean square 

prediction enor for the models examined within this family is about 2-24 basis points. Of 

the models examined within this f d y  the EGARCH model has the least root mean square 

prediction error at 2.00 basis points. As such, it can be considered as the best rnodel by the 

measure of the mean square prediction error and the root mean square prediction error. 

ïhe last part of the table presents the results for the factor-ARCH family The average 

of the root mean square prediction error for the models from this family is also about 2.24 

basis points. The table also suggests that the exponential factor-ARCH models-E-FAC1 and E- 

FAU- have the least mean square prediction error for forecasting future interest rate volatility 

in the Eurodollar market. 

When the models in each family are compared with the models from another family, the 

table shows that the Cox and Ross (1976) constant elastitity of variance model and the Bren- 

nan and Schwartz (1979) proportional volatility model, both from the continuous-the f d y ,  

dominate the other models. They both have a lower mean square prediction error-and lower 

root rnean square prediction error-than the other rnodels. Following dosely is the exponen- 

tial factor-ARCH model, which fared better than the models in the (G)ARUI f d y ,  the Cox, 

Ingersoll, and Ross (1985) square root model and the constant volatility model pmposed by 

Vasicek (1977). 



3.62 The Out-of-Sample Forecast-Encompassing Capabilities 

Tables 3.3 presents the result of the application of the out-of-sample forecast encompassing 

test? As indicated at the top of the table. the results presented are based on a least squares 

regressions of the out-of-sample forecast error of model i, on the out-of-sample forecast 

of volatüity produced by model jr ~r;,, after correcting for the possible heteroscedastiav in 

the residuals of this regression. The out-of-sample forecast error of model i, the dependent 

variable, is shown in the first column. The regressor, the out-of-sample forecast of volatility 

produced by model j is shown along columns two to eight The numbers in ceils i and j 

represents the p-value on the <3:.J parameter. 

Given the pvalue in each c d ,  in order to establiçh whether or not model i's forecast en- 

compasses the out-of-sarnple forecast of model j ,  one must examine the p-values in ce11 i and 

j (the pvalue on d:,) and c d  j and i (the p-value on 3j,i) conmently. For model i's out- 

of-sample forecast to encompass model j's forecast, it has to be that modei i's out-of-sample 

forecast explains modd j's out-of-sample forecast error, while model j's out-of-sample fore- 

cast cannot in turn explains model irs outaf-sample forecast error. In which case, the p-value 

on is less than £ive percent, while the p-value on i3:, is greater than £ive per cent. 

Looking at the rows and columw spamed by the CEV model, for example, it can be ob- 

served from Table 3.3 that this model encompasses the out-of-sample forecast produced by the 

Brennan and Schwartz (1979) model (PRP) and the restricted version of the exponential factor- 

ARCH model (EFAC2) at the five per cent significance Ievel. Notwithstanding, the CEV model 

is itself encompassed by two other models: the ARCH(2) and the GARCH(1,l) models. The 

restricted version of the EGARCH model (EGAZ) and the CEV model out-of-sample forecast 

have significant information for explainhg each others out-of-sample forecast error. In addi- 

3 ~ h e  resuits containeci in this table are simiiar to those on the regression of G (5 - 1) , as the dependent 
1 .  *- 1 . 1  

&2 

variable, on *. 4 as the explanatory variables. See Table 3.4. 
,.t T . t  

The table reported here is derived h m  a larger set of table that contains al1 models used in each famiiy of 

rnodek. Each of the model here represents the restricted versions of the more general variant, and each has tested 

to be insignrficantiy different h m  the unreçûicted form. In addition, the out-of-sample forecast encompassing 

capabiiity of the unrestricted versions is sirnilar to the one presented here. 



tion, the out-of-sample forecast produced by the CRr model and the restricted version of the 

factor-ARCH model (FAU) are not statistically si@cant in explaining each others forecast 

error. With this analysis of the CRI model vis-à-vis the 0th- modeis, the results in Table 3.3 

suggest that this model is superior to two other models in the sense that it encompasses their 

out of sample forecast However, the model is also inferior to two other models in the sense 

that its out-of-sample forecast is encompassed by these other rnodels. Beçides, the CN model 

is found to be neither superior nor iderior to two other models because they each explain the 

others out-of-sample forecast or both fails to. 

A similar type of analysis for the other rnodels was also conducted for the other models 

as well; and, a hirther analysis of Table 3.3 suggests the following about the other models 

examined. Fïrst, the Brennan and Schwartz (1979) rnodel (PRP) out-of-sample forecast is en- 

compassed by four other models; the CEV, the ARCH(2), the GARM(1,1), and the FAC2 

models. This model however f a 5  to encompass any 0th- model. As a result, the Brennan 

and Schwartz (PRP) rnodel is ranked lowest in terms of its forecast encompassing ability; that 

is, that other modeis out-of-sample forecast can explain the forecast error of this model, while 

its out-of-sarnple forecast cannot explain their forecast error. 

Second, two other models, the ARCH(2) and the GARCH(1,l) models, each models out- 

of-sample forecast encompasses the CEV, the PRP and the exponential factor-ARCH (EFAU) 

models. Nonetheless, the out-of-sample forecast error fiom the ARCH(2) and the GARCH(1,l) 

models is in turn explained by at least one other model's out-of-sample forecast of volatility: 

the ARCH(2) forecast error is explained by the out-of-sample forecast from EGARCH and the 

GARCH(1,l) models; and the forecast error of the GARCH (1,l) model is also explained by the 

out-of-sample forecast fiom ARCH(2) model. These results therefore, suggest that the ARCH 

(2) and the GARCH (1.1) models may not be abçolutely supenor to each other. 

Third, the factor-ARCH model encompasses two other models; the Brennan and Schwartz 

(1979) model, and the EGARCH models. Unlike the ARCH (2), and the GARCH(1 ,l) models, 

the forecast error of the factor-ARCH model cannot be explained by the out-of-sarnple forecast 

of any other other model. Consequently. it is not inferior to any other model. On this basis, 



the factor-ARCH model can be said to be the best of the models examined for modeling and 

forecasting interest rate volatility. 

To sçum up, among all the modek examined, ody the factor-ARCH (FAU) model out-of- 

sample forecast is never encompassed by any other model. It is, therefore, ranked on this 

basis as the best model for modeling and predicting the credit risk spread. The next best set 

of models are the GARCH(1,I) and the ARCH(2) models. But all three of these models fails to 

encompass a nurnber of other models; and as such, there is no one model from these three top 

models that is absolutely supenor to the others. 

3.6.3 The Cross-Validation Results 

The reçults of the evaluation methods presented in Sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 relate to the out- 

of-sample period extendhg from January 1,1991 through Auguçt 19,1996. As a consequence, 

it c m  be argued that the results of the out-of-sample performance analysis reported may be 

pexiod-specific. This further raises the question: if a partidar model does weLl on a given cri- 

teria within a spe&~ period, is it also likdy to perform similady when the market condi t io~ 

are different in a Werent period? To address this issue of the robustness of the modd per- 

formance, the N-fold cross-validation was carried out foIIowing the steps desmbed in Section 

3 S.2. 

In Table 3.5, Panels A, B, and C, contain the resuits of the N-fold cross-validated mean 

square prediction ermr; and in Table 3.6, Panels 4, B. and C, contain the results of the cross- 

validated log-likelihood values. The fUst column of each panel lis& the nile used in setting the 

number of cross-validations; while the second to the last column contain the out-of-sample 

forecast performance of the models kted under each panel. As the first columns of each panel 

indicate, the IO-, 50-, and 100-fold cross-validations were carried out instead of the traditional 

leave-oneout cross-validations. The number in each c d  represents the mean square predic- 

24~hese N-fold cross-validations were used for the following reasons. Given the number of sample data (5897). 

it is computationaiiy expensive to do a leave-one-out cross-validation. Moreover, as pointed out in Shao (1993) a 

leave-one-out cross-validation suffers h m  the defiaency that it  is asympbticaily inconsistent in that it does not 



tion error for the respective N-fold cross-validation and the correspondhg model. 

In general, it can be obçerved £rom Table 3 5  that there are substantial differences in the 

performance of each of the volatility modeis examined. The dixussion in the rest of is section 

is, therefore, focused on the cross-validated mean sqyare prediction error horn each model 

in each f d y ?  Panel A reports the results of the out-of-sample performance of the models 

within the continuous-time f a d y  Within this family, the model with the least out-of-sarnple 

prediction error for volatility is the Brennan and Schwartz (1979) model. This model assumes 

that the volatility of interest varies directiy with the previous level of interest rate. ïhu, when- 

ever the interest rate is high the predicted volatility is also expected to be high. The converse 

is &O me.  Following in respective order are, the Cox, IngersoU, and Ross (1985) square root 

model, the Vasicek (1977) rnodel, and last is the most general constant elastiaty of variance 

(CEV) model. Also notable Ï n  Panel A is the substantial clifference in the cross-validated mean 

square prediction error of the conditional variance from the Brennan and Schwartz (1979) 

model and the other volatility models in this dass. 

Panel B reports the resdt of the cross-validation on models within the (G)ARCH fam- 

ily. The aoss-validated mean square prediction errors of the models in this family are sim- 

ilar to each other-with the EGARCH model somewhat preferred-and also is better than the 

continuous-time models. Panel C reports the cross-validation results for the models in the 

fxtor-ARCH family, and they favor the restricted version of the factor-ARCH model (FAU). 

Taking the results contained in Table 35 Ïnto perspective, the modeb that performed 
- - - - - - - 

select with probability one, the model with the best predictive abiiity, as the sample size (T) increases asymp toti- 

caIiy, i-e., as T - x- The study further shows, through a Monte Cario experiment, that the problem can be rectified 

by using a IeaveN-out cross-validations instead- in thk case N> 1. 
' S~he  mean square prediction e m r  for the conditionai mean equation is not reported separately. This i. because 

the cross-validated mean square prediction error for aiI interest rate models and N-fold cross-valida tion are a h o s t  

the same. This suggests that ail the rnodels have a similar performance for estimating the conditional mean of 

changes in the Ievel of in terest rate. This ~ u i t  may no t a t aU be surprising since alI rnodeis use the same functionai 

speafication for the conditional mean equation. As noted earlier, the same functional specifica tions were used to 

model the conditional mean of changes in the Ievel of interest rate. Because the other financial market information 

test to be insignificantly d-t from zero when regressed on the changes in the Ievel of interest rates. 



worst in terms of thw cross-validateci outof-sample forecast accuracy are those from the 

continuous-time family. The modek from the (G)ARCH family performed better; and the 

factor-ARCH family perforrned best. As the tables show, the restncted version of the factor- 

ARCH model provides the ieast cross-validated mean square prediction error. As we can see 

horn these rankings, the factor-ARCH (FAC?) rnodel may therefore be the most suitable for 

predicting volatility, for calibrahg the VaR of an asset or a portfolio, and for vaiuing secu- 

rities. If this is the case, the current practice of using the one-factor or two-factor models in 

valuing contingent daim assets may have to be modified and extended to multi-factor models; 

and in this instant, the factors would have to be an observable series from the other finanaal 

markets.26 

% ~ h e  cross-validated log-likeIihood computed from the cross-validation method is given in Table 3.6. As we 

c m  observed h m  the table, it gives a different ranking to the modeIs within and across families. The constant 

elastiaty of variance modd is ranked best in the contuiuous time f a d y ;  the ARCH(4) model is ranked best within 

the (G)ARCH M y ;  and the FAC2 model is also ranked as the best mode1 within the factor-ARCH fandy. AI1 

the above rnodels have the highest ams-validateci log-Likelihood within each family. But. when the models are 

compared against each other, the factor-ARCH rnodel is ranked least, the ARCH(4) model is ranked higher, and 

the constant elas tia ty of variance mode1 is ranked highest 



3.7 Summary, Conclusions and Future Research 

This essay empiricdy examines the volatility of the short-term interest rate in the Eurodollar 

market. The penod examined extends horn January 1, 1973 through August 19, 1996. The 

principal purpose of the essay is to investigate the predictive ability of the models within the 

continuous-tune family, the (G)ARCH family and the factor-ARCH family. Wi~thin the factor- 

ARCH famiiy, attention is focused on rnodeis that use directiy observable financial market 

information rather than the latent variables or the unobservable factor models. In order to in- 

vestigate the additionai benefit that accrues in using observable hanaa l  market information 

over the models that use just the previous interest rate Ievel, or the combination of the previ- 

ous predicted volatility and innovations, three evaluation aiteria were employed. These are, 

the out-of-sampte mean square prediction error, the outof-sample forecast encompassing test 

criterion, and the N-fold cross-validation mean square prediction error- 

The N-fold aoss-validation method suggests that the factor-ARCH model that uses di- 

rectly observable hancial market information best predicts the future volatility; Le., that the 

factor model has, on average, the least out-of-sample forecast error among the dass of models 

examined. This result suggests tha t the volatility forecast produced by the factor-ARCH model 

may provide a more accurate estirnate of future volatility for use in the pricing of £inancial as- 

sets than the estirnate provided by the continuous-time based models and the (G)ARCH family 

of modelç. The result also suggests that the factor-ARCH model best describes the dynamics 

of interest rate volatility; and so would be valuable in calibrating the assets or portfolio's VaR. 

In addition, the results of the out-of-sample forecast encompassing tests also !end some sup- 

port to the factor-- model: £irst, it is the only model whose out-of-sample forecast errors 

cannot be explained by the out-of-sample forecast of volatility from other models; and second, 

its out-of-sample forecast encompasses the forecasts of two other models, the B m a n  and 

Schwartz (1979) model from the continuous-tirne f d y  and the EGARCH model from the 

(G)ARCH family 

Although, the N-fold cross-validation and the forecast encompassing test resuits do lend 

some support to the factor-ARCH model, the result of the out-of-sample mean square pre- 



diction error for the sample period January 1,1991 to August 19, 1996 did not give such an 

unequivocal support to this model. In fa&, the out-of-sample mean square prediction error 

shows that the factor-ARCH modd is dominated by both the constant eiastiaty of variance 

model and the Brennan and Schwartz (1979) model. Also, the cross-validated log-likelihood 

ranks both the constant elastiaty of variance and the ARCH(4) model ahead of the factor- 

ARCH model. As we can see from these renilts, it is apparent that there is no one mode1 that 

is uniformly superior to the others under ail the ddierent evaluation aiteria applied. 

Due to the ambiguity in determining the one best model from among the best models, an 

alternative strategy that may be viable is to combine the forecast produced by these three top 

models. The optimaiiy combined forecast may then be used to provide an estimate of future 

interest rate volatility. These combined forecasts may produce a superior forecast of volatility 

that can be used in pricing interest-rate-dependent finanaal assets, or in calibrating an asset's 

VaR. This cornbined forecasting hamework is the hebjea of contiming work. 

1 should aIso mention the two major limitations of this study The k t  is that the modeis 

have been evaluated t shg pure statistical evaluation aiteria rather than the economic benefits 

or costs that might arise fiom using each of this models. In future studies, the economic gain 

or loss evaluation criterion will be employed to assess the difEerent models evaluated here. 

The second is that the out-of-sample forecast analysis and evaluations have been restricted 

to just one-day-ahead pdods. As portfolio managers and security traders may also require 

forecasts for periods farther inio the future, in subsequent studies. the analysis in this essay 

wiU be extended to periods such as 15-,307 60-, 90-, or IbU-day ahead penod. 

Two conclusions that stand out from the above analysis are: first, that the rnodeis in the 

continuous-time family rank at the bottom in ternis of their forecast encompassing capability 

when compared with other models from the (GIARCH and the factor-ARCH families; and 

second, that none of the other models' out-of-sample forecast can explain the forecast errors of 

the factor-ARCH model. As a result, the factor-ARCH model ushg directly observable factors 

deserves fuxther investigation. 
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Table 3.1: The Volatility Models: List and Definition of Vanables 

1 FAlLaY 

Continuous T h e  

(G)ARCH 

MODEL: 

Vasicek (VAS) 

Cox, uigersoll, 

and Ross (CE) 

Brennan and 

Schwartz (Pm) 
Constant Elastiaty 

of Variance (CEV) 

ARCH@) [ARPI 

FUNCTIONAL FORM: 1 

-Irt = cro + + ct 

Et - -%-(O. ht )  hl = a' 

Art = &O + alrt-l + et 
1 

ét - :\-(O. h t )  ht = a 2 r,- ,  T 

Art = &O f crzrt-1 + ét 

t - ( 0  h )  ht = c ~ ' r , - ~  

I r t  = a0 + al rt-1 + ét 

et - N ( 0 .  h,) ht = 0 2 r L l  

Art  = cto + al r,-l + é, 

I 



The continuation of Table 3.1 

The Volatility Models: List and Definition of Variables 

MODRr 1 FUNCTIONAL FORM: 



Table 3.2: The Out-of-Sample Forecast Mean Square Prediction Error 

For the Volatility Models Between Januarv 1, 1991 to Au-t 19, 1996. 

The Continuous-Time Family 

The factor-ARCH Family 

MSPE x  IO-^ 

RMSPE 

The G a d  Family 

MSPEx 10-~ 

RMSPE 

a R  

8 .O0 

2.83 

Factor-ARCH 

FACl 1 FAC2 

rolling regression of eadi  model. MSPE represents the mean square prediction enor, and the RMPSE is the mot 

Exponentid Factor-ARCH 

EFACl 1 EFAC2 

-- - - 

RMSPE 

mean square prediction e m r  expresseci in basis points. 

ARCH (P) 

V f i  

1 -90 

4.36 

CEV 

1-00 

1 .O0 

ARCH (4) 

5 .O0 

224 

The one-period ahead out-of-sample forecast of volatility a:, used in the analysis are those produced by the 

- -  

2.65 

PRP 

2.00 

1-41 

GARCH ( ~ 4 )  

ARCK(2) 

6.00 

2.45 

Exponential GARCH 

GAEKH ( 2 3  

5.00 

224 

EGAl 

4.00 

2.00 

GARCH (1,l) 

5-00 

2.24 

1.82 
d 

- - - 

2.45 

EGA2 

4.00 

2.00 

1.82 



Table 33: Volatility Models: Out-of-Sample Forecast Encornpassing Test Statistics (1) 

The figures in table represents the pvalues on 3 in: 

CONT. TIME CLASS 
1 

- - - 

EFAC2 0.0007 0.1345 

Note 1: The one-period ahead out-of-sample foreca 
1 1 I 1 I 

ity, 8., and &;,, , used in the analysis are those 

produceci by the roiiing regression of each model. î h e  out-ofsample period extends h m  January 1, 1991 to 

Note 2 The numbers in the celis i and J repmsents the p-value on the d,', parameter. These th values indicate 

whether or not the out-of-sample forecast of volatility h m  model 1 have an- sigdicant predictive power for the 

out-of-sample forecast error of modei i, at a particular signtficance level. For instance, if the p-value on 3k1 is 

greater than say 5%, this suggests that the out-of-sample forecast h m  model J cannot help to explain the out-of- 

sample forecast error £mm model i. So, the out-of-sample forecast of voiatility h m  model 1 carmot be used to 

improve upon the forecast fmm modei i. Howwer, if the pvalue on 3:,, is lower than say 5%. then the out-of- 

sample forecast of volatiiity h m  model J is sigrufïcant in expIaining the out-of-sample forecast e m r  h m  model 

i. Consequentiy, the out-of-sample forecast of voIatility h m  model 3 can be used in improving the forecast of 

volatility h m  model i. 



Table 34: Volatility Modelsr Out-o f-Sample Forecast Encompassing Test Statistics (2)  

The figures in the table below represents the p-values on 3 in: 

CONT. 

MOD j - 
MOD i 1 

IlME CLASÇ 1 ARCH CLASS 1 FACTOR CLASS 1 

PRP AR2 EGA2 

0.1104 0.0149 0.0547 0.0014 0.0152 - 
L 1 I 

Note 1: The onepexiod ahead out-ofsample forecast of volatiiity, a:, and e:.,, used in the analys s are those 

produced by the rolling regression of each model. The out-of-sample p e n d  extends h m  January 1, 1991 to 

August 19,1996. 

Note 2: The nurnbers in the celis à and j represents the p-value on the 3:, parameter. These p-values indicate 

whether or not the outcof-sample forecast of votatility h m  model j have any significant predictive power for the 

out-of-sample forrcast e m r  of model i, at a particuiar significance level. For instance, if the p-value on 3:. is 

greater than say 5%, this suggests that the out-of-sample forecast fmm model j cannot help to explain the out-of- 

sampIe forecast e m r  from mode1 2 .  Ço, the out+f-sample forecast of volatility h m  rnodel 1 camot be used to 

improve upon the forecast h m  mode1 i, However, if the p-value on d:., is Iower than say 59'0, then the out-of- 

sample forecast of volatility h m  model j is significant in explaining the out-of-sample forecast e m r  from model 

i. Consequentiy, the out-of-sample forecast of volatility h m  model 1 can be used in irnproving the forecast of 

volatility from model i. 



Table 35: Volatility Models: Goss-Vaiidated Mean Square Prediction Error 

Sample Period June 1973 to Aug. 1996 

Panel A: 

Conditiod Variance Models in the Continuous Tme Family 

VAS / 

Panel B: 

Conditional V ' c e  Models in the (G)ARCH Family: 
7 f I I 1 

MODELS - 
Exponential GARCH 

Panel C: 

Conditional Variance Modelç in the Factor-ARCH Family: 

- 

EGAl 

0.0234 

0.0172 

0.0172 

MODELS - 
N-Fold 1 

- 

EGA2 

0.0242 

0-0172 

0.0172 

Exponential Factor-ARCH 

1 1 FACl 1 FAC2 ( E-FACl 1 E-FAC2 



Table 3 6 :  Volatility Models: Goss-VaLidateci Log-Likeiihood 

Sample Penod: Jm 1973 to Aug. 1996 

Panel A: 

Conditional Variance Models in the Continuous Time Farnily: 
l I 1 l 

MODELS - 
N-Fold 1 

Panel B: 

Conditional Variance Models in the (G)ARCH Family: 
t I I 1 

MODELS - 
N-Fold 1 

Panel C: 

N=10 

Conditional Variance Models in the Factor-ARCH f d y :  

1 MODELS- 

p=4 

3675.00 

p=2 

3552.04 

p=2, q=l 

-102261 

p=l, q=l ( EGAl 

-137287 / -78603.5 
EGA2 

-1LO77ï.O 
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